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THE SECRET HISTORY OF VICTORIAN MODERNISM
Robin Boyd to Neil Clerehan, 1952-3
edited and introduced by Miles Lewis
heavily infused with the recollections Neil Clerehan
and with multiple contributions by Simon Reeves

INTRODUCTION
THE LETTERS
Letter a, 7 July 1952 [Robin]
Charles & Phyllis Bridgford; Jim Earle; Ken Green; Osborne McCutcheon; Sally the
dachshund and her boyfriend; Frank Hardy’s Power Without Glory; the film Night Club;
McCutcheon’s ‘Crackers’; Clerehan & Barton’s Barton house; Mewton’s Bridgford
house, Black Rock.

Letter b, 21-2 August 1952 [Robin]
Doug Alexandra; Kevin Borland; Walter Bunning; Des Fennessy; Joan Fennessy; Roy
Grounds; Norman Little; Harry Seidler; Hub Waugh; a measly remodelling job & the
Melbourne City Council; The Age; Australia’s Home; Port Phillip Gazette; Clerehan’s
Cuba trip; the Swan Street Bridge, the Lonsdale St Power Station chimney.

Letter c, 26 August 1952 [Patricia]
Paul Allen; Kevin Borland; Penleigh Boyd; Nan Brunner; Lester Bunbury; Patricia
Bunbury; Bill Carr; Grant Featherston; Roy Grounds; Arthur [Bung] and Ilona Hill; Peter
McIntyre; John Mockridge; John & Phyllis Murphy; Harry Seidler; Clive Turnbull; the
Olympic Stadium competition; missing nylon stockings; Little St Margaret’s
Kindergarten; Scott Fitzgerald’s Tender is the Night; a nudie nightie.

Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
Bruce Anderson; Kevin Borland; Roy Grounds; Eric Hughes; Geoffrey Peek; the
Squash Court [Williams] house; the Wade house; the Graduate Society of Melbourne
University; the Olympic Stadium competition.

Letter e, 9 September 1952 [Patricia]
Kevin Borland; Bill Carr; David Chancellor; Roy Grounds; Brian Lewis; Pat MacFarlan;
John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Sir William Slim; the Olympic Stadium Competition; the
Waverley Riding School.

Letter f, 14 September 1952 [Robin]
Norman Barton; Kevin Borland; Bill Carr; Don Fulton; Roy Grounds; Lewis Mumford;
John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Geoffrey] Peek; Rider Hunt & Partners; J L Sert; 3AW
[radio station]; ‘Born Yesterday’ [radio play]; the Age RVIA Small Homes Service
(‘SHS’); the Olympic Stadium competition; the Ranelagh Estate; South Pacific [musical]

Letter g, 22 September 1952 [Robin]
Jervis Manton, Melbourne architectural booksellers
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Letter h, late September 1952 [Patricia]
Mandie Boyd; Penleigh Boyd; Nan Brunner; Dina Cutts; Bob Dyer; Bill & ? Ingram; Cliff
Last; Janet McFarlan; Ross & Pat McFarlan; Rodney & Naomi Morell; Margaret
Nappett; Margaret & Mick Patkin; Athol & Patricia Shmith; Cop the Lot [radio show];
Little St Margaret’s Kindergarten; Melbourne Club cocktail party; South Pacific
[musical]

Letter i, September 1952 [Robin]
Kevin Borland, J E Burchard, Geoffrey Mewton, Sherlock, Smith & Adams (USA),
Douglas Snelling, the Age - RVIA Small Homes Service, the establishment of the
newsletter Cross-Section.

Fragment j, September-October 1952 [Robin]
Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike); Rae Featherstone; J Carrol Naish; Jack Oakie.

Letter k l, 20 October 1952 [Robin]
Bates, Smart & McCutcheon; George Clarke; Buckminster Fuller; Houghton & Byrne;
Norman Mussen; Paul Rudolph; Harry Seidler; Stephenson & Turner; Yuncken,
Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson.

Letter l m, 24-27 October 1952 [Robin]
Sir Dallas Brooks; George Clarke; Frank Heath; Leighton Irwin; Brian Lewis; Peter
McIntyre; John Mockridge; Norman Myer; Lloyd Orton; Harry Seidler, Don Ward; the
Town and Country Planning Association of Victoria.

Fragment m n, 26 October 1952 [Robin]
Don Iddon; John & Phyllis Murphy; Jock Murphy; Smith & Tracey; Frank Lloyd Wright,
Lloyd Wright, & John Lloyd Wright; a stereoscopic camera; the United Nations; US
and Indian policy on the Korean War; the skillion roof; Godfrey Spowers, architects; the
song ‘Let’s Do It, Let’s Fall in Love’; The Red Dragon [radio play].

Fragment n o, late October [Robin]
Bill Carr; Norm Richmond; Professor Staines; the Myer Emporium.

Letter o p, 12 November 1952 [Robin]
Dick Brewster; Bill Carr; Adelaide Clerehan; Yvonne Clerehan; Charles Eames; Roy
Grounds; Peter McIntyre; the Boyd house, 158 Riversdale Rd; Architectural Forum;
Ektachrome film; House and Home; an evening of Clerehan slides and tape
recordings.

Letter p k, mid-November 1952 [Robin]
Douglas Alexandra, Kevin Borland, Frank Dixon, Roy Grounds, Ken McDonald, Peter
McIntyre, John & Phyllis Murphy, Frederick Romberg, Harry Seidler [Boyd’s]
Darbyshire house, Gothic house, Squash Court House, [Grounds’s] Henty house;
Architecture and Arts magazine.

Fragment q, late November 1952 [Robin]
Bill Carr; Dick Brewster; Architectural Review; the errant recording tape; Sound Barrier
[movie]; New Canaan young modern style; arrival of jewelled stockings; Royal
Melbourne Golf Club short skirt ball
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Fragment r, undated [Robin]
Kevin Borland; Dick Brewster; Yvonne Clerehan; Eric Hughes; Gorge Mitchell; Clerehan’s
mother’s house, Elwood

Fragment s, December 1952 [Robin]
J E Burchard; F L Wright; Architectural Review

Letter t, 7 December 1952 [Robin]
Mandie Boyd; Bill Carr; Roy & Betty Grounds; Clement Meadmore; Muir & Shepherd;
Ted Paton; Frank Thring; Prof E W Titterton; the Victorian state election on 6
December 1952, and a performance of Edith Sitwell’s Façade at the Union Theatre,
Melbourne University.

Letter u, late December 1952 [Robin]
Kevin Borland; Mandie Boyd; Bernard Briggs; [Sir] Arthur Coles; [Prof] A J Francis; Roy
Grounds; Eric Hughes; [Sir] Wilfred Kent-Hughes; [Prof] Brian Lewis; C J McDougall;
Peter McIntyre; John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Frederick Romberg; the Olympic Pool;
and to Boyd’s own thwarted ambitions

Letter v, 31 December 1952 [Robin]
Bill Carr; Kevin Borland; Patricia Boyd; Lester Bunbury; Michael Hirst; Peter McIntyre;
Dione McIntyre; John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Jean Patterson; the Olympic Pool
victory; and a review of Boyd’s Australia’s Home

Letter w, 11 & 22 January 1953 [Robin]
Bates, Smart & McCutcheon; Roy Grounds; Wallace Harrison; Douglas Haskell; Inigo
Jones; George Molnar; Harry Seidler; Roy Simmonds; G A Soilleux; [Sir] John Storey;
The Adventures of PC 49; the Congress of Architecture, Frankston, 1953; Lake Shore
Drive Apartments, Chicago; the North Carolina State Fair Livestock Judging Pavilion;
Toorak College; the United Nations General Assembly Building, New York; the United
Nations Secretariat Building, New York

BOYD BUILDINGS
BESTIARY
REFERENCES
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Robin Boyd, 1956 or earlier:1 Estate of Patricia Davies (formerly Boyd).

1

Penleigh Boyd advises that this was the photograph used on his international
driver’s licence of 1956, which makes it the portrait nearest to the date of this
correspondence. A drawing by Esther Paterson reproduced Edquist, Transition no
38 special issue Robin Boyd, p 14, is clearly incorrectly dated 1951, and the source
is not stated.
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INTRODUCTION
the letters
These twenty-three letters and fragments are a sort of cross-section of the
architectural world of Melbourne in 1952, but not so much a clinical microscope
slide as a sort of cheerful, scurrilous laceration. The architect Robin Boyd
(1919-1971) projected a public persona of urbanity, tolerance and tact, and also
a degree of aristocratic aloofness. The letters below reveal his private persona,
the id rather than the ego. They mention nearly everybody of consequence in
the Melbourne architectural scene, as well as many of Boyd’s own clients. He
has an unkind word for most of them, and often a rude word as well. The letters
were sent by Boyd in late 1952 and the beginning of 1953 to his friend and
protégé, Neil Clerehan, who was then in the USA. There are also some from
Patricia Boyd, which bespeak a strong personal intimacy - she addresses him
as ‘Dearest Neen’ - although they were later to fall out.
During his American sojourn Clerehan wrote weekly to Robin and/or Patricia
Boyd. At some time, probably in late July or August,2 Clerehan had stopped
writing to Robin because of an unspecified disagreement, but he continued to
write prolifically to Patricia, who on 9 September reported receiving seven
letters in one batch. Patricia sought to broker a rapprochement, but this seems
to have been unnecessary, as Robin received a new letter from Clerehan next
day, and the correspondence resumed.
I am writing to you again as you are writing to me again, it seems, and
I’m not one to hold a grudge even when I don’t know what started what
anyway. [f]
Most of the present letters exist only because Clerehan extended his stay after
obtaining a position with the United Nations in New York. Boyd’s letters for the
whole period between March and July are missing, as are some of those
afterwards, and they seem unlikely to be found. None of Clerehan’s letters
have been found, which is a great pity, as they seem to have been brilliant.
Boyd had a reputation for throwing things out, so there is little chance of finding
the whole Clerehan correspondence, but some of the letters were shown
around friends in their circle, and it is possible that one or two may have been
kept by others, and may yet emerge.
Geoffrey Serle quoted from some of this correspondence3 (the first and smaller
batch, as below) and some people subsequently sought it from Clerehan, but it
came into my hands quite fortuitously. Late in 2015 Neil gave me for my own
library a file of material relating to Robin Boyd. Most of the contents was quite
modern correspondence to do with issues such as Clerehan’s article on Boyd
for the Australian Dictionary of Biography. But among this material were pages
2

3

In the only surviving letter from Robin preceding the break, dated 7 July, he
acknowledges receiving ’3 quite intelligent letters’ from Clerehan. His letter of 21
and 23 August mentions receiving a new letter
Serle, Robin Boyd. pp 147, 148.
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of Boyd material in autograph, some on letterhead paper and some on scraps,
which, when sorted, turned out to be seven of these letters.4 I began by trying
to note their principal contents, and then, as I became more excited,
transcribing them in full, but with no intention beyond making them accessible
for reference purposes. But as I began to annotate them it became apparent
that they deserved publication. I suggested to Neil that he might prefer them to
be handed over to a scholar more involved in this period, but he told me to
proceed. In January 2016 his daughter Victoria uncovered a cache of Boyd
material including press cuttings, publications, framed photos, and another and
larger batch of letters from 1952. That batch completed the present collection.
Some of the letters are on Boyd’s own letterhead or that of Melbourne
University, some are on plain quarto paper, and some on octavo sheets from a
notepad. Those which are on multiple pages I have been able to reassemble,
leaving six orphaned fragments. Patricia’s three letters were on proforma
airletters, though one of these had not been used as such but sent within an
envelope (probably with other material from Robin). Most of letters and
fragments which were undated I have been able to pinpoint reasonably
accurately from internal evidence, and only one fragment remains totally at sea.
The letters are highly informal, and full of abbreviations and Americanisations
like ‘nite’, but the punctuation is surprisingly correct. A number, including one of
Patricia’s, contain sketches. The tone is generally mildly jocular. Bad language
is ubiquitous and emanates not only from Robin but from Patricia as well: ‘“Arh
– I’m too f….g [busy] –“ I sez from the kitchen’ [h]. Whether Clerehan is the
same we cannot tell, though Boyd attributes to him the probably fictitious
question ‘what the f—g h—l about that stereo?” [m] The sentence which Boyd
attributes to Clerehan’s mother, ‘Jesus the dopey cunt, he must have forgotten
to adjust the frequency modulator’ [o], is certainly apocryphal. Early readers of
these letters have been surprised and confronted by this language, which does
not accord with anybody’s recollections of the protagonists, and Clerehan
himself was surprised to be reminded of it, though he remembered at some
point being adjured by Boyd, in a jocular way, not to use bad language. I think
that far from being their normal manner of communication it was a sort of inhouse joke between the three of them, probably confined to this period, and
possibly to this correspondence.
The architectural content of the letters is fascinating, but they contain much else
about the Boyds’ domestic arrangements and lifestyle, the plays and films they
saw, their opinions on political events, and, most of all, their circle of friends.
This included – apart from architects – the sculptor Clifford Last; the designers
Grant Featherston and Lester Bunbury; the fashion photographer Athol Shmith
and his wife Patricia, known as the model ‘Bambi’; the bohemians and socialites
Edward ‘Teddy’ and Margaret Darbyshire, John and Liz Summons, and a
number of others. In some cases Patricia makes allegations about their sexual
proclivities.
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Those here designated f, I, m, s, t, u, v
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In trying to sort out this material I have of course drawn upon the standard
works, by Serle upon Boyd, and by Edquist and Black upon Clerehan, as well
as the contributions to the RMIT Boyd conference of 1989. I have received help
from Boyd’s contemporaries Don Fulton, Peter McIntyre and Phyllis Murphy, all
of whom are mentioned in the letters, and from Hugh O’Neill. I have relied
heavily upon Tony Lee’s exhaustive knowledge of the Boyd oeuvre and other
matters Boydian. Philip Goad has made incisive and magisterial comments and
corrections. Most of all I have benefitted very greatly from the various
investigations of Simon Reeves, both those which he has previously published
and those which he has pursued specifically in connection with this project. I
have absorbed from him many minor pieces of information, but I have tried to
distinguish his major contributions clearly (which is not always easy where our
work has overlapped), for I would not wish the reader to be in any doubt as to
the originality and ingenuity of his research. Monty Stephen has kindly
proofread my transcription of the letters, and has picked up an embarrassing
number of slips and typos.
Establishing the dates of the letters has involved me in searches to establish
details such as the opening and closing dates of films which are named in them.
Tedious though these searches have been, they would have been totally
impracticable before the introduction of Trove by the National Library of
Australia. Many of the supporting illustrations I have used have been cropped or
enhanced, and I have indicated this where significant. One of Boyd’s most
irritating habits was to publish plans the wrong way up – that is, not with north to
the top, or as near as practicable. Where feasible I have corrected this.
The letters are published with the permission of Neil Clerehan as owner,5 and
with the concurrence of the Boyd children, Mandie Moss, Penleigh Boyd and
Suzy Boyd. Robin’s letters are published by permission of the Robin Boyd
Foundation as copyright owner, and Patricia’s letters by permission of the three
children as her executors and copyright owners.

5

The larger batch are currently in my possession and, by Neil’s direction, will go to
the State Library. The smaller batch are technically my property, but will also go to
the library. All have been scanned by Tony Lee for the records of the Robin Boyd
Foundation.
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Neil Clerehan and Robin Boyd in Little Collins Street, c 1949: Clerehan-Boyd file, Miles Lewis
collection.
Clerehan and Boyd setting up the Small Homes Exhibition, 1953: Clerehan, ‘The Age RVIA
Small Homes Service’, p 56 [cropped]
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Patricia Boyd, 1956 or earlier (from her international driver’s
licence of 1956): Estate of Patricia Davies (formerly Boyd)

11

Patricia Boyd, sketch by Robin Boyd. Serle, Robin Boyd, p 75: credited to Mrs John Davies
[Patricia Boyd]. Permission to be obtained.
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the context
The 1950s was a heroic decade in Victorian architecture, when the young
modernists were, as Peter McIntyre has put it, like young Christian soldiers.6
And even Harry Seidler was staggered by the ‘volume of contemporary houses
going on here’. [c] The period has been more intensively studied than any other
in Victoria, and with the possible exception of Colonial New South Wales, any
other in Australia. No architect was so incompetent or so unproductive as to be
beneath the attention of today’s historian, and any building of the 1950s of
which the architect can be named is automatically listed in the relevant
conservation study.
It is hard to explain why this period exerts such a hold on us, especially as until
now our knowledge of it has been rather two-dimensional. We know the basic
facts about the architects, but in most cases not much more, and indeed like
most missionaries they were uncomplicated people. Their buildings were also
simple, as was enjoined upon them both by the principles of modernism and the
practicalities of post-war austerity (and until August 1952 by government
restrictions upon room sizes &c). There are few grand volumes or creative
sculptural forms to be analysed, and certainly no essays in architectural
scholarship.
The skillion form was regarded by Boyd and others as intrinsically virtuous in a
way which is hard to accept today.7 Neil Clerehan has pointed out that when
designs submitted to the Small Homes Service fell short of Boyd’s standards
‘their unacceptable hip roofs were lost in a low-point perspective and their other
less agreeable features were either poster-whited out or hidden by indian-ink
trees.’8 When an estate agent advertised house designs in ‘skillion, flat top,
gable, etc styles’, Boyd commented, in one of these letters, that ‘it shows
something when [sketch of skillion] becomes a publicity draw.’ [m] In one of his
columns, discussing Small Homes Service design T25 (a design by
Pethebridge), he made the ridiculous claim that the skillion served the ‘almost
doubling the space and light within the house’.9 The fad reached the point of
absurdity when a house by Mockridge, Stahle and Mitchell was reported under
the heading ‘Fun with Skillions’.10
Conversely, the simplest geometrical innovation, like the butterfly roof, becomes
a momentous subject of debate. Boyd reports that Frank Dixon has ‘a beautiful
steel frame base of his Nth Balwyn house up but he will mess it up with butterfly
6
7

8

9
10

Quoted by Serle, Robin Boyd, p 105.
Boyd used the skillion frequently from his Edith Boyd house project of 1949
onwards, and it can be very successful, especially when following the slope of a
building which steps down a hillside. So I would not be so rash as to argue that the
skillion is necessarily ugly. But it is at least very easy to make ugly. I would
paraphrase the words of Fritz Janeba, almost the only local modernist who does not
feature in this correspondence. He told a student ‘There is no colour which is
intrinsically ugly: but if there were such a colour, you have chosen it.’
Clerehan, ‘The Age RVIA Small Homes Service’, p 59. White Indian ink is a
material known only to Clerehan.
Age [Melbourne], 8 September 1952, p 6.
The Hooper house Winmalee Road, Balwyn: Architecture and Arts, July 1955, p 20.
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roof’ [k]. Why Boyd did not fulminate against Kenneth McDonald’s earlier
butterfly roof,11 wrongly claimed to be the first in Victoria, and much more
featuristic than Dixon’s, remains a puzzle. Perhaps he had already done so
elsewhere. In any case, although he did not use it himself, Boyd accepted the
butterfly roof, if a little grudgingly, ‘for the idea is not altogether ridiculous’. He
stated the advantages fairly, and explained that new materials enabled the roof
surface to be continuous, without any central gutter liable to leak.12
There must have been more overt hostility than this in other quarters to have
provoked a strange anonymous paragraph in Architecture and Arts entitled ‘A
Concise Case for the Butterfly Roof’.13 The main argument, that the amount of
spouting is reduced, is well made. A subsidiary argument the ‘sloping ceiling
enables internal spatial divisions without the use of partitions or screens,’
seems entirely spurious. But the interest lies in the probable author, Kenneth
McDonald, whose house in Balwyn is used as an illustration. The second
illustration, a perspective of a house for Mount Eliza, is not otherwise identified,
but had probably been a student project by McDonald in 194914 (thus making
his espousal of the butterfly roof even earlier).
Although the first butterfly roof in Victoria was Fritz Janeba’s Wigley house at
Warrandyte, of 1943,15 it was not visible from the front of the house, and
certainly did not dominate the design like the examples that followed in the
1950s, so it is understandable that it was forgotten. This roof form had been
used by Le Corbusier in 1930 for the Maison Errazuriz in Chile, and
subsequently by Antonin Raymond and Marcel Breuer. It was probably
Breuer’s ‘House in the Museum, Garden’ for the Museum of Modern Art in
1948, that inspired Seidler’s butterfly roofs – and possibly also McDonald’s,
though less clearly.
Butterfly roofs, also somewhat shallower and more discreet than that of
McDonald’s house, were used by Harry Seidler in New South Wales, though
none appear to predate McDonald’s 1949 project. These were the Fink house
at Newport, about 1949-50;16 Marcus Seidler house, Turramurra, of 1949-51;17
11

12
13
14

15
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Simon Reeves dates the construction of McDonald’s house to the period between
April and November also 1951, whereas Dixon’s was far from complete when Boyd
wrote in October 1952 [k].
Age, 5 February 1952, p 7.
Architecture and Arts, July 1952, p 34.
Simon Reeves discovered a version of the drawing in McDonald’s papers, entitled
‘Tomorrow’s House’, and he has established that this was the title of a project set
for final year students at the university in 1949.
Illustrated in Fritz Weber et al, Fritz Janeba 1905-1984 (Hochschule für
Angewandte Kunzt in Wien, Vienna 1985), p 19. The date of 1943 is given there,
but is doubtful. Philip Goad points out that the architect Roderick Cooper’s own
house in Sandy Bay, Hobart [1951] had a butterfly roof. Reeves identifies this as
6A Elboden St, Hobart, published in Architecture Australia, July-September 1955, p
6.
A model of this house, said to be for a Sydney doctor, is illustrated and described in
E Robson, ‘Houseful of Sunshine’. Australian Home Beautiful, September 1951, pp
10-11. It is said to have been approved by the local council only after a three month
battle. This therefore appears to be the house upon which Boyd reported in the Age
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Meller house at Castlecrag of 1950-4;18 Tuck house, Gordon, of 1954,19 and
unexecuted proposals for houses at Beecroft20 and Lane Cove.21 Others, like
the Hutter house at Turramurra, 1950-2, have a superficial butterfly
appearance, but actually consist of two blocks with the butterfly form manifested
only in the linking passage
Dixon’s eaveless roof, though steeper, was reasonably in keeping with the
Seidler aesthetic. But this did not save him, and indeed, the ‘HS [presumably
Harry Seidler] windows’ were equally unacceptable. But Boyd did not directly
criticise Seidler’s butterflies. In fact he avoided referring to them as such. In
reporting the Warringah case he described the building as ‘A house with an
inside-out gable (a roof that sloped down to the centre)’,22 and he later referred
to one as ’inward pitched’, to avoid associating the great man with the
questionable butterfly.23 Kevin Borland who had briefly worked for Seidler, had
a Seidlerian butterfly roof design (eaveless and abstract in character) accepted
by the Small Homes Service early in 1952, but it was described in the heading
as a ‘fly away roof’, and only later as a butterfly.24 But an influx of butterfly roofs
was to follow in the Small Homes Service Competition of 1953,25 and it became
impossible to pretend that they were something else. Boyd’s own Keith Finlay
house of 1952-3, though not strictly butterfly-roofed, approached the form, for it
had two parallel internal valleys.
The truth is that the work of this period is good, in rather the same way that
Georgian architecture is good. Where there is more certainty and less variety
even ungifted architects can produced creditable work. It is quite hard for us
today to discern the real difference between the work of architects Boyd
admired, say Romberg, and those he reviled, say Kagan, for some of it looks
much the same.
An intriguing topic of the period is googie architecture, which did not conform to
the classical modern canon, and was therefore to be reprehended. Simon
Reeves has written about the term ‘googie’, as used in the USA to refer to the
commercial vernacular of American drive-in restaurants, car showrooms,

17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[Melbourne], 27 April 1949, p 4. According to Boyd, in Australia’s Home, pp 199200, involved Seidler in a three month battle with Warringah Council. However
Newport is currently under the Pittwater Council. Both the model and the finished
house appear in Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects. pp 22-6.
Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects, pp 29-34; Kenneth Frampton & Philip Drew,
Harry Seidler (Thames & Hudson, London 1992), pp 46-7.
Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects, pp 36-43; Kenneth Frampton & Philip Drew,
Harry Seidler (Thames & Hudson, London 1992), pp 48-9. This is the same as the
unnamed house reported in Australian Home Beautiful, December 1950, pp 18-19:
see Alice Spigelman, Almost Full Circle: Harry Seidler (Brandl & Schlesinger, Rose
Bay [New South Wales] 2001), p 182 and p 193 for the approval in 1954.
Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects, p 35.
Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects, p 28.
Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects, p 103.
Age 27 April 1949, p 4.
Goad, ‘The Small Homes Service’, p 43.
Age, 5 February 1952, p 7.
Boyd, Australia’s Home, pp 190.
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bowling alleys and the like, deriving from Googie’s coffee shop in Los Angeles,
designed by John Lautner in 1949.26 Until now the word ‘googie’ has been
thought to have been first used in this way in Australia in 1965, by Boyd himself
in The Puzzle of Architecture.27 But now we can advance that date by thirteen
years. Clerehan photographed some of this architecture, and must have used
the word ‘googie’ (for he recalls it as such), and the term was immediately taken
up by Boyd. On 25 August 1952 he writes (within a letter from Patricia) that
Peter McIntyre ‘got his googie house passed by Camberwell after a lecture to
councillors with slides.’ [c] He is referring – critically - to McIntyre’s ‘Stargazer’
house. Boyd had already approached the issue in July when he reported, in a
discussion at Melbourne University, ‘John Lloyd Wright talking about the new
lichen-like ornament which clings from a building, made up of odds and ends
picked up on the site’, which he [Boyd] had read about in Architectural Forum.28
Then in his column the Age in November 1952 he explicitly identified googie
architecture, discussed it, and of course dismissed it.29
But he understood that there were problems with the simplistic modernism of
the day. It was boring, and it had nowhere to go. Arbitrary geometric shapes,
like those of Grounds, and structuralist forms, like those of McIntyre and
Borland, were not kitsch, like googie architecture, but were ways of enlivening
architecture without going back to historical precedent. They were not exactly
functional, but they were not anti-functional either. The Stargazer house in
particular, far from being Googie, was in the spirit of those modernist form
givers who have been identified by Philip Goad as relevant to McIntyre –
Candela, Fuller, Griffin, Niemeyer and Wright, and – as Goad has also noted - it
specifically recalls Niemeyer’s Air Center housing at São José dos Campos,
Brazil, of 1947 onwards.30
Boyd himself was not a natural form giver, but he recognised this limitation and
turned himself into one. Clerehan did not attempt this metamorphosis, and his
architecture remained classically modern, and at times rather bland. It is fair to
say this is the issue over which the Siamese twins of Melbourne modernism
finally parted company. Clerehan wrote in 1984, putting the best construction
upon it:
Robin Boyd would establish a theme and dramatize it in a design. I was
and still am intrigued with living patterns, actual and possible, and the
architectonic expression was and is to me only a frame for those
patterns. Therefore I never produced intriguing forms.31
Boyd was later to write about the ‘functional neurosis’ something that could
almost be read as a program for postmodernism:

26
27
28
29
30
31

Simon Reeves, ‘Googie Goes Australian’, Australian Modern, I, 1 (2012), pp 12-15.
Boyd, The Puzzle of Architecture, p 98.
Architecture and Arts, I, 1 (2012), pp 12-15.
Simon Reeves, ‘Googie Goes Australian,’ Australian Modern, 1, 1, pp 12-15.
Goad, ‘Optimism and Experiment’, pp 35, 39.
Quoted in Goad, ‘Neil Clerehan – a tribute', no page.
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When modern architecture is not lounging complacently in the coloured
magazines or chewing over the discoveries of its pioneers, when it is
obliged to state its beliefs, or face up to a psychological problem, or look
to its future, then the neurosis is most evident. Modern architecture is
torn by remorse and doubt because it is still wavering on the point of
renouncing functionalism, and yet has no other conviction to replace this
idol of its youth. Whenever it is tempted to build from the heart, and not
from the head, it has the uneasy feeling that it is somehow letting the old
side down The single-minded revolutionary zeal of the early years has
been replaced by nothing but a half-smug and half-dispirited slackening
of the discipline. Sometimes deliberate reactions against simplicity and
directness are tolerated, mostly on the pretext of reviving ‘human’ quality
in response to calls which frequently sound more like advertisements for
soft drinks than architectural criticism.32
Boyd has come to symbolise the period and is, with his friend and contemporary
Harry Seidler, a figure known to most cultured people in Australia. Ask them to
name an iconic dentist or accountant of the same period, and they will be at a
loss. But Boyd, as he was only too well aware, was and is known more for his
writings than his buildings. Only in a sense was George Tibbits correct in saying
that ‘his role as an architectural writer and architectural historian was
subservient to his role as a creative architect.’33 He might have wished it to be
so, had he received the major commissions which he craved. It may even have
been so in in the sense that he wrote history to establish a framework and
rationale for current architectural practice. But the reality is that it is the
criticism and history by which he is mainly known. The impact of his architecture
has been less than that of his less intellectual contemporaries, such as Grounds
and McIntyre. And the whole of his built oeuvre could be comfortably contained
in one of the larger office or apartment towers now being put up in Melbourne
by architects whose names are destined for the wastebasket of history.
Boyd acquired this pre-eminence by virtue of his eloquence, perception, and
conviction. First he established a historical model of Victorian and subsequently
Australian architecture - of how it evolved and who were its heroes. That model
has survived largely unchallenged, despite the fact that the scholarship
underlying it has been superseded. Then he argued for modernism in a
Puginian fashion – simplifying and overstating the issues, and driving home his
points with telling illustrations. And he made this more palatable to his audience
by concealing his Puginian zeal under a veneer of urbanity and wit.
And it is Boyd’s veneer we have come to see today, at the expense of the real
Boyd underneath – we see the Boyd of classic modernism, the Boyer lectures,
and South Yarra elegance. The real Boyd – or at least the equally real Boyd - is
the Boyd of these letters who, when he lost the Olympic Stadium competition,
wrote across the page ‘FUCK!’. [k]
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Robin Boyd, ‘The Functional Neurosis’, Architectural Review, I February 1956, p 85.
George Tibbits, ‘Robin Boyd and the Interpretation of Australian Architecture’, in
Edquist, Transition no 38, p 45.
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Small Homes Service design T25, by E K Pethebridge, in which the skillion roof, according to
Boyd, almost doubled the space and light within the house. Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects, Small Homes Service, How to Build a Home this Year [pamphlet] (Melbourne c
1949), Miles Lewis collection.

The James Wigley house, Warrandyte, by Fritz Janeba, 1943 or later, front view (in which the
butterfly roof is invisible): Weber, Fritz Janeba, p 19.
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The James Wigley house, Warrandyte, by Fritz Janeba, 1943 or later, plans and section:
Weber, Fritz Janeba, p 19

‘House for Mount Eliza, Victoria Australia’, believed to have been originally a student project by
Kenneth McDonald in 1949, ‘Tomorrow’s House’: ‘A Concise Case for the Butterfly Roof’,
Architecture and Arts, July 1952, p 34.
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The Fly-Away Roof … [or] “butterfly roof”, the inside-out roof, the upside-down gable, Small
Homes Service design T2101, by Kevin Borland: Age, 5 February 1952, p 7.

Googie architecture in Los Angeles and Miami, photographed by
Neil Clerehan in 1952: Neil Clerehan collection [digitally reconstructed].
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the protagonists
In the late 1930s Boyd had served his articles in the office of A & K Henderson
while studying architecture in the evenings at the Melbourne Technical College
and the Melbourne University Architectural Atelier. He did not complete the
diploma at the Atelier, probably because he did not get on with the Director,
Leighton Irwin, or admire his work, as is apparent from these letters. [l] He was
attracted to Modernism, for which there was limited scope in the Atelier, and
none in the Henderson office, and he became one of the founders of the
Victorian Architectural Students Society and first editor of its racy monthly
newssheet, Smudges, which appeared in June 1939.
After completing his articles Boyd worked in various offices before becoming
sole assistant to Roy Grounds. At the end of 1941 he married Dorothea
Patricia Madder, normally known as Patricia, and they leased one of Grounds’s
‘Clendon’ flats in Armadale. But Boyd was a member of the Citizen Military
Forces and had already been mobilised for military service, leaving for
Queensland in mid-1942, and a few months later transferring to the Australian
Imperial Force in Papua. He returned to Victoria early in 1945 and was
discharged in September. In 1946 he worked as an assistant to Don Ward,
house architect of the Myer department store.
The acidulous tone of the comments in these letters is not reflected in Boyd’s
later published work, but there hints of it in Smudges, notably in the famous
case where the publication was sued by A W Plaisted,34 and less overtly, in
Boyd’s substantially anonymous writing for the Architectural Revue from 1948
onwards. The continuous lampooning of the architect and Melbourne City
Councillor, [Sir] Bernard Evans, was such that Evans withdrew his son from the
university architecture course.
In 1947 Boyd published Victorian Modern, written mainly while working for
Ward. Brian Lewis employed him half-time at Melbourne University from 1948,
despite the fact that he was not qualified, and in 1949 allowed him to use most
of his time to research what was to become Australia’s Home.35 In response,
Boyd inscribed the first copy of the book to Lewis.36 The School’s newsletter
Cross-Section, which Boyd initiated during the period of this correspondence,
was to further enhance the prominence of his alma mater in the world of
architecture.
Boyd was treated even more favourably by the Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects than by the University. According to Phyllis Murphy there was a
34
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Plaisted’s block of flats in Marne Street, South Yarra ‘Castle Towers’, was awarded
‘Blot of the Month’ in Smudges, and described as ‘garbage’, ‘as bad from a social
viewpoint as it is ridiculous from an aesthetic viewpoint.’ Plaisted issued a writ for
£3000 against the editor, printer and distributor, but ultimately settled for an
apology.
Serle, Robin Boyd, p 105 In July 1952 Boyd was still described as a research
fellow at the School: Architecture and Arts, July 1952, p 10
Although the book bears the publication date 1952 the first copy was inscribed by
Boyd to Brian Lewis in December 1951: Miles Lewis collection.
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sense among Boyd’s cohort that he had been treated very generously when he
was admitted to the RVIA without having to complete the Atelier course: others
generally had to combine five days of full time work with the evening classes, a
substantial commitment.37 But it is impossible to know whether the private
opinions of contemporaries in general were as unfavourable to Boyd as were
his of them.
Clerehan followed a track similar to Boyd’s, but three or four years later, and
was consequently interrupted by war service at a relatively earlier stage. He
began his architectural studies at Melbourne Technical College in 1940, but
joined the Melbourne University Rifles in 1941, and enlisted in the AIF in 1942.
He was sent to Brisbane and Gympie, where met Boyd, and then to Milne Bay,
where he contracted malaria, and was discharged in 1944. He now resumed
his studies at the College, and then joined the Melbourne University
Architectural Atelier, in 1946-7 serving as editor of Smudges like Boyd before
him (publication had been suspended during the war). He obtained his Diploma
of Architecture from the University in 1949, then enrolled in the Bachelor of
Architecture degree, and graduated in 1951. He established his own practice in
that year. The Age-RVIA Small Homes Service was established under Boyd’s
direction in 1947, and Clerehan worked in it as an assistant, while also
preparing a number of the designs published by the service in 1947-9. In May of
1950 Boyd having won the Haddon Scholarship, left on a trip to Europe, and
Clerehan ran the service until his return in October 1951. One built small home
of this period is known to survive: the W M Dunkin house at 10 Stephens Street,
Balwyn North, of 1951.38
One gets the impression that Boyd and Clerehan were more than friends in the
ordinary sense, and more a sort of team dedicated to promoting the modern
movement in Melbourne. Both wrote extensively, as well as designed.
Clerehan could step into Boyd’s shoes when necessary. It is very clear from
this correspondence that Boyd’s relationship with Kevin Borland, who assisted
Boyd at the Small Homes Service while Clerehan was overseas, in no way
resembled the symbiotic link between Boyd and Clerehan. The close nature of
this relationship, interrupted by occasional quarrels and sulks, might suggest
that it was homosexual. But that was not the case: Clerehan, who is quite frank
about these issues, reports that Boyd abhorred homosexuality, though quite
blind to the foibles of his transvestite friend John Barry, with whom he stayed in
London.
When they fell out some inner tensions were revealed. Boyd’s letters to
Clerehan are patronising, albeit in a jocular vein: ‘3 quite intelligent letters from
you yesterday.’ [a] But when Clerehan takes offence at something and stops
writing,39 and at the same time picks up a well-paid job at the United Nations,
Boyd’s insecurity emerges. Patricia reports:
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Information from Phyllis Murphy, via Jock Murphy, 1 January 2016. For this, see
Serle, Robin Boyd, pp 84-5.
Heritage Alliance, Survey of Post-War Built Heritage in Victoria (consulted on line),
no 027-049, ref Architecture, January-March 1952, p 34.
Clerehan cannot remember what gave rise to this.
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Now Robin is pretty hurt that you didn’t write any letters to him because
you’re mad at him, & he doesn’t even know why. And especially in view
of U N job. Feels you’re kicking an old cobber in the teeth as you climb
up the ladder, after his help with cable contacts etc. [e]
And then the quarrel is patched up and the correspondence resumes in an
unchanged tone. But it was still not without the occasional frisson: when
Clerehan ‘panned’ Australia’s Home in the Port Phillip Gazette, Boyd ‘Didn’t go
much for [it] … at least no-one would ever dream it was written by a friend.
That is certain.’ [b] When Clerehan had apparently made some criticism of
Boyd’s own house ‘It didn’t madden me so much as make me feel sick.’ [p]
It is clear that Boyd was always the dominant figure in this association, but not
too much should be made of this. Boyd inscribed a copy of his Victorian Modern
to Clerehan,40 thanking him for ‘the idea, the assistance and the punctuation’ –
this in mid-1947, when Clerehan was very much an undergraduate architect. In
one of the letters Boyd is very frank about his thwarted ambitions to an extent
which he would be with nobody else – ‘I’d kill you if you ever let it slip’. [u]
Both men were very interested in overseas architectural journals – Clerehan
unreservedly so, but Boyd more guardedly. After all, he had complained in
Victorian Modern that ‘Until recently all larger works were influenced more by
the latest architectural periodicals from overseas than by the local conditions.’41
But now his own contributions were being published in Architectural Review,
and he was, like Clerehan, excited by any international reference to Australian
architecture, especially where it seemed to validate their own judgements. Later
Boyd was to distinguish the mindless copying of the superficial aspects of a
culture [undesirable] from being stimulated by its ideas [desirable and
inevitable]:
It is inevitable that we should be drawn deep into the aura of American
influence in this second half of the American century. Every country is, and
we who have so much in common with the U.S.A., historically and socially,
are more likely to be affected by the emanations of her culture. Just the
same, there is a difference between being stimulated by ideas from
another country and copying the detailed shape of its thinking and its
fashions.42
But this was not about cultural exchange, as Callister has stated, for there is no
suggestion the USA would absorb either details or ideas from Australia.43 And
despite all the high-flown sentiment, Boyd and Clerehan were like all architects
alert to overseas trends and ideas which they could turn to account themselves.
John Ely Burchard (generally known to others at the time as Dean Burchard) is
particularly prominent in this context, and is referred to again and again in
Boyd’s letters. Burchard had visited Australia in 1951, principally in his capacity
40
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Miles Lewis collection, gift of Neil Clerehan.
Boyd, Victorian Modern, p 14.
Boyd, ‘The Future of Design Practice’, p 73.
Callister, ‘The Dialectic of Desire and Disappointment’, p 7.
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as an expert on the design of academic libraries, but after his return to the
United States he published in the Architectural Record an extensive survey,
almost a mini-textbook, ‘State of Architecture in Australia’.44 This was well
received by Boyd, in part, no doubt, because it illustrated one of Boyd’s
houses,45 but also because Burchard made acerbic and rather Boydian
comments on the Australian scene:
The general architectural taste of Australia is best described by saying it is
lower-middle-class British suburban. Up and down the city hills they
march, the little semi-detached villas of Mr. Pooter, each with a hedge
clipped assiduously into an extraordinary shape. En masse they are
plainly ugly but they are never squalid. And hardly any-one worries at all
about the ugliness.46
And
You would think that Australians who love this beautiful landscape would
try to bring it into their houses through proper windows. But this has not
seemed important to most of them.
You would think too that they would not like to affront this landscape with
ugly red bricks, red or blue corrugated iron, mottled roof tiles, or a stone
with too busy veins. But they do not seem to mind.47
The Boydian character is not entirely coincidental, for Burchard had read and
approved Australia’s Home, and was probably influenced by it. Burchard’s
article seems to have been the subject of a press release by the RAIA, and was
duly written up in the Melbourne Age,48 but otherwise appears to have had little
impact in Australia. The South Australian Institute of Architects made use of its
opening lines, without acknowledgement, to introduce an article of its own.49
The Boyds, and it seems Clerehan too, had quite strong political views of a
Liberal-Left tendency. Boyd tells Clerehan that he agrees ‘very much with your
summing-up of U.S., U.S.S.R, US, etc.’, [b] though what this was we do not
know. Clerehan apparently asks Boyd if he has heard of the Lattimore case [a]
(in which Professor Owen Lattimore was persecuted as a supposed Russian
spy by US senators Joseph McCarthy and Pat Curran) and Boyd responds that
he has, but does not elaborate. However Boyd’s understanding of international
politics was not sophisticated, if we are to judge by his comments upon the
Korean War truce talks. [m] Within Australia Boyd refers to ‘Nasty little Titterton’
[t] – Professor Ernest Titterton, promoter of the atomic bomb. And at a state
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J E Burchard, ‘State of Architecture in Australia’, Architectural Record, August 1952,
pp 105-119.
‘House at Camberwell, Melbourne’, Burchard, ‘State of Architecture in Australia’, p
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Burchard, ‘State of Architecture in Australia’, pp 111-2.
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level, Boyd rejoices when on 6 December 1952 Labor wins its first majority in
Victorian history, after which the Cain Government was to take office. [t]
The private personalities of the Boyds emerge strongly. They are living life to
the full. For Patricia ‘Christ but life is getting difficult here ... luxuriating myself to
manicures, dressmaker, hairdresser & playing with Sally’ [the dog] (though also
picking up and dropping both Penleigh and Robin). [h] They disapprove of
those friends who don’t drink, or don’t drink enough, while they don’t particularly
care about those such as Bill Carr who drink too much. At a party they gave for
Harry Seidler in August, according to Patricia, McIntyre drank nothing, Borland
very little, and their girlfriends ‘were a dead loss – sat cold not drinking in a
corner‘. [c] Robin reports that ‘Peter doesn’t drink now that his tee-tot girl has
him by the bal—s’, and Borland is much the same. [v] When David Chancellor
and his wife turn up unexpectedly to find Roy Grounds dining with the Boyds
they [the Chancellors] sit without drinking for three quarters of an hour, stunned
by what Patricia proudly describes as the Noel Coward repartee flying between
herself, Robin and Grounds. The Chancellors leave, ‘never to return to this mad
house’. [e]
Patricia, while obviously attractive to the men, seems to adopt something of a
male persona herself, in that the women she mentions are largely anonymous.
On the occasions just referred to, the girlfriends are unnamed, as is Mrs
Chancellor, and on another occasion ‘another female I can’t remember’. [h]
This of course is not true of her special friends, like Pat Macfarlan. But her
relationship with Clerehan (‘Dearest Neen’) is intriguing. The fact that he is
buying her nylon stockings in the United States is not remarkable. But to offer
to buy a ‘nudie nightie’ [c] for another man’s wife would even today be thought
unusual. And the way she signs off her letters to him, ‘love me’, is also
suggestive. But Clerehan denies that there was anything more than close
friendship, and a degree of fascination. He explains the Boyds were his only
married friends, and though he would not let me use the word ‘voyeur’, he did
become in some way a component in their personal relationship.
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Cover of Robin Boyd, Victorian Modern, (Architectural Students Society of the Royal Victorian
Institute of Architects, Melbourne 1947).
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Victorian Modern, Boyd’s inscription to Neil Clerehan: Miles Lewis collection, gift of Neil
Clerehan.
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travel
Both men seemed to feel that, as Boyd put it ‘AUST.IS HICK DEPT.’ [a] so
overseas travel was fundamental to their career plans. Most Australian
architects still made the pilgrimage to Europe, as had Boyd on the Haddon
Scholarship, in 1950-1. But a few had always headed first for North America,
and this was the choice made by Clerehan, who always retained a pathological
liking for things American. In January 1952 he left for the United States, aided
by the support of Roy Grounds who wrote to Burnham Kelly, Director of the
Bemis Foundation, on 18 March 1952:
Without your asking, Neil Clerehan is leaving here and arriving there. A
young Melbourne architect, he is eager, large, inquisitive, competent and
Irish, he takes off by air in a few days, and should loom through your
doorway around May. He would be perfect meat for joining in bull sessions
with graduate students – has more than his share of ability – and should
repay in effort and capacity to give of himself any contacts you can help
make for him among the younger architects.
He will be in the States for some months, and I can’t think of a better
emissary for the wilder and abler elements of a younger group of
architects whose weight should soon be felt here as elsewhere.50
Clerehan travelled widely in the USA and met architectural notabilities including
Pietro Belluschi, Gordon Bunshaft, J E Burchard, Arthur Drexler, Charles
Eames, Craig Ellwood, John Entenza, Bruce Goff, Walter Gropius, Douglas
Haskell, Philip Johnson, Walter Netsch, Richard Neutra, Wesley Peters, Paul
Rudolph, W R Walker, F L Wright, and William Wurster.51 He not only visited
but stayed in Paul Rudolph’s just completed Kate Wheelan Cottages, Siesta
Key.52 He was also ‘aggressively’ propositioned by Rudolph, an experience
which, according to Clerehan, Daryl Jackson also suffered, on a later visit. But
this was not to be Boyd’s experience in 1957:
Met Paul Rudolf [sic] for the first time t’other night at dinner at Bill
Boggnall’s: just PR & us to meet each other. I was delighted by him – such
a nice fellow, I mean.53
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A reference kindly provided by Philip Goad, who found it in the MIT Archives in
Boston.
This list has been compiled partly by interview with Clerehan; partly from Edquist &
Black, Architecture of Neil Clerehan, pp 27-8; and partly from internal evidence in
the letters.
Boyd refers to the fact that Clerehan stayed in Paul Rudolph’s guest house, and
Edquist and Black identify it as Walker guest house on Sanibel Island, Florida, but
this was completed only in the earlier part of 1952. Clerehan has identified the Kate
Wheelan Cottages and specifically refers to the concrete block construction.
Robin Boyd to Neil Clerehan, 3 January 1957.
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Boyd goes on to say ‘We reminded him of the time he tried to dob it on you but
he couldn't remember’ – whether this refers to his sexual advances is not
entirely clear.
It is hard to imagine what these Americans made of any Australian work which
their young visitor may have shown them. Clerehan’s Barton house would
probably have looked to them like a temporary site office, and the Small Homes
Service designs like the basic housing provided for workers on projects like the
Tennessee Valley. It is not surprising to learn that Charles Eames snubbed
Boyd in some unspecified way [o].
This travel within the USA was largely over by the time the surviving
correspondence begins, and Clerehan was due to leave for Australia shortly. In
Patricia’s letter of 26 August 1952 she anticipates his return to Melbourne in
about six weeks. [c] He must have been short of funds, and tentatively took
work as a male model, [e] but at the last minute obtained a well-paid position as
a housing consultant to the United Nations and spent a further six months in
New York working under the Spanish architect J L Sert. One cannot help
asking, with Patricia ‘Tell me, what actually will you be doing’?, [e] because the
job was rather vague, and as Clerehan describes it, almost a sinecure. He had
tried to get into the UN Secretariat building to look at it, but was rebuffed. He
then decided to apply for a job, which he was immediately given because the
administration had found it difficult to fill their Australian staff quota. He read
reports and worked on housing schemes for Latin America, and – he says –
would have his week’s work finished by Monday afternoon.
Boyd had done Europe, and Clerehan was doing the United States. Boyd could
rely upon Clerehan to collect and send back the latest architectural news, and
could assume that his attitudes and judgements would be largely the same though some of the interesting parts of this correspondence are those which
indicate some divergence of views. This is notably when Boyd castigates
Clerehan (in letters which of course we do not have) for judging Australian
buildings by ‘accepted US standards’ [s] – for Boyd himself favoured a degree
of Australian regionalism.
Clerehan returned to Melbourne early in 1953, and in the following January54
took over the directorship of the Small Homes Service from Boyd, who had
entered an architectural partnership with Roy Grounds and Frederick Romberg.
Meanwhile Cross-Section mentioned Clerehan’s return (apropos of a dress
shop which he had adroitly slipped into small frontage in Collins Street), ‘Mr Neil
Clerehan, arch’t back from USA (where he was: "at Taliesin, a guest; at UN, a
consultant; at Miami, in gaol"’.55 In the event Boyd’s own trip to the USA in
1956-7 would be to some extent an amplification of Clerehan’s groundwork, and
he was to meet many of the same notabilities, such as Belluschi, Burchard,
Entenza, Johnson, Rudolph and Wright.
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As I am advised by Tony Lee – not late 1953 as has been generally said.
Cross-Section, 1 August 1953, p 2, kindly drawn to my attention by Graeme Butler.
Clerehan explains that he was detained for a couple of house at Miami during an
immigration sweep, before his accent convinced the authorities that he was not
Cuban.
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Neil Clerehan on the road, USA 1952: Neil Clerehan collection [digitally restored].

The Kate Wheelan Cottage, 9397 Midnight Pass Road, Siesta Key, Sarasota, Florida, by Paul
Rudolph 1951 [demolished]: North Carolina Modernist Houses site,
http://www.ncmodernist.org/rudolph.htm/.
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View from ‘The Dakota’, Clerehan’s first Manhattan pad; Tudor City, East 42nd St, Manhattan
Tudor City, East 42nd St, Manhattan, both as photographed by Clerehan in 1952: Neil Clerehan
collection.
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American architecture
It was certainly Clerehan who educated Boyd about American architecture. As
late as 22 August 1952 Boyd is asking:
Who is Paul Rudolph? How do you know all these people; i.e. how did
you know them before you left? [b]
In fact Clerehan had compiled a list of things to see largely from his reading of
Architectural Forum.56 By 14 September Boyd says ‘NOW I remember P.R.’s
work’57 [f], and soon he is bandying Rudolph’s name about freely. On 6 October
he is writing about Rudolph’s ‘cocoon’ techniques in his Small Homes Service
column:
… Imaginative young American architect Paul Rudolph has been the
pioneer of the new skin for house-building. On this Florida house he has
formed a tent-like roof of nothing more than ½–inch building board and
insulation draped over tension bands of steel and sprayed on top with
plastic.58
In reality the steel bars were not ‘tension bands’ but catenaries. The sprayed
material was saran and vinyl plastic, originally developed to protect disused
aircraft, guns, &c, from rust.59 It may well be the same as the ‘liquid envelope’
which was available in Melbourne in 1954. But when Boyd proposed to use it
he could not get a guarantee from the suppliers, so he looked for a different
solution.60
In six or seven weeks Boyd has gone, under Clerehan’s guidance, from a state
of total ignorance of Paul Rudolph to one where he is lecturing his readers on
Rudolph’s merits. It had been much the same with Googie architecture. There
was to be a further stage still. Eleven years later Boyd refers back to Rudolph’s
building, not in terms of the cocooning, but the structure, or the structural style.
Twitchell and Rudolph’s tiny house of about 800 square feet on the edge
of a Florida bayou, a glass box shaded by louvres and covered by a
catenary bow that shot Paul Rudolph, in his early thirties, into the front
rank of the rising generation of post-war architects. The span of the
catenary was so small – less than 22 feet – and the effects of wind buffet
and suction consequently so slight, that the structure could get away
without stabilizing devices. The steel flats supporting the roof deck hung
simply, almost limply, between wooden posts which were guyed back by
steel rods to the ends of protruding floor beams. The beams, rods,
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Clerehan confirms that the magazine was his major source, as previously reported
by Edquist & Black, Architecture of Neil Clerehan, p 25.
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threads and nuts were all openly displayed. Because of the diminutive
scale the structure had no engineering excitement. Moreover it did not
carry resounding conviction from the logical or practical points of view,
for there are easier ways to span 22 feet. The success of this nice little
cabin was entirely on architectural grounds.
It was an early
demonstration of the essence of tension structure in visual terms.61
Where he has not been led by Clerehan he is not on such sure ground. In
December he dismisses Harry Bertoia, of whom he has obviously never heard
before, as ‘some dumb prick bending bits of tin round wire’. [t] To be fair to
Boyd, the article in question is headed ‘Pure Design Research …’, which would
normally be an infallible indication of crap. And he soon saw the error of his
ways, for he had Bertoia diamond chairs at his Walsh Street house.
The buildings that excited them both in the United States included some which
seem to prefigure the Olympic Pool and the Myer Music Bowl, though of course,
other smart young Melbourne architects were reading the same journals and
taking note of the same buildings, even if they were not visiting them or meeting
their architects. A notable example to which Boyd refers [w] is the Livestock
Judging Pavilion for the North Carolina State Fair, at Raleigh, North Carolina
[later the J S Dorton Arena]. It had been conceived by a bright young architect,
Maciej [Matthew] Nowicki, and executed after his accidental death by W H
Deitrick and J C Knight & Associates. A pair of parabolic arches, intersecting
near the base, splayed out to either side to create a stadium shape. A catenary
roof was slung between them, though it did not form a principal tension element
as in the Olympic pool. However this roof was itself important, being, as it was
reported ‘the first such roof at large scale since the Chicago World’s Fair of
1933’,62 and thus the major precedent for that of Myer Music Bowl in
Melbourne. On his tour Clerehan met Nowicki’s widow.63 Boyd was also to visit
the building on his 1956-7 trip. He later wrote of this roof as being a hyperbolic
paraboloid,64 which is a fundamental misunderstanding, though of little practical
consequence.
The actual form of the Music Bowl is suggested by Paul Rudolph’s Cocoon
House, particularly as abstracted by Boyd’s sketch into two uprights with a
tension member running up from one side, draping across between them, and
descending on the opposite side. [f] Boyd also forecast, in 1952, the usefulness
of aluminium-faced plywood as a roofing sheet.65 This does not mean that we
can attribute the Music Bowl to Boyd, for he himself gave full credit to Barry
Patten, of Yuncken, Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson and the only
drawing in the Grounds Romberg and Boyd archive, probably by Boyd himself,
is relatively pedestrian and bears no resemblance to the final design.
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Grounds Romberg & Boyd had originally been commissioned for the Music
Bowl in association with Yuncken Freeman. While Boyd was in the United
States, Grounds attempted to steal the job by arguing that it must be in the
hands of a single firm, so Kenneth Myer, resenting the harassment, gave it to
Yuncken Freeman.66 Patten’s account is different – Grounds recognised the
merit of the design and gracefully withdrew. But such grace does not seem at all
characteristic of Grounds, and in this case I think we must accept that Kenneth
Myer’s biographer Sue Ebury, is likely be accurate about Grounds’s lobbying of
the Myer family, something which would have been quite beyond Patten’s
horizon. Patten has described how he became interested in catenary shapes,
and his assistant Angel Dimitroff made a model of nails, string and rice paper
which closely approached the final form.67 But such concepts rarely develop in
total isolation, and there is no reason to discount the possible influence of
American examples, whether by way of Boyd or otherwise. An important point
for present purposes is the name of the engineer, Bill Irwin – virtually the only
engineer who even thought it feasible. We will meet him again
Some of Boyd’s criticisms of US buildings are at first sight surprising. He says
that Mies van der Rohe’s Lake Shore Drive Apartments are ‘not architecture
essentially’ [w] and in this is apparently accepting a view which Clerehan has
expressed already. But they were not denigrating Mies, it seems, rather they
were trying to explain how his buildings were different. For in a discussion in
Melbourne at about this time Boyd referred to Mies68 as a genius (only to have
Grounds respond, somewhat incoherently, ‘[Mies] Van Der Rohe could equally
be likened to a gardenia without perfume wrapped in a rarefied heaven of its
own creation’).69 Earlier, Boyd had written of the Farnsworth house, ‘Mies van
der Rohe … is trying to build the purest and most perfect form he can devise.’ 70
Later, in 1957, Boyd was to say ‘Mies … is a poet, at his best in the wonderful
relationships of the pure rectilinear forms of his tower blocks on Lake Shore
Dive, Chicago.’71 Here he has articulated clearly the idea which he had first
discussed with Clerehan five years earlier.
But one wonders how far Clerehan went along with Boyd’s view of the ‘whole
horror’ of the United Nations General Assembly Building. [w] The problem
seems to have been the fact that it was curved, for Boyd subscribed to a
general prejudice among modernists, which was subsequently referred to in an
editorial in Architectural Review: the ‘delusion that curved forms were the work
of untrammelled fancy, and only rectangles were rational and functional.’72
Boyd’s expressed rationale is of course more sophisticated than a mere
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Sue Ebury, The Many Lives of Kenneth Myer (Miegunyah Press, Carlton [Victoria]
2008), pp 306-7, gilded slightly from the recollections of Clerehan.
Barry Patten, ‘Developing a Model – the Myer Music Bowel’, Historic Environment,
6, 1 (1987), p 4.
Architecture and Arts, July 1952 p 12. Throughout the report his spelling is ‘Meis’,
but that appears to be due to editorial ignorance.
We later hear [c] that Grounds slated Mies, and US architecture generally, in a
lecture in Sydney, which went down well with local architects.
Age [Melbourne], 20 May 1952, p 7.
Boyd, ‘The Future of Design Practice’, p 75.
‘Architecture after 1960’, Architectural Review, 1 January 1960, p 10.
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prejudice against curves. It is a combination of Vitruvian logic and Puginian
morality, and it is important because it relates to his later concern with
‘featurism’ and also because it was to be espoused by other Australian critics
such as Morton Herman and Max Freeland, though less articulately, and in
Freeland’s case we might say mindlessly.
Boyd accepted that there must be a degree of fashion in architecture, and that
shapes like the concave form of ‘the stadium’73 would come into and go out of
vogue. If they were totally arbitrary, as in the case of the United Nations
General Assembly Building, they would come in time to look ridiculous, but if
they were reasonably logical this would not be so (though it must be said that in
the case of the Assembly Building, history has not really borne out this
prediction). Boyd goes further than this. [w] If the form is not functional but
seems so it may be acceptable. Even if it does not even seem functional but
was ‘sincerely enough developed with functional intent’, it can be condoned. In
other words there is a moral dimension, and truth is beauty. Even sincerity is
beauty. So far he seems to have been largely agreeing with views expressed by
‘Lewis’ – probably Brian Lewis. But where he differs is that Lewis ‘seems to
confuse the functional fact with the functional intent’, and to Boyd the ‘functional
fact’ – whether the building actually works – is not an artistic consideration. His
truth goes only so far as the sincere intent of the designer, not his or her
success in fulfilling it.
It seems a highly contrived position, and not one which would find much support
today. But today nobody at all argues as earnestly as Boyd, because
everything is relative, arbitrary and subjective. The seriousness of the
Melbourne modern missionaries looks to us much like the seriousness of the
church fathers arguing about the number of persons of God. Within a few years
Boyd was himself to set aside all this convoluted rationalisation, and to state,
simply, ‘If a building makes a valid integrated appropriate statement in form and
space it is architectural art.’74
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He means the North Carolina building, though it is not strictly a stadium.
Boyd, ‘The Future of Design Practice’, p 76.
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The Ennis housed, Los Angeles, by F L Wright, 1923, as photographed by Neil Clerehan in
1952: Neil Clerehan collection.

John Entenza house, 205 Chatauqua, Pacific Palisades, California, by Charles Eames, 1949,
view and detail as photographed by Neil Clerehan in 1952: Neil Clerehan collection.
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Walt & Elaine Walker guest house, Sanibel Island, by Paul Rudolph, 1952, photo by Lloyd Alter
http://www.treehugger.com/sustainable-product-design/touring-paul-rudolphs-walker-guesthouse-slideshow.html. Possibly the Paul Rudolph guest house where Clerehan stayed.

Conceptual design sketch for the Sidney Myer Music Bowl, possibly by Boyd, 2 September
1955 Grounds, Romberg & Boyd Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363 box 116/15
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The Sidney Myer Music Bowl, the Domain, Melbourne, by Barry Patten of Yuncken, Freeman
Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson, 1956-9:
http://www.whitehat.com.au/Melbourne/Theatres/MusicBowl.asp
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Contemporaries
In all of the letters Boyd is not only insightful about his architectural colleagues,
but witty and scurrilous, as he could afford to be only with a close intimate.
They are assessed as anything from ‘dumb prick’ (Lloyd Orton) [l] to ‘mad’
(George Clarke). [l] Patricia also passes on information such as ‘Harry [Seidler]
naturally loathes Roy [Grounds]’. [c] Indeed, between two such egos, how could
it be otherwise?
Boyd’s own relationship to Seidler seems to blow hot and cold. He admires
Seidler’s Olympic Stadium design, as will appear, and he puts on a party for him
when he visits Melbourne. But he seems to reprehend the influence of Seidler
in the butterfly roof and metal windows of Frank Dixon’s house. In 1957 Boyd
was to discuss Seidler with Walter Gropius, who was ‘concerned by the lack of
any originality to date, believes none will come’. Boyd claims to have stood up
for Seidler, believing that though his work was ‘low in originality, high in
capacity’, the missing originality would come in due course.75 Yet surely any
dispassionate observer would find Seidler’s work, at least up to 1952, far more
original than Boyd’s. There must have been an element of jealousy for, very
different though they were, these two men were the architectural lions of their
respective states, and moreover Seidler was beginning to get the major
commissions that would elude Boyd.
At the other end of the scale ‘Kagan & Blumin & Fooks … are going from vile to
evil’. [p] In fact Kagan and Blumin were not in partnership with Fooks, and
worked in association with him only on Mount Scopus College.76 Given that all
three have now been rehabilitated by Simon Reeves as serious modernists, it is
interesting to speculate upon Boyd’s abhorrence of them. It does not seem to
have been anti-semitism, as this is not evident in his relationship with Seidler.
But there was almost certainly a degree of jealousy that these people could
come from Europe as practising modernists without having gone through the
usual battles with the local architectural establishment, and almost immediately
find themselves a rich lode of wealthy and relatively sophisticated clients among
the Jewish population of suburbs like Caulfield. Most of all, however, they did
not belong to the tight-knit circle of ‘the boys’, as will appear below.
This of course is not what Boyd would have said if asked. He had already
commented on Blumin and Kagan’s ‘Punt Corner’ in Victorian Modern, finding
the modern elements, ‘the horizontal window strip, the vertical gash window, the
grid screen, the porthole, the bullnose balcony, the corner window ... rather too
numerous all to be true’.77 In short, their modernism was put on as a style,
rather than generated by logic. And the balustrade pattern upon which he
comments is certainly arbitrary and gimmicky. He would not have to look far in
75
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Robin Boyd to Neil; Clerehan, 3 January 1957.
Although Simon Reeves reports his recent discovery of a connection, though not
necessarily a collaboration, in a house for the Rose family, which is shown in
sketches made between 1957 and 1962, now in the Fooks papers at the State
Library, and in a model made by Kagan’s office. Ultimately the house was built to a
different design by Fooks, and it has since been demolished.
Robin Boyd, Victorian Modern, p 57.
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their work before finding examples of what he later called ‘featurism’. But, in
fairness, he could have found that in Romberg’s work, or even his own.
Boyd is passionate: ‘Oh christ to think of the reactionaries and dullards OF OUR
OWN GENERATION!’ [m] This of Frank Heath’s victory in the competition for
the Olympic Stadium (never built), which is generally regarded as a highlight of
that architect’s career. Heath’s design was not criticised publicly by Boyd, but it
is castigated in this correspondence: ‘Why did they choose it? Because they are
completely hopeless and if nothing else it vindicates my lifelong belief that Tony
[Leighton Irwin] is utterly without a single clue.’ Harry Seidler apparently
agrees. [l]
Because Brian Lewis was my father I have my own memories of many people
referred to in this correspondence, but they are later and are trivial, so I do not
obtrude them here. But an exception must be made in the case of some
tenants of my parents, notably Bill Carr, whose prominence in Boyd’s letters is
likely to puzzle future scholars, for he seems never in his life to have done much
of any consequence. It is therefore necessary to explain that my parents, Brian
and Hilary Lewis, had a flat at the back of their property in Parkville, converted
from a stable, and this was occupied over time by a number of architects, some
of them notable. The first were, in 1952, Geoff Trewenack and Peter
Woodcock, who contributed labour toward the conversion in lieu of rent. They
were followed by Peter and Dione McIntyre in 1953-5, while McIntyre’s River
House was being built. During their tenancy Neil Clerehan’s bucks’ night was
held in the flat.
Later occupants were Zdenko and Hennie Strizic, from about 1957 to 1960:78
Zdenko Strizic never built much here, and in consequence has attracted little
attention from Australian architectural historians79 although he was the father of
the famous photographer. But I was intrigued to find that in his native Croatia he
is remembered as a leading pioneer of the modern movement between the
wars.80 Strizic did design a house at Carrum,81 and he had some success in
competitions, working with students from the School of Architecture. The
Australian Women’s Weekly reported the Victorian winning entry in the
Taubmans Family Home Competition, designed by a Melbourne University
team consisting of Strizic with Evan Walker and Rex Jones [reported as
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Strizic’s RVIA mermbership file confirms hic address as 303 Royal Parade in 1959
and 1962.
He is the subject of an entry by Philip Goad in Goad and Willis, Encyclopedia of
Australian Architecture, p 661, where his one known executed building in Australia,
a house at Carrum (illustrated below), is seen to exemplify Japanese influence. He
is also mentioned in Mirjana Lozanovska & Julia McKnight, ‘Émigré Architects and
the Australian Architecture Establishment’, in Paul Hogben and Judith O’Callaghan
[eds], Proceedings of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New
Zealand: 32, Architecture, Institutions and Change (SAHAZ, Sydney 2015), pp 351365.
Simon Reeves reports that he had also been responsible for a house at Potsdam in
1928, and a competition entry for a theatre in the Ukraine in 1930.
Architecture and Arts, January 1960, pp 24-26, Simon Reeves pointed me to this..
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James],82 and, with some senior students, Strizic won second prize in a
competition for a civic centre for the Brisbane suburb of Redcliffe.83
After the Strizics, Bill Carr and Joan were tenants of the flat, probably about
1960-2, and after that Ellis McCarty, a lecturer in Architecture, and his wife
Judy. Bill was at that time already employed part-time as a tutor in design at
Melbourne University. He was an urbane and sociable man from a wealthy
background, which sufficiently explains his acceptance in the Boyd circle. But
he was lazy and was a lush, as is illustrated in the anecdote about the whisky
below. [t] He affected an aristocratic drawl, which was not warranted by his
background of very new money. His father had had the nightsoil contract for
the greater part of Brisbane, sold out very profitably,84 and set up in Melbourne
as a road builder. The family occupied a large pile in Brighton,85 decorated
baronially with one or more suits of armour. This I know because I went with my
sister in about 1959 or 1960 to borrow one which was being used to decorate
the Architecture Ball (probably without the knowledge of Carr Senior).86
Bill began to study architecture at Cambridge, served in the Australian Navy
during the war, then returned to Australia and finally competed an architecture
degree at Melbourne University. He practised from his flat in Alexandra Avenue,
South Yarra, and though he seems not to have designed anything much in
these years, he was responsible for a house in Heyington Place, Toorak, since
demolished. It was reported for no obvious reason as a ‘Mediaeval House’, and
was skewed at 45° on the site, to create three triangular courtyards, the fourth
corner being the entrance.87 Bill and Joan must have lived in the Parkville flat in
in about 1960-2.
In 1962 Carr obtained a job as a lecturer in architecture at Queensland
University and he and Joan moved north, though according to Don Watson he
was ‘lazy and really didn’t pull his weight’.88 Years later he was involved a
scandal. In July 1972 Carr invited Tim Johnson to stage a performance at the
University of Queensland’s Department of Architecture Art Experience Week,
and this proved to be an initiative in which male participants were told to attempt
to induce an erection ‘by directing [their] thoughts towards erotic subjects.’
Johnson's work was purportedly aimed at making apparent the unbridgeable
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Australian Women’s Weekly , 20 January 1960, p 44
Cross-Section, April 1960, p 3; also a brief mention in Architecture & Arts, April
1960, p 38. Again, Simon Reeves.
Information from Don Watson.
The 1936 directory lists W B Carr Constructions Pty Ltd at 372 Little Collins Street
and William B Carr at 257 St Kilda St, Brighton.
Although the location is given as St Kilda, Carr’s medieval ballroom seems likely to
be that described in the Australian Home Builder, 16 March 1925, p 66.
Architecture & Arts in March 1960, pp 52-3, also May 1960 p 77 for the identification
of the architect. Simon Reeves, who directed me to this source, advises that the
house was built for Ian Holroyd Phillip Wilcocks (whom Clerehan remembers as
being the developer of 500 Flinders St).
However Paul Memmott, who was taught by him in about 1967-70, remembers him
favourably. In a school weighted with British and Beaux-Arts values Carr promoted
Japanese Architecture and the Australian vernacular, and was also well-informed
about the United States,
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divide between body, socialised behavior, and psyche. Within days the
educational validity of Johnson’s activities was questioned in State Parliament,
the artist was sacked, Art Experience Week cancelled, and Carr effectively put
on trial by the University.89 It seems that he was not actually dismissed, as
Watson recalls him still teaching in 1979. The episode may have been difficult
for Zelman Cowen, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Queensland at the time,
as he knew Carr socially from their Melbourne days.90
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David Pestorius Projects, ‘Turrbal-Jagera: the University of Queensland Art Projects
2006’: http://www.davidpestorius.com/turrbal.html. Memmott recalls that Carr was
already suffering from lymphatic cancer, and believes that his death was hastened
by these events.
Clerehan recalls attending a superior dinner party put on by Carr at his parents’
mansion while they were away, at which the Cowens were fellow guests.
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The Victorian winning entry in the Taubman’s Family Home Competition, by Evan H Walker,
Rex H Jones [reported as ‘James’], and Professor Z. Strizic of the Melbourne University
Architectural School, perspective, and view of the living area: Australian Women's Weekly, 20
January 1960, p 44.

House at Carrum by Zdenko Strizic: Architecture and Arts, January 1960, pp 26, 25,
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House at Carrum, section: Architecture and Arts, January 1960, p 26A.

Second prize winning entry in a competition for a civic centre at Redcliffe, Brisbane, by
Professor Zdenko Strizic and senior students Brian Burr and John Sunderland of the University
of Melbourne: Cross-Section, April 1960, p 3.
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‘Tutorial staff of the Architectural School at the University of Melbourne. Left to right; Fritz
Janeba, from Austria, Professor Zdenko Strizic, from Yugoslavia, Professor Brian Lewis, Dean
of the school, Carl Hammerschmidt, from Denmark and Dr Frederick Ledgar from Manchester,
England’, 1958. National Archives of Australia Barcode number: 8109922, incorrectly dated
1956. The illustration was published, with this capton in Good Neighbour [ACT], 1 February
1958, p 4
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‘Mediaeval House’, Heyington Place, Toorak, by Bill Carr, c 1959. Plan & aerial perspective:
Architecture and Arts, March 1960, pp 52, 53.

Roy Grounds, Hilary Lewis and Brian Lewis at a party given by Bill Carr, Brighton, early 1950s.
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The boys
The young architects who returned from the war to complete their architectural
qualifications at Melbourne University formed a group very distinct from regular
undergraduates: they worked hard and played hard, and had an affinity with
their professor, Brian Lewis, who though older was also a returned servicemen,
and was known on occasion to join them in their rampages. Even when they
did not individually like each other, as appears below, their esprit-de corps
remained. They stood against the established pre-war architects, who were
often their employers; they stood against the pre- and post-war European
migrant architects; and to some degree they even stood against those who had
completed their studies at the Melbourne Technical College. When Boyd
expressed his concern that ‘one of the boys’ should win the Olympic Pool
competition, [p] he meant one of this post-war cohort, though later he uses
‘boys’ to refer specifically to the Pool winners themselves (including Phyllis
Murphy). [v, w] All of the ‘boys’ were ambitious architects with strong egos, but
despite the inevitable clashes they were bound together by the ideology of
modernism and their common experiences of war service and postwar
education at Melbourne University.
Peter McIntyre was not properly speaking one of this cohort, as he had not
been to the War, but he socialised with them, and had become close to Boyd
when they produced the Architectural Revue in 1948. It will be necessary to
say more about him in connection with the Olympic Stadium competition and
the Olympic Pool, but an interesting point in these letters is where Boyd reports
that ‘Peter is still modelling [sketch of an A-frame supported structure] houses &
has hopes of a couple starting.’ [p] What this shows is that McIntyre was
already mulling over what was to be the scheme of his River House (for he had
owned the difficult site since 1947, and he himself says that he was designing
the house from 1951), and was even trying to use it elsewhere. Thus the house
for north-western Victoria which he entered in the Small Homes competition the
following year is in no sense the prototype for the River House, as Goad
implies,91 but rather a spin-off from it.
The root of the idea was American. In 1920 F L Wright had proposed a
Chicago skyscraper supported off a mast, and he actually put the idea into
effect in his St Mark’s Tower project of 1929, though by this time other
architects had already taken it up. In 1927 Buckminster Fuller proposed his
Dymaxion House, which was supposed to be a low cost dwelling for mass
prefabrication, and consisted of a hexagonal structure suspended in mid-air
from an axial mast. It is this which is likely to have influenced McIntyre, though
Richard Neutra also proposed mast houses, and G F Keck’s ‘House of
Tomorrow’ for the Chicago World’s Fair of 1933, though not supported from it,
has a central core and bears some resemblance in its decagonal plan to the
Beulah Hospital.
Although Boyd evinced muted glee at McIntyre’s misfortunes (‘Nervous
breakdown. ... Alternatively its mumps!’), [f] he respected his approach and
91

Philip Goad, ‘Optimism and Experiment’, p 46.
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was sincerely interested in his structuralist design ideas. Indeed I suspect that
ideas like bridges and catenary roofs did not come at all naturally to Boyd, and
he was prompted to use them by the work of McIntyre and Borland. Later the
Boyds and McIntyres became socially close.92
Even without the influence of Borland and McIntyre, Boyd would of course have
come to confront structuralist design before too long, and in fact he became
something of a spokesperson for it. His article ‘Under Tension’ in the
Architectural Review of November 1963 was highly regarded. In it he returns to
some of the subject matter of these letters, Nowicki’s North Carolina pavilion
and Rudolph’s cocoon house, both of which were now said to have ‘caught the
spirit of tension with style’. The ‘cocooning’ of the latter is no longer of interest,
and is not even mentioned.93
Boyd’s attitude towards Kevin Borland is more consistently negative than
towards McIntyre. He purports to be reporting a remark by somebody else in
‘Wasn’t he the C — you used to have working for you, Robin …?’ [u] But his
own comments are not at all favourable:
Forget the book which Kevin B ordered. It was a typical Borlandia
getting-things-properly-organised-in-advance. Trouble is, he never does
anything when he gets things organised in advance. Glad you didn’t
waste your precious $. [d]
‘As far as SHS … I could do with better assistance than Kevin gives’. [i] But
this is certainly not active hostility. They worked together at the Small Homes
Service and on the Olympic Stadium design, and they regularly met socially.
John and Phyllis Murphy are let off fairly lightly by Boyd (‘vile dullard friends’).
[v] and he makes the point that only they, among the Pool winners, had
previously built anything. They had been conducting a viable practice from their
office in Riversdale Road (the road in which the Boyds now lived) well before
the competition, and had in fact built quite a lot.94 Boyd had an earlier
association and probably some affinity with John Murphy, who had been a year
behind him at Malvern Grammar, and then served in the same army unit, the 3rd
Australian Field Survey Company, though it does not appear that they were in
the same place for any length of time, if at all.95
When Boyd was travelling on the Haddon Scholarship in 1950-1 the Murphys
supervised some of his projects.96 Boyd reviewed one of the Murphys’ houses
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Peter McIntyre, ‘Struggle for Meaning’, Architecture Australia, vol 79 no 25 (June
1990), p 2.
Robin Boyd, ‘Under Tension’, Architectural Review, 1 November 1963, pp 324-334.
See the separate list of their houses. They were also the architects, in association
with Reg W Appleford, for a classroom block at Fintona Junior School: CrossSection, November 1952, p 2.
Information from Phyllis Murphy, via Jock Murphy, 1 January 2016.
Tony Lee advises that these were the Browne house, Toorak; Wills house, Ivanhoe;
and the Harbig house, Mt Martha,
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in his important article ‘The Port Phillip Idiom’ in the Architectural Review97 (as
had Burchard in his even more important article in the Record). But most
significantly the Murphys had been regularly promoting modernist house
designs in the Australian Home Beautiful, sometimes almost as articulately as
Boyd. Their important role tends to be forgotten today, as they did nothing at
the cutting edge after the Olympic Pool, perhaps because, as Boyd reported,
‘John particularly [was] depressed at his own lack of kick’. [k] But their later role
as conservation architects was exemplary, and in a sense more innovative.
Borland, McIntyre and John Murphy were all in their way wild men who were
being tamed by their female partners at the time of this correspondence, or in
Murphy’s case, recently had been – Margret Aitken in the case of Borland,
Helen Boyce in that of McIntyre, and Phyllis Murphy (née Slater) in the case of
John. This at least is McIntyre’s view,98 reflecting what might seem a rather oldfashioned belief in the redemptive power of female influence, but it is more or
less confirmed by Phyllis Murphy, who refers to the time when the exservicemen to Melbourne Technical College in 1945 ‘and a very boozy lot they
were’.99 But Boyd was not in the same category, as he was always urbane, and
nor, on the other hand, was Patricia in any way a wowser.
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John and Phyllis Murphy, unidentified ‘house for a retired business executive and
his wife on an old suburban estate’, in Robin Boyd, ‘Port Phillip Idiom: Recent
Houses in the Melbourne Region’, Architectural Review, November 1952, p 313.
This was in fact a house for Phyllis’s parents, Arthur & Edith Slater, at 3 Snowden
Place, Canterbury, which is still standing but quite unrecognizable. Slater was a
retired senior manager for the Shell Oil Company in Australia. Information from Jock
Murphy
Interview, 7 June 2016..
Phyllis Murphy by email to the author, 3 June 2016, She actually refers to ‘late 1944
or 1945 when the ex-servicemen were back at Melbourne Technical College’, which
is incorrect in a number of respects, but this does not change the picture.
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A prototype mast house, G F Keck’s ‘House of Tomorrow’ at the Chicago World’s Fair of 1933:
Alfred Bruce & Harold Sandbank, A History of Prefabrication (John B Pierce Foundation, New
York 1944 [1943]), p 21, The polygonal shape is somewhat obscured at ground level by the
projecting aircraft hangar
.

G F Keck’s ‘House of Tomorrow’, 1933: Wisconsin Historical Society photo.100
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http://www.gizmodo.com.au/2016/10/house-of-tomorrow-from-1933-declared-usnational-treasure-will-be-restored/.
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Peter McIntyre, Kevin Borland and Bill Irwin with a model of the winning design for the
Olympic Pool, 1952: Peter McIntyre archive.

‘House at Studley Park, Melbourne, John and Phyllis Murphy, Architects’ (actually the
Frank & Beatrice Burns house, 5 The Belvedere, Studley Park, of 1950) in J E
Burchard ‘The State of Architecture in Australia’, Architectural Record, August 1952 p
116.

Drawings of John & Phyllis Murphy up to 1952, State Library of Victoria.
year
1949

cient
F Hanlon

address
Point Nepean Rd, MCrae

drawing
print of working drawing
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1950
1950
1950
1950
1951

J Macdonald
M Carter
F Burns
Osmar White
R Le Breton

1951
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952
1952

A C Slater
G Reid
J Reichl
R Elder
K Mather
A Cook
F Maher
R Slater

‘Dalveg’, Huon, Victoria
Myrtle St Hawthorn
5 The Belvedere, Kew
John St, Doncaster
cnr Grandview & Edwards Sts,
Jordanville
3 Snowden Place, Canterbury
Hoddle St, Yarra Junction
St James Ave, Mont Albert
John St, Doncaster
53 Valley Rd, Glen Iris
Kenmare St, Box Hill
Irymple, Victoria
Newman St Templestowe

original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
original working drawing
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the Ctesiphon arch
The major episodes in these letters are the Olympic Stadium and Pool
competitions, but it is necessary to refer first to another issue, the introduction
of the Ctesiphon arch. This was, like the Olympic Pool, an innovative technical
development, and it involved a number of the same people - two of the
competing architects, the engineer, and one of the assessors for the Pool.
James Hardress de Warrenne Waller (1884-1968) was born of Irish parents in
Tasmania, went to Ireland in 1904 and took a bachelor of engineering at the
National University of Ireland in 1909. He practised in the partnership of Delap
and Waller in Dublin from about 1911, and in 1914 joined the Corps of Royal
Engineers to serve in World War I. He rose to the rank of major and was
awarded an OBE for his engineering developments. Paint or mud was often
used to camouflage huts, but in Salonika Waller saw a group using a cement
slurry. He removed the central post of a tent after this was done and found that
it stood up. He later referred to this method as Nofrango - I will not break. The
British Government sent him to Iraq in 1922, and he saw the arch of Ctesiphon.
His first Australian patent for ‘a method and means of building with reinforced
concrete cement, plaster, or the like’ was taken out in 1932, but did not yet use
the word Nofrango This term was introduced in patents taken out by Waller in
Britain, Australia (and doubtless elsewhere) in 1934.
Waller was not allowed to enlist in WWII, but moved to London in 1940 to aid
the war effort. He began experimenting with a corrugated concrete shell in the
roughly parabolic or catenary shape of the arch at Ctesiphon, but as different
from it as could be in all other respects. Waller’s method eliminated steel and
could be built by largely unskilled labour, and the sagging of the hessian as the
first concrete coat was applied created a corrugated shape. The first example
was built by prisoners of war in 1941, and many others were the constructed for
wartime purposes. The sagging of the hessian as the first concrete coat was
applied created the corrugated shape. What was created was a shell concrete
structure like a concrete Nissen hut, but parabolic in section and corrugated on
an enormous scale. One of the major advantages had been the complete
elimination of steel, but it soon proved desirable to incorporate a certain
amount. After the war Waller formed Ctesiphon Construction Ltd, which did not
build the shells, but designed them, and licensed contractors overseas.101 In
1950 the Architect’s Journal published an account of the system and a report of
a recently built English example, a Church at Lawrence Weston,
Gloucestershire.102
It appears that the builders McDougall & Ireland obtained the Australian rights,
though how this came about is not apparent. Boyd referred to them as holding
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Ciarán Conlon, 'James Hardress de Warenne Waller and his Contribution to Shell
Roof Construction, Concrete and Fabric Formwork Technologies', in Robert Carvais
et al [eds], Nuts and Bolts of Construction History (3 vols, Picard, Paris 2012), III, pp
125-7.
‘Church at Lawrence Weston, Gloucestershire, and the “Ctesiphon” System of
Construction’, Architect’s Journal, 112 (1950), pp 460-3.
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the patent, but this seems unlikely.103 A search has revealed five Australian
patents associated with Waller’s name, covering Nofrango construction and
other matters, but not one for the Ctesiphon system either in his name or those
of McDougall and Ireland. Conrad Hamann has attributed the introduction of
the Ctesiphon arch to Kevin Borland, who had read about the system in the
Architectural Review (London).104 More probably, as Philip Goad suggests, he
read the report in the Architect’s Journal referred to above. However this is
immaterial, as McIntyre is adamant that McDougall & Ireland held the rights and
approached Borland, Boyd and himself to use it. Each of them then did so.
The first to be completed was Borland’s Rice house at Eltham, but though the
Ctesiphon structure itself was finished promptly, the completion of the house
dragged on for years. A series of parabolic timber arches were erected, canvas
or hessian105 was drawn over them, and three inches [77 mm] of concrete
containing some reinforcement was laid on top. The timber arches were
removed and could be re-used.106 The problem was that the two parabolic
vaults came together at an internal gutter, where there was stress and
movement. McIntyre records repeated visits made by him and Boyd to paint to
gutter with tar in attempt to cure its leaking.107 McIntyre himself used the
Ctesiphon system at the Bellfield Community Centre, Oriel Rd, Heidelberg, built
in 1953-4,108 and Boyd used it for a house and shop for W Wood at Jordanville
(today better referred to as Ashwood, or simply Burwood), also in 1953-4. The
project was conceived by Boyd in his own right,109 then continued by him from
the office of Grounds, Romberg and Boyd.
In Boyd’s correspondence relating to the Jordanville project he twice mentions
that the Australian patent for the Ctesiphon system is held by the McDougall
and Ireland Pty Ltd, though strictly this probably means the patent rights as
assigned by the London company, for I have found no Australian patent. One
letter in 1954 follows an approach from L J Bell of Rupanyup, Victoria, wishing
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Tony Lee reports that the statement is made in two letters relating to the Jordanville
project in the Gromboyd correspondence, State Library, but he probably made no
distinction between holding the rights and holding the patent.
Conrad Hamann ‘Rice House’, in D Evans et al [eds], Kevin Borland: Architecture
from the Heart (RMIT Publishing, Melbourne 2006), p 103.
But not to chicken wire as has been stated by Conrad Hamann ‘Rice House’, p 103.
Geoffrey Serle, Robin Boyd: A Life (Melbourne 1995), p 134; Vanessa Bird et al,
'Chronological List of Works by Robin Boyd', Transition, 38 (1992), p 202.
Interview, 6 June 2016.
RVIA Bulletin, October-November 1953, p 12. The report credits the job to Peter
McIntyre and Kevin Borland, but McIntyre says that this is incorrect, and also that
he was the author of the drawing reproduced.
The design is commonly dated to 1952, but the contract drawing signed by
McDougall & Ireland is dated 4 April 1953. They were responsible for the
Ctesiphon construction only, and there is a separate set of drawings dated 15
October 1953 for the doors and windows which close the ends, and others a little
later for the entrance hood, electricity, floor heating, cupboards and so on. The
door and window details for the shop were amended on 21 January 1954, indicating
that this work had not yet been done. Grounds, Romberg & Boyd Collection, State
Library of Victoria, MS 13363.
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to Boyd to design a Ctesiphon building for his electrical shop,110 and Boyd’s
reply states that because of the patent ownership this commission could only be
possible if McDougall and Ireland were prepared to undertake the work. The
other reference is in correspondence between Boyd and Waller in London.
Waller had written to Boyd following an article in Architecture and Arts of August
1954 to enquire how the system had performed.111 In reply Boyd mentions
McDougall and Ireland as the owners of the patent and also describes
difficulties in sealing gutters where the arches intersected, where cracks had
appeared along both sides of the beam - along with a number of other
problems.112
Bill Irwin was the engineer for Borland’s Rice house,113 and it seems likely that
he was involved in the Ctesiphon projects of Boyd and McIntyre as well.
McIntyre recalled that he and Borland were attracted to the Irwin ‘because he
was quite open to looking at unusual solutions to unusual problems’.114 Irwin
was employed in the office of J L & E M Daly, in the same building as McIntyre
and Borland, at 1 Drummond Street, Carlton.115 Irwin was to be the structural
consultant for eighty-seven Borland and Trewenack projects between 1957 and
1985.116 Irwin was also to be the engineer for McIntyre’s own house, his Beulah
Hospital, and other works, and they became good friends.117
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L J Bell to Robin Boyd, 1 November 1954: Grounds, Romberg & Boyd Collection,
State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 160.
J H de W Waller to Robin Boyd, 22 November 1954: Grounds, Romberg & Boyd
Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 150.
Robin Boyd to J H de W Waller, 5 January 1955: Grounds, Romberg & Boyd
Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 150.
Robin Boyd, The Puzzle of Architecture (Melbourne 1965), p 111; Winsome
Callister, 'The Dialectic of Desire and Disappointment', p 79.
McIntyre ‘Kevin Borland and the Olympic Swimming Stadium’, in Evans, Kevin
Borland, p 113.
McIntyre ‘Kevin Borland and the Olympic Swimming Stadium’, in Evans, Kevin
Borland, p 112.
Evans, Kevjn Borland, p 89 n 29.
Interview with Peter McIntyre, 7 June 2016.
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Tubular steel falsework for a Ctesiphon hut: Ciarán Conlon, 'James Hardress de Warenne
Waller and his Contribution to Shell Roof Construction, Concrete and Fabric Formwork
Technologies', in Robert Carvais et al [eds], Nuts and Bolts of Construction History (3 vols,
Picard, Paris 2012), III, p 127.
number
1932006681

filing date
24.03.1932

title
A method and means of building with
reinforced concrete cement, plaster,
or the like

applicant
JHdW
Waller

inventor
-

1934019955

30.10.1934
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Australian patents of James Hardress de Warrenne Waller
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Rice house, Eltham, by Kevin Borland, 1953-5. Peter Wille, photographer. State Library
of Victoria H91.244/563 [cropped]

Bellfield Community Centre. Oriel Road, Heidelberg, by Peter McIntyre, 1953-4: RVIA
Bulletin, October-November 1953, p 12.
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Bellfield Community Centre., view: Peter Wille photographer. State Library of Victoria
H91.244.34543 [cropped].

House, cnr High Street Rd & Cleveland Rd, Burwood. by Robin Boyd, 1953-4,
amended door and window details for the shop, 21 January 1954:. Grounds, Romberg
& Boyd Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363.
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House and shop at Jordanville, Victoria, by Robin Boyd, 1953-4, Kenneth Ross photo:
Clerehan Boyd file, Miles Lewis collection [cropped].
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House and shop at Jordanville, Mark Strizic photo, c 1970. State Library of Victoria,
H2011.55/1966.

House, cnr High Street Rd & Cleveland Rd. Burwood. by Robin Boyd, 1953-4: Peter
Wille photo: State Library of Victoria H91.244/685 [cropped]
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J H de W Waller to Robin Boyd, 22 November 1954: Grounds, Romberg & Boyd
Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 150.
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the Olympic Stadium
Although the first proposal sent to Rome in 1948 had shown an Olympic
complex developed at the Showgrounds in Flemington, designed by Leith &
Bartlett, architects to the Royal Agricultural Society, the Royal Victorian Institute
of Architects [RVIA] consistently argued for an independently chosen site and a
competition for the design. In 1949, even before it was reported that the
Games had been officially awarded to Melbourne, the RVIA set the topic for the
Institute’s Robert and Ada Haddon Travelling Scholarship as an Olympic Centre
in Albert Park, including a stadium and a swimming centre. The winning entry,
was by Roderick Macdonald.118 The site ultimately chosen for the real stadium
was that of the Carlton Football Ground in Princes Park, but the question of the
competition was still unresolved in 1952 when Wilfred Kent Hughes, Chairman
of the Organising Committee for the Games, was opposing the idea.
However a letter of 2 June 1952 from Eric Hughes, President of the RVIA, to A
W Coles, Hughes’s successor, proposed a two stage competition, and this
seems to have carried the day.119 The Olympic Stadium competition was
originally conceived in this way, and the first competition for sketch designs,
was to close on 13 October, when six competitors would be chosen and
awarded £500 each. These six would then submit completed designs by 1
December.120 But after the initial advertising of the competition it was truncated
to a single stage, and the £500 awards, doubtless intended to cover the cost of
preparing complete designs, became rather generous consolation prizes by the
standards of the time. Boyd worked on the entry in the Olympic Stadium
competition with Borland, Boyd, Grounds, McIntyre, the Murphys and Norman
Mussen [‘Roysy Grounds & his Spatial Six’]. [f]
Serle’s statement that Grounds and Boyd withdrew from this team121 was
probably a confusion with the Pool competition, but has since been repeated as
gospel. It seems to be true so far as Grounds goes, but not Boyd. Although
McIntyre remembers Grounds as being involved to the end,122 Borland told
Conrad Hamann that Grounds withdrew, and this is also Phyllis Murphy’s
memory. Nevertheless the present correspondence shows Grounds to have
been the dominant figure in the team, and does not refer to either his or Boyd’s
withdrawal. Grounds and Boyd were going off to the Murphys’ office late at
night to work on the design as late as the time of Patricia’s letter of 9
September, [e] but Boyd says on 14 September, ‘the number is dropping’, and
cites the fact that Grounds has gone down to Ranelagh, and McIntyre has
reportedly had a nervous breakdown, [f] but these seem to be temporary
absences, and this is not necessarily the point at which Grounds definitively
withdrew. Phyllis Murphy recalls that this occurred very close to the submission
time, because he said he was not willing to enter a competition that he did not
118
119
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Age, 29 April 1949, p 3; Argus, 29 April 1949, p 3.
Records of the Victorian Chapter of the RAIA’, Olympic Stadium, Melbourne.
Robin Boyd, ‘Architects in First Contest of 1956 Olympics’, Age, 31 July 1952, p 2;
Sydney Morning Herald, 2 August 1952, p 20.
Serle, Robin Boyd, p 148.
Moreover Peter McIntyre recalled that Grounds remained part of the team: Evans,
‘Passion, People and Place’, in Evans, Kevin Borland, p 88 n 18.
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win. There is nothing to suggest that Boyd ever withdrew, and he expressed
great disappointment at the final outcome.
We have some information on the other premiated designs because the reports
accompanying each of them seem to have been passed to Heath, and they are
among his records. In the case of Barton’s entry there is also in Heath’s files a
magnificent aerial perspective in colour, which shows the neighbouring houses
in Carlton and Parkville, and a photograph of model demonstrating the
structural principle involved. This was quite as daring as Seidler’s but neither
so elegant nor so feasible. The upper part of the periphery is treated as a
compression ring, and from it the annulus of the upper seating hangs, totally
unroofed. Barton stated:
The upper uncovered gallery is designed specifically as a conical
membrane supported at outer perimeter by columns at (c) 20’ 0” ctrs
…
Thus the membrane is suspended from the compression ring by a
tesseral steel grid composed of circumferential rings and
meridial straight bars.
The only other illustrations we have from the premiated entries are two
diagrams in the Bates, Smart & McCutcheon submission.123
But we also have information on some of the unsuccessful entries. The entry by
Frederick Romberg’s team is the most complete surviving, with seven sheets
and an explaneatory booklet.124 A number of sheets from Best Overend’s entry
are in the Overend Collection now be lodged in the State Library of Victoria.
Another entry, by Smith, Tracy, Brock & Lyon, has been partly recorded by
Peter Wille.125 We have some information also on the entries of Douglas
Alexandra, J C McCormick, Helen Holgar & John Holgar: Melbourne;126
Michaelson, Simpson & Michaelson, Melbourne;127 Peter Muller and Adrian
Snodgrass, Sydney;128 Harry Seidler, Sydney;129 and Bernard Slawik, Bernie
Joyce, John Lilly & John Millo, Melbourne. The entries and the numbers
assigned to them, where known, are:
7 Keith W Payne & Bruce P Shaw
35 John C Barton
43 Frederick Romberg [and others]
47 Bates, Smart & McCutcheon
66 Smith, Tracy, Brock & Lyon
123
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Frank Heath Collection, State Library of Victoria YLTAD 20.
The drawings and booklet have all been stamped with Frederick Romberg’s name
at a later date, but the booklet refers to the fact that there are multiple authors.
Grounds, Romberg and Boyd collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363,
unspecified location.
Four Peter Wille transparencies, State Library of Victoria, H 91.244/4635,
H91.244/4636; H91.244/4637; H91.244/4638.
Simon Reeves collection, see below..
Architecture & Arts, February-March 1953, p 34.
Architecture & Arts, February-March 1953, p 39.
See below.
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91 Stephenson & Turner
Alexandra, McCormick, Holgar, Holgar
Muller & Snodgrass
Best Overend
Seidler, Clarke & Niemeyer
Slawik, Joyce, Lilly & Millo
All the known entries used reinforced concrete, either in combination with steel
as in Barton’s case, or, more commonly, for the entire structure. There was
reason enough for this, given the current shortage of building material and of
steel in particular, but Romberg’s team offered a different but entirely
supererogatory justification:
Should Melbourne, for its big new stadium, build a structure with acres of
asbestos cement roofing, a mass of rusting steel lattice work requiring
continuous maintenance, and scores of internal columns marring the
vision of those unfortunates who find themselves seated behind them?
In other words should over 2 million pounds be spent on a structure that
is obsolete even before it is started?130
Harry Seidler’s entry was the most striking. It was a team effort by Seidler, his
assistant George Clarke and, at least notionally, Oscar Niemeyer, [l] the only
international architect known to have participated in the competition. It was
certainly a design of international quality, and not unworthy of Niemeyer. Peter
McIntyre was reportedly struck by its clarity and structural dynamism,131 and it is
clear that he was not alone in this. All of his colleagues were probably equally
impressed by it - certainly Boyd, who sketched it for Clerehan and said that ‘IT
HAD EVERYTHING’. [k] It was structurally innovative in that a tension ring at
the top supported the annular stands without columns, like a giant bowl. More
immediately conspicuous was the roof, which was carried on cables from a
pylon at one side. The idea that these cables carried the whole annulus of
stadium seating132 is quite incorrect, and indeed would have been virtually
impossible in engineering terms (besides which, only one half of the stadium
had any cables attached to it).
Seidler’s design was later exhibited in Sydney with other unsuccessful New
South Welsh entries, and a rather murky photograph was published in the
Sydney Morning Herald.133 The Herald’s art critic said that the exhibition merely
confirmed that Seidler’s was the only entry to show imagination.134 It was also
illustrated in Architecture and Arts, and given more space than Heath’s winning
130
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The Romberg team booklet p 1: Grounds, Romberg and Boyd collection, State
Library of Victoria, MS 13363, unspecified location.
Evans, ‘Passion. People and Place’, p 31.
Philip Goad, ‘Optimism and Experiment’, Architecture Australia, vol 79 no 25 (June
1990), p 42 .
Sydney Morning Herald, 9 December 1952, p 9.
Sydney Morning Herald, 4 December 1952, p 2.
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design. None of the runners-up were illustrated or even mentioned in this
report,135 which seems to have been compiled from whatever was available –
Seidler’s protegé George Clarke, confident of its superiority, had sent photos of
the team’s design to Boyd even before the close of competition. [k]136
Remarkably enough, as Simon Reeves first advised me, Seidler’s entry was
also to be illustrated, along with that for the Olympic Pool, in the French journal
Architecture d’Aujourdhui of July 1954, testament to the success of the man’s
relentless drive for self-promotion, and in the same year in his own Houses,
Interiors and Projects.
No copy of the entry by the Boys is known to have survived, but McIntyre
recalls that the stands were supported on columns brought in from the
periphery so that the upper quarter was a cantilever, gaining the benefit of
negative bending moment. Norman Mussen was the engineer for the team, as
Boyd indicates, [k] but McIntyre attributes more to him than this, for Mussen
had taught structures in the University Architecture course from 1949, and
Up until that time, all Architectural courses taught structure by designing
columns, beams, slabs and footings in reinforced concrete steel and
timber.
But what Norman Mussen did was give us exercises whereby we traced
out tensile and compressive stresses in various structures. This gave us
a basic understanding and enabled us to design buildings using the
analytical knowledge we gained, to come to a successful conclusion.137
Grounds was obviously the senior figure in the Boys’ team, and was indeed
deferred to despite his insufferable egotism and arrogance.138 Boyd reports on
22 August [b] that (although some other architects had already submitted their
entries) Grounds was insisting on their discussing matters of principle rather
than getting entangled in detail, and he [Boyd] despaired of getting anything on
paper. Despite this, two days later he reported that they had ‘got onto’ a superb
design. [b] But a few days after that Grounds brought them down to earth by
saying that it was too ambitious, too big, and uneconomical. [d] They reluctantly
came to accept this view, and began the dispiriting task of cutting out some of
the best features, producing a design which Peter McIntyre later described as
‘insipid’.139 And then of course they did not win, or even gain a place, so it does
135
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Architecture and Arts, February - March 1953, pp 26-39.
This apparently without Seidler’s authority, for it was followed by an urgent telegram
demanding that the design be kept secret.
Peter McIntyre to the author, 6 June 2016.
Eric Westbrook wrote of Grounds that ‘he was one of the great performers in the
Frank Lloyd Wright tradition of the prima-donna, or perhaps more exactly primaballerina architect, for he was remarkably quick on his feet. He posed, “showed-off”
and relentlessly elbowed his way to the front of the stage to receive the maximum
applause and the largest of bouquets’. Eric Westbrook ‘R.G.’, Dawn Sime Archive,
box 4, 0119-002460, National Gallery of Victoria Archive, quoted in Denise
Whitehouse, ‘’Encountering Art in the People’s Gallery’, Art Journal of the National
Gallery of Victoria, 54 (2015), p 54, n 21.
Telephone interview, March 2016.
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not seem surprising that Grounds was not with the group when they entered the
Olympic Pool competition. Boyd also left the group, but of necessity because he
was appointed one of the assessors for the Pool
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Olympic Centre, Albert Park, winning entry by Roderick Ian Macdonald in the Robert
and Ada Haddon Travelling Scholarship, 1949: Chronicle (Adelaide] 5 May 1949, p 4
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Olympic Centre, Albert Park, Robert and Ada Haddon Travelling Scholarship entry,
1949, unknown author, sheet 2, aerial perpective. Harold Paynting Collection, State
Library of Victoria H83.400/30 (the other is H83.400/29).[temporary image]

Olympic Centre, Albert Park, Robert and Ada Haddon Travelling Scholarship entry,
1949, , unknown author, sheet 5, the swimming pool, aerial perpective. Harold
Paynting Collection, State Library of Victoria H83.400/29.[temporary image]
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John C Barton’s place getting entry in the Olympic Stadium competition, aerial
perspective: Frank Heath files, State Library of Victoria, YLTAD 20.

John C Barton’s place getting entry in the Olympic Stadium competion, aerial model
showing the structural principle: Frank Heath files, State Library of Victoria, YLTAD 20.
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Bates, Smart & McCutcheon’s place gettiing entry in the Olympic Stadium competion,
‘planning features’: Frank Heath files, State Library of Victoria, YLTAD 20 [reformatted]

Olympic Stadium, unplaced competition entry by Smith, Lyon, Tracy & Brock, 1952, one
of four Peter Wille transparencies, State Library of Victoria, H91.244/4638[ cropped].
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Olympic Stadium unplaced competition entry by Frederick Romberg and others, 1952:
Grounds, Romberg & Boyd collection, State Library of Victoria MS 13363.
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Olympic Stadium unplaced competition entry by Best Overend, 1952. Best Overend
Collection State Libary of Victoria, unprocessed.
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the Olympic Pool
Thus it was the same group, less Boyd and Grounds, and with a different
engineer, which entered and won the competition for the Olympic Pool, initially
intended for Fawkner Park140 but ultimately built in Yarra Park. McIntyre has
explained that because of public criticism of the construction of Olympic
facilities during the period of building materials shortages following World War II
economy in the use of materials was at a premium.
The form of the building was completely set and specific dimensions
were given for the diving and swimming pools and seating was required
on either side of the pools.
The competition was basically how to construct this given form and we
realised that the most economic structure would win the Competition.141
In these terms, then, the critical aspect of the design was the saving in steel
resulting from the replacement of columns in compression with truss ties, in
tension.
McIntyre explains Norman Mussen, as their lecturer in structures, had
introduced himself and Borland ‘to pre-stressed and post tensioned reinforced
concrete [which] involved the principle of inducing a force in the structure to
counter-balance the force that was to be applied to the structure.’ The two had
worked on ‘the principle of counter-balancing forces’ from 1951 onwards, and
McIntyre was designing his Kew house and the Stargazer house on this
principle. This is not a coherent description of any structural principle, much
less one common to the three buildings, but it seems to be true that Borland
and McIntyre were responsible for Pool concept.142
However there is another way of looking at the structural concept they adopted.
Seidler’s entry in the Stadium competition relied upon almost precisely the
same principle as was used in the Pool design – that of supporting the banks of
seating by tension from the top rather than by columns below. In a rectangular
design Seidler’s tension ring was necessarily replaced by transverse ties.
McIntyre says that he was not conscious of this resemblance, and indeed it was
probably coincidental. The very similar stencilled letters used in the two
presentations might suggest a connection, but the use of slab serif or Egyptian
face letters in this way was not unusual, and it occurs in some of the other
Stadium and Pool entries as well.
According to McIntyre’s account the engineer, Bill Irwin, had no part in
originating the structural concept of the pool, but was brought in, as was the
quantity surveyor Harry Wexler, to demonstrate the saving in steel which was to
be its major selling point:
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The competition closed on 8 December: Argus, 28 October 1952, p 12.
Peter McIntyre to the author, 6 June 2016.
Peter McIntyre to the author, 6 June 2016. They ‘explained all tis to John and
agreed that we should tale it further’ – Phyllis Murphy is not mentioned.
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We then introduced Bill Irwin to our solution. He was important in that we
wanted to show that the design drastically reduced the steel tonnage
from conventional construction. He took the design to the point where he
could provide sizes. We than had Harry Wexler Quantity Surveyor, work
on the tonnage of this design and the conventional design and this
illustrated the reduction. We included these calculations in the design
submission for the Competition.
We knew the design would be referred to Professor Francis, Professor of
Engineering, Melbourne, who was one of the Judges and we knew he
would be able to confirm our calculations.143
McIntyre concedes, however, that Irwin turned into reality a concept which
probably no other engineer in Melbourne would have taken seriously.
One might see some impropriety in Boyd being one of the assessors and, by his
own account, the main mover in getting the design chosen. One does not get
the sense that this would have troubled his conscience greatly, so long as the
outcome was the advancement of good modern architecture and the prize went
to ‘one of the boys’. Indeed it does not appear that he had previously seen the
final pool design, but when he saw the entries he must surely have known
which was by ‘the boys’. In addition the winners were all well-known to Lewis,
chairman of the assessors. And historians seem to have overlooked the fact
that another of the assessors, the builder McDougall, was closely associated
with some of the entrants, and was an innovator who had introduced the
Ctesiphon arch. One might conclude that the jury was more or less sewn up. In
due course McDougall’s firm, McDougall & Ireland, were the successful
tenderers for the construction of the building, completing this ring of incestuous
relationships.
The clincher in selling the winning design must surely have been the
perspective done by John Murphy, staying up all night before the day the
competition closed.144 Graeme Butler has compared its machine age aesthetic
with Erich Mendelsohn’s ‘designs for buildings’ of 1914. I think a comparison
with the Russian constructivism of Iakov Chernikhov or Konstantin Melnikov is
more persuasive, though it seems unlikely that Murphy was consciously
influenced by any of these sources. The runners-up were Mussen Mackay &
Potter, Melbourne; Stephenson & Turner, Melbourne; Stephenson & Turner,
Sydney; and George Molnar, Sydney.145 But of the other entries only Seidler’s,
which was unplaced, is fully available to us, so it is impossible to gauge whether
the winning design was so unequivocally superior. Boyd had worried ‘ Harry S.
for one will never speak to me again if he don’t get it’, [p] but that seems not to
have been the case. [w] Even Seidler might have recognised the major flaw in
his own design, which was that all the seating was on one side of the pool, so
that the average viewing distance was almost doubled.
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Peter McIntyre to the author, 6 June 2016.
Phyllis Murphy, 3 June 2016. Also Graeme Butler ‘Melbourne Olympics 1956:
Swimming Pool’, Architect, June 1980, p 18.
Cross-Section, January 1953, p 1.
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Boyd’s relations with the other assessors are interesting. ‘Fred Romberg, whom
I got to like a lot in the 4 days working together,’ was soon to be his partner in
Grounds, Romberg & Boyd. Brian Lewis claimed to have been the first to pick
the winning design, and even Boyd recognised him as his first ally in the matter.
Boyd’s association with Lewis was closer than is generally recognised. Later
Lewis was – according to family lore – to be invited to join the partnership which
became Romberg and Boyd. Lewis was certainly not a cutting edge designer of
the same calibre, but he was a committed supporter of modernism and had a
public profile and connections which would have proved useful had he joined.
Boyd’s even closer relationship with the winners inevitably made him somewhat
jealous of their success, an emotion which he reported satirically:
I huddled with Fred Romberg & other assessors; then shook hands with
the winners & with a brave smile slumped off into the gathering dusk
down the lonely walk to Elizabeth Street tram. Peter Mac, tears welling,
reported later it was like the fade-out of a Chaplin movie. [u]
The appointment of the winners to proceed with the design was by no means a
foregone conclusion, and nor was its site in Fawkner Park. The project could
well have suffered the same fate as the Olympic Stadium when the new Labor
government reviewed the situation. In the event the Premier, John Cain,
approved the appointment of the architects in February 1953, but the site was
not confirmed. A group of Melbourne City Councillors led by Bernard Evans
were opposed to the park being built upon.146 Three months later the site was
changed from Fawkner Park to what is now OIympic Park, precipitating a crisis
in the games organisation.
At the Helsinki Games in 1952 A W Coles, Chairman of the Olympic Organising
Committee for the Melbourne Games, gave the International Olympic
Committee an assurance that the submitted plan would be adhered to. But
when the Cain government came into power it cancelled the Olympic Stadium in
Carlton in favour of upgrading the existing Melbourne Cricket Ground. Coles
now had to persuade the International Committee to accept the change, and he
brought to its meeting in Mexico in April 1953 the assurance which he had
received from Cain that the Olympic Village, the Pool, and other capital works
described in the Organising Committee's report, would be completed as
planned. Therefore when the Pool site was changed he felt obliged to resign
his position. The former premier, Hollway, described this as a body blow.
Coles’s last act in office was to direct the Pool architects to stop work, pending
a resolution of the site.147
Unlike many at the time, Boyd had been careful to acknowledge148 among the
winners the engineer, Bill Irwin, though he was technically participating not in
his own right but as the representative of J L & E M Daly. But Irwin now left
Dalys and set up his own practice in the same building as the architectural firm
146
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Argus [Melbourne], 12 February 1953, p 1.
Argus [Melbourne], 21 May 1953, p 18.
Robin Boyd ‘Success For Originality: Olympic Pools Best In The World’, Age, 30
December 1952, p 2; Cross-Section, January 1953, p 1.
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which was established to handle of the Pool commission, Borland Murphy
McIntyre, at 441 St Kilda Road, which adjoined the then proposed site for the
Pool in Fawkner Park.
This office was only for the purpose of the Pool commission, and in other
respects the principals continued to operate as independent practitioners.
Although the four names appear on the letterhead, an agreement had been
signed whereby Phyllis Murphy withdrew to look after their ongoing practice,
with assistance from Stuart Warmington, while John devoted himself to the
Pool. The way Phyllis Murphy puts it is:
I was responsible for keeping our practice going and we employed Stuart
Warmington to assist. We put his name on some of the drawings as a
courtesy because he took a fair bit of responsibility.149
In their with the Department of Health, John was generally the spokesman for
the Pool architects,150 but according to McIntyre this was because of his
experience, gained from working in his father’s theatre practice, in dealing with
public building regulations But Murphy was a reticent speaker, and in terms of
any public presentation McIntyre himself was spokesman.151
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Information from Phyllis Murphy, 3 June 2016. Simon Reeves has interviewed
Warmington, who spoke of his involvement as a ‘semi-partner’, and Reeves has
found thirteen of the Murphy drawings at the State Library are labelled with Stuart
Warmington as architect in association. Tony Lee advises that there were also a
number of joint projects of the Murphys with Warmington in 1956-7.
He writes to the Secretary on 4 March 1953 (seeking permission for the seating to
slope more than 30°) and subsequently. From a quick scan McIntyre writes once
and Borland never. Public Building file no 9861, VPRS no 7882/P1, unit 1147,
Public Record Office of Victoria.
Interview 6 June 2016.
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A correspondence of letters. 1, detail from Harry Seidler’s entry in the Olympic Stadium
competition: Arhitecture and Arts, February-March 1953, p 38.

A correspondence of letters. 2, detail from the Borland, Irwin, McIntyre, Murphy, Murphy
winning entry in the Olympic Pool competition: RVIA Bulletin, December 1952/January
1953, p 9.
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The winning design for the Olympic Pool, Melbourne, by Kevin Borland, Peter McIntyre, John &
Phyllis Murphy, perspective rendering by John Murphy: RVIA Bulletin, December 1952 –
January 1953, p 8.

Iakov Chernikhov, ‘Complex forms in a strict rhythmic perspective’ from Chernhikov’s Tales of
Industry: here reproduced from Andrei Chernikhov, ’”Artist show us your World …”: Iakov
Chernikhov 1889-1951’, in Catherine Cooke [ed], Russian Avant-Garde Art and Architecture
(Academy Editions and Architectural Design, London 1983), p 70.
Konstantin Melnikov, Soviet Pavilion, Paris final presentation drawing [1924-5]: S F Starr,
Melnikov: Solo Architect in a Mass Society (UP, Melbourne 1959), p 95.
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Konstantin Melnikov, section of railway station Green City proposal of 1929: S F Starr,
Melnikov: Solo Architect in a Mass Society (UP, Melbourne 1959), p 173

the resignation of A W Coles
A W Coles, chairman of the Olympic Control Committee, to L W Galvin, Acting
Premier of Victoria.152
Dear Mr. Galvin
It is with sincere regret that, after grave consideration, I wish to advise you that I
can no longer continue as Honorary Chairman of the Control Committee for the
1956 Olympic Games.
I am addressing you, because I was invited to accept the responsibility of this
position by the former Premier and the Lord Mayor for the purpose of bringing to
fulfilment a plan to stage the Games that had been agreed upon by the Federal
and State Governments, the Melbourne City Council, and the Olympic
Organising Committee.
I visited Helsinki to witness the 1952 Games, and attended a meeting of the
International Olympic Committee. To that body I gave the assurance that the
promises of the Governments to complete the plan as submitted by the
Organising Committee would be adhered to.
When, with the change of Government in Victoria, the building of the Olympic
Stadium at Carlton was cancelled and the Melbourne Cricket-ground
substituted, I undertook to do my utmost to have the change of venue accepted
by the International Olympic Committee at its meeting in Mexico in April this
year.
152

Argus [Melbourne], 21 May 1953, p 18.
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Before leaving for Mexico I received the personal promise of the Premier, the
Hon. Mr. Cain, that the Olympic Village, the swimming pool, and other capital
expenditure, as outlined in the Organising Committee's report, would be
completed.
In the case of the swimming pool the promise was "that the pool would be built
on the selected site in Fawkner Park," and in confirmation of this, permission
was granted to the Control Committee to appoint the architects and proceed
with the plans.
The assurances of the Premier enabled the Australian delegation to use
convincing arguments, and the 1956 Games were reconfirmed for Melbourne.
The subsequent decision of the Government that the swimming stadium will not
be built in Fawkner Park, places me in an impossible position for the purpose of
further negotiations.
The only honorable course open for me, therefore, is to retire from the position
in which I have endeavored to serve to the best of my ability.
Yours faithfully,
A. W. COLES.
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Olympic Pool, by Borland, McIntyre, Murphy & Murphy 1952-6, interior, Peter Wille photo, State
Library of Victoria H91.244/656
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Australia’s Home
The year 1952 had opened with the publication of Boyd’s Australia’s Home: its
Origins, Builders and Occupiers, but the book had not received the attention
which Boyd felt it deserved. By August he was ‘very grateful for ANY reference
to the forgotten book now’, even if it might be not entirely favourable. [b] There
was as yet no indication that it would become the landmark which we recognise
today, though there are some hints in the correspondence during these few
months.
Boyd’s Victorian Modern of 1947 had been in many respects a dry run for
Australia’s Home. True, its scope was limited to Victoria, it embraced all
building types rather than just the house, and the historical content was
subsidiary to what was basically a very useful survey of modernist architecture.
But the essential narrative was the same, and Haddon, Annear and Griffin were
already the heroes of it. The tone of dry wit is the same, and most importantly
Boyd’s line illustrations, capturing the essence of stylistic types, make their first
appearance here. Although Boyd’s was the first reasonably comprehensive
account of the development of Australian architecture, his purpose was not
really that of the historian. As George Tibbits has said, ‘He was not concerned
with developing a thesis but proving a case’,153 this of course being the case for
modernism.
In his contemporary review of Australia’s Home, referred to below, Clerehan
recognised that the illustrations were quite as important as the text (though he
disingenuously pretended not to know that they were by Boyd). These
illustrations were major tools of propaganda like those of Pugin, as I have
pointed out, but their style was in no way Puginian. They drew almost inevitably
upon the work of Osbert Lancaster, but they also drew upon a more personal
source - the work of his uncle Martin Boyd. Martin too had trained as an
architect, and in his little known essay on Australian architecture, written under
the pseudonym Martin Mills,154 used drawings not only for general propaganda
purposes, but also for an ungrateful attack upon his former employer Guyon
Purchas. Mills shows in his ‘bad type of Australian Villa‘ bulbous terra cotta
columns which are quite distinctive, and are unmistakeably those used by
Purchas in the remodelling of ’Purrumbete’ homestead.
But one trait that Robin Boyd did not derive from his uncle was his obvious
sympathy for the very styles he was supposed to be reviling. No one can doubt
that in drawings such as that of the so-called ‘Queen Anne’ his visual
sympathies are engaged – far from making it look horrible he produces a
distillation of the style which would gladden the heart of a Queen Anne
aficionado. In fact when he was not wearing his evangelist’s mantle he was
sympathetic to the same pre-modern buildings which he criticised – at least
those earlier ones which could be seen as being in a sense functionalist - and
was distressed when they were lost.

153
154

Tibbits, ‘Robin Boyd and the Interpretation of Australian Architecture’, p 45.
Martin Mills (Boyd), ‘Domestic Architecture in Australia’, British Australian and New
Zealander, July 1927, p 18-19.
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Boyd was involved in the establishment of the National Trust in Victoria, and in
1956 he wrote sympathetically about cast iron decoration – something which
the Trust itself had difficulty in accepting before it was rehabilitated by the
publications of E G Robertson:155
… increased painting and heightened colour on the terrace-houses in the
inner suburbs where the cast-iron veils abound indicate that more and
more people, now are intelligently accepting this amiable adornment in
the spirit in which it was originally offered.156
Boyd was also one of the one of the judges in the Historic Buildings Competition
conducted by the Hobart Mercury in 1963-4 to encourage a greater appreciation
of the early buildings of Tasmania, and in that context wrote:
The rugged stone walls, the crumbly bricks, the clear cedar and the few
other ingredients are all intrinsically beautiful materials used honourably
and sympathetically by those anonymous and perhaps otherwise
unsympathetic and not very honourable builders. The square box houses
and their attendant strings of stables and sheds and their cylindrical oast
houses or octagonal pigeon towers all were shaped by ancient empirical
rules to follow their functions. Fanlights perhaps apart, everything was
ingenuous and straightforward, for in most cases the design of a house
was an artless and more or less involuntary operation by a builder who
had learned by rote just one way to build a house. He built with a good
eye, not because his taste was educated but because it never occurred
to him to build in any other than the simple way that was traditional when
he left England. 157
Yet how can this be reconciled with his concern that so few houses in his own
day were built by architects?
In Boyd’s situation, deprived of recognition as he felt he was, he must have
been particularly gratified by Dean Burchard’s comment that Australia’s Home
was:
a very informative and provocative book by a young man who sees
sharply, and writes sharply and will probably be the leading Australian
architect of his generation. 158
But he did not seem to appreciate that the brief and favourable review in the
Times Literary Supplement (reproduced below) was by none other than the
great critic J M Richards, even though Richards was at that time editor of
Architectural Review, and Boyd a contributor. Indeed Philip Goad tells me that
he had actually met Richards in London.
155

156
157
158

Beginning with E G Robertson, Victorian Heritage: Ornamental Cast Iron in
Architecture (Georgian House, Melbourne 1960).
Robin Boyd, ‘Melbourne Ironwork’, Architectural Review, 1 September 1956, p 192.
Boyd, ‘Tasmania - the Houses’, p 16.
Burchard, ‘State of Architecture in Australia’, p 221.
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Actual treachery, as he saw it, came closer to home in the review by Neil
Clerehan in the Port Phillip Gazette, which Boyd called a ‘pan’. [b] This was an
absurd response, for the review, though largely descriptive, was overwhelmingly
favourable, and perhaps only saved from being a mindless puff by the two
substantive issues which Clerehan raised:
Firstly, his horror of all “imported” stylism. Could it not be that the
buildings known as Spanish Mission, popular in the 1920’s and 1930’s,
were more logical for most areas in Australia than the “contemporary”
buildings of the 1950’s, which are no less imported, but imported from
Republican Germany and Scandinavia?
And secondly; the individualistic outlook of the Australian community is
due, we are told, in no little degree to the prevalence of single dwellings
and the lack of communal buildings. For this the author is thankful.
This is a touchy point. It would be argued by some that Mr. Boyd is here
condoning anarchy. In Australia the unpleasant thesis that we lack
community discipline and to be more effectively controlled for the national
benefit should be forced to forego the fifty foot allotment in favour of the
large flat block or the housing estate, is hesitantly proposed from time to
time by diffident town planners. But our present “aesthetic calamity” is
possibly preferable in any case to a questionable “material triumph.”
In spite of, or perhaps because of, the “aesthetic calamity” we remain,
largely, “people”; when the “national triumph” becomes a fait accompli we
may find ourselves, to our great chagrin, “masses.”
The argument that either the Spanish Mission or a more generic Mediterranean
style were particularly suited to the Australian climate had been put by others
before and it was not to be dismissed out of hand. The argument for medium or
high density housing had already been made or imputed by Le Corbusier and
others, and it is still a very live issue today. In fact Boyd himself ultimately
conceded ‘I think your comments quite valuable’.
Clerehan also remarks that
The book was apparently sponsored by the School of Architecture of the
University of Melbourne. From being unknown five years ago this
department seems to have rapidly found its place in the sun (more
particularly The Age), and the publication of this book will, if nothing else
does, set an example which other University departments and private
institutions could well emulate.
Boyd signed off the introduction of the book from the School of Architecture.
An understanding of Victorian Modern and Australia’s Home, and the
contradictions within them to which I have referred, should lead us to look at his
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subsequent publications in a slightly different light. He was an incisive and
interested observer, and a ready communicator, both verbally and visually. Like
all such observers and communicators he responded to his subject matter,
digested it, and passed it on in a simplified and enhanced form, by an almost
instinctive process. He changed, as we all change, and those changes are
interesting and worthy of study. But his position at any one time, if it can be
called a position, might embrace contradictions. He responded to stimulus and
opportunity. It is not necessary, every time he tackles a new subject and
appears to have modified his opinions, for us to work out how he has changed
and why, as if some rigorous dialectical process has brought him to new
understanding, and as if there is some linear intellectual evolution to be
uncovered.159

159

I refer here primarily, though probably unfairly, to Hamann & Hamann ‘Anger and
the New Order’, and Callister, ‘The Dialectic of Desire and Disappointment’.
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Robn Boyd, Australia’s Home: its Origins, Builders and Occupiers (Melbourne
University Press, Carlton [Victoria] 1952), original dustjacket: Miles Lewis Collection.
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'A house in the English tradition, yet suited to Australia', and 'A Design suited to
Australian conditions'; by Martin Mills (Boyd), ‘Domestic Architecture in Australia’, pp
18-19.

'A bad type of Australian Villa' by Martin Mills (Boyd), ‘Domestic Architecture in
Australia’, p 18
'Purrumbete', Camperdown (1842) remodelled by R Guyon Purchas, 1901, detail of a
terra cotta verandah post: Miles Lewis.

Gothic Revival II, Wimbledon Transitional, Twentieth Century Functional: Osbert Lancaster,
Pillar to Post: the Pocket Lamp of Architecture (John Murray, London 1938), pp 43, 60, 81.
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Untitled house styles: Robin Boyd, Victorian Modern (Architectural Students Society of the
Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, Melbourne 1947), p 13 [reformatted].

Major Steps of Sylism: 3 Gothic Revival, 4 Italianate, 5 Boom Style: Robin Boyd,
Australia’s Home: its Origins, Builders and Occupiers (Melbourne University Press,
Carlton [Victoria] 1952), pp 36, 51, 54.

Boyd’s inscription on the first copy of Australia’s Home, given to Brian Lewis (the
official publication date was 1952): Miles Lewis collection.

Letter a, 7 July 1952 [Robin]
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Letter a, 7 July 1952 [Robin]
[References to Charles & Phyllis Bridgford; Jim Earle; Ken Green; Osborne
McCutcheon; Sally the dachshund and her boyfriend; Frank Hardy’s Power
Without Glory; the film Night Club; McCutcheon’s ‘Crackers’; Clerehan &
Barton’s Barton house; Mewton’s Bridgford house, Black Rock]
[on Boyd’s letterhead, 158 Riversdale Rd, Camberwell1]
July 7
Dear Neil
Three quite intelligent letters from you today. Partic’ly interesting about Town
Planning. Some of the best sense, that makes, of anything you’ve said since
leaving (your napkins).
I see your point about the dirty linen washing, Power Without Glory,2 etc. But
we still don’t have a K.K.Klan so get stuft.
AUST.IS HICK DEPT.
Sometimes I wonder what everyone’s doing in this fool country. See cut re
movie-making in Melb. Jes—us! 1st of all the vile film Nite Club3 — which has
previously been publicised as “at last an Aussie film is to be made without
sheep, etc”. Well — 1st hick thing, the past Aussie film industry. So then, 2nd
hick thing – ‘Night Club’ corn. Then 3rd. – the cops stop it!4 Have you ever
heard such stuff? That’ll give you nostalgia. (The bloke I was hiding my T.P.
notes from was J . M E A R L E – if that’s how you spell it.)5
SAME DEPT: ART SUB-SECTION

1

2

3

4

5

Clerehan had written wittily of this house as ‘a challenge to Lloyd Wright’s “Falling
Water.” After all, there is but little difference between Bear Run, Pennsylvania, and
the overflow of the Camberwell City Baths’: Smudges, vol 8 no 53, January 1949.
Frank Hardy’s book Power Without Glory, a semi-fictionalised account of the
Melbourne gangster John Wren (‘John West’), was published by Hardy himself in
1950. He faced a criminal libel case in 1951 over his depiction of West’s wife as
having an affair, but was acquitted. It is not clear why Clerehan had referred the
book at this specific time.
Night Club was a musical film made in Melbourne in 1952, produced by Cambridge
films and directed by A R Harwood. It was a remake of Harwood’s 1938 Hollywood
film Show Business.
Shooting began on 5 July 1952 at the Park Orchards Cabaret near Ringwood,
which was visited by licensing police during the filming.
Jim Earle, architect. Possibly, in discussing town planning, Clerehan had referred
back to an episode when Earle and Boyd were studying the subject Town Planning
as part of the Architecture course at Melbourne University.
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W O McC. House6 – he sent me his plan, which I forward tomorrow with others
incl. Bartonhaus7 to A.R. tomorrow8 — well, our snr. arch’s description of his
own house: “THEME: Simplicity, simple plan form, pipes and vents hidden …
Ken Green9 came to SHS10 with suggestion for new E L. L. plans, with
illustrations of fittings incl. [sketch] and [sketch].

And he not only justified their illustration of these horrors on grounds that the
public would buy them anyway, but obviously had a soft spot for them himself.
“Anything well designed isn’t functional,” he said (doesn’t function, he meant).
He referred to ‘your SHS better designed houses (which don’t work as well as
the others)”
BUT ... (SAME DEPT.)
Things have changed very much since you left. There is talk of unemp., dep.,
rec. everywhere, esp. In bldg. ind. Builders now will give TIME LIMITS, bldg.
times are cut up to ½. Materials, labor easy, amazing change. Eventually we will
get a couple million unemployed and then we’ll build as fast as the Yanks. Al
right, then what is the U S unemp. figure? Well, WHAT causes it? – the
difference? ANSWER THIS: Why do yanks work?

6

7

8

9
10

W O McCutcheon’s own house of 1951, ‘Crackers’, Baden Powell Drive, Mount
Eliza, which was duly published in Boyd’s article in Architectural Review, November
1952, p 311.
Neil Clerehan and Norman Barton’s Barton house, 56 Thomas St, Brighton East (as
normally reported, though it’s more correctly Bentleigh, as it’s on the east side of
the road).
These were to illustrate Boyd’s important article ‘The Port Phillip Idiom’,
Architectural Review, November 1952, pp 309-313. Boyd had begun writing for this
journal in 1951.
Ken Green, architect.
The Age-R.A.I.A. Small Homes Service, of which Boyd was Director.
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New client & wife just called (at 158 R.,11

mid-morning). They built Geoff.

Mewton’s12 [sketch]

monkeypuzzlehaus13 in Amkiraikes or whatever it is street, Black Rock, now
want to go “whole hog” modern … £7000 … may not come off – no land yet,
Your mother rang last nite with urgent message in letter just rec’d from u.
“Griffin14 … drank coke15 … sample of models now in N Y for (something)
convention … I gather it is a complete gag; if so hah hah. But if not, write in
English,
[verso]
Boy, English, not American.
But Death of a Salesman16 was good-to-perfect; no doubt about that.
I will send the Year Book to what’s his name with a suitable note: “Mr. Clerehan
of this office requested …”
To hell with S.S. U.S

11
12
13

14
15
16

The Boyds’ house, 158 Riversdale Road, Camberwell.
Geoff Mewton, architect.
Boyd is referring to 58 Arkaringa Crescent, Black Rock, by Godfrey, Spowers,
Hughes, Mewton & Lobb, owned by Charles Haig Bridgford and his wife Phyllis, for
whom Boyd was now to build a new house at the corner of Beach Rd & Bayview
Crescent. Heritage Alliance credit the new house to Grounds Romberg & Boyd, but
it is clear from this letter that the initial approach, at least, was made well before the
formation of the partnership. Heritage Alliance, City of Bayside Inter-War & PostWar Heritage Study (volume 2 of 2, North Melbourne 2008), p 14. The new house
is mentioned in passing in RVIA Bulletin, February-March 1957, p 43 where it is
credited to Boyd, correctly as I believe.
Walter Burley Griffin, architect.
Coca Cola, a repellant effervescent drink popular in the USA.
The 1951 film Death of a Salesman, based upon Arthur Miller’s play of that name
(1949), was directed by László Benedek and starred Fredric March. In July 1952 it
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Yes we heard about Lattimore.17
There’s no hope about Kodachrome, I’m afraid. Geoff [?Ogilb..y] jacked up.
Well – was obviously displeased. Everyone chokes with chagrin, distaste,
amaze, frustrate and such at the thought of giving their rare Kodachromes back
to the U.S. But then these people don’t know your nerve.
How did lunch with Haskell18 go?
I still suffer from draftsman’s itch. On hands, legs, —, etc. Tear ‘em to bits.
Take green pills. Tear em to bits.
Sally has a boy-dachsund-friend. Won’t talk to other dogs much, that’s the
funny thing. She spends most mornings at his place (in Woodlands Avenue),
comes home for lunch. Patricia took gorgeous photo of her on red Hardoy.19
I can’t waste any more time on this sort of thing
Got to get back to the £2-an-hour. INCOME TAXERS KNOCKED BACK MY
TRAVEL EXPENSES IN FULL. Lend us a $ mate.
Regards from the wife and family
Robin [Peneleyigh, corrected to Penleigh] Boyd

17

18
19

was showing at the Odeon cinema in Melbourne (together with Gymnastic
Champions and a cartoon).
In 1950 Professor Owen Lattimore (1900-1989). US scholar of China and Mongolia,
was accused by Senator Joseph McCarthy of being ‘the top Russian espionage
agent in the United States’, and In 1952 the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee,
chaired by Senator Pat McCarran, issued its final report, stating that 'Owen
Lattimore was, from some time beginning in the 1930s, a conscious articulate
instrument of the Soviet conspiracy, and that on 'at least five separate matters,'
Lattimore had not told the whole truth in evidence before the committee. Within
three years all the charges were to be dismissed in court hearings, and in 1963
Lattimore became the first Professor of Chinese Studies at the University of Leeds.
Douglas Haskell, editor of Architectural Forum.
The Hardoy Chair (otherwise known as the Butterfly Chair) is named from Jorge
Ferrari Hardoy of the Austral Group in Argentina, who designed it in 1938. It was
introduced to Sydney by Harry Seidler and apparently used in the initial furnishing
of the Rose Seidler house in 1950: Spigelman Almost Full Circle, p 178. Kevin
Borlad had worked for Seidler during the completion of the house, and also earned
money by selling Hardoy chairs in Sydney. Simon Reeves reports that Borland
introduced them to Melbourne in 1951. Boyd wrote about them in his column in the
Age, 3 April 1951, p 5. By 1952 they were being manufactured in Sydney by
Descon Laminates and in Melbourne by Woods Williams, Other architects such as
Doug Alexandra, Kenneth McDonald and Lindsay Bunnett, acquired Hardoy chairs
for their own houses in about 1951-2.
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‘our snr. arch’s description of his own house: “THEME: Simplicity, simple plan form, pipes and
vents hidden …”‘ [a] ‘Crackers’, Baden Powell Drive, Mount Eliza, by Osborn McCutcheon, of
Bates, Smart & McCutcheon, 1951: Architectural Review, November 1952, p 311.

‘Bartonhaus ‘ [a] The Barton house, 56 Thomas St, Brighton East [or Bentleigh], by Neil
Clerehan and Norman Barton, view: Architecture [Sydney]. October-December 1952 p 116.
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The Barton house plan: Architecture [Sydney]. October-December 1952 p 116.

The Barton house revised plan: Architectural Review [London], November 1952 p 313.

The Barton house, living room; view from kitchen to living room: Architectural Review [London],
November 1952 p 313
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The ‘monkeypuzzlehaus in Amkiraikes or whatever it is street, Black Rock’. [a] The Bridgford
house (1), 58 Arkaringa Crescent, Black Rock, by Geoffrey Mewton of Godfrey, Spowers,
Hughes, Mewton & Lobb, 1949’, rear & front views: Australian Home Beautiful, December 1950,
pp 42, 45.

Bridgford house (1), ground & first floor plans: Australian Home Beautiful, December 1950, p 83
[reformatted].
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Bridgford house (1), Peter Wille photograph, State Library of Victoria H91.244/2000.

‘New client & wife … now want to go “whole hog” modern’. [a] Bridgford house (2), Beach Rd &
Bayview Crescent, Black Rock, by Robin Boyd, c 1953, Peter Wille photograph: State Library of
Victoria H91.244/681 [cropped]
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Bridgford house (2), 3: Architecture and Arts, August 1954, pp 26, 27. Note the Hardoy chair.

Bridgford house (2), plan: Architecture and Arts, August 1954, p 27 [reformatted].
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Hardoy or Butterfly chair, by I Sailko, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1739695
Chair shown at an exhibition of Grant Featherston furniture (opened by Robin Boyd), 1953,
drawing by Joan Fennessy: Port Phillip Gazette, vol 1 no 4 (Spring 1953), p 3.

The Rose Seidler house, Turramurra, New South Wales, by Harry Seidler, 1948-50, interiors
showing Hardoy chairs in 1951: Architectural Review, 1 November 1951, p 308.
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Letter b, 21-2 August 1952 [Robin]
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Letter b, 21-2 August 1952 [Robin]
[References to Doug Alexandra; Kevin Borland; Walter Bunning; Des Fennessy;
Joan Fennessy; Roy Grounds; Norman Little; Harry Seidler; Hub Waugh; a
measly remodelling job & the Melbourne City Council; The Age; Australia’s
Home; Port Phillip Gazette; Clerehan’s Cuba trip; the Swan Street Bridge, the
Lonsdale St Power Station chimney]

[on University of Melbourne letterhead].
HOME EVENING
August 21
Dear Neil,
How are you now? Hot enough for you?
Some of your best letters come from the deep south – but not lately.
I’ve just discovered I’ve done the sort of silly thing you do w I feel a bit sick. I
told owner & builder of a measly remodel job under M C C20 that I had got M C
C consent. You see I had got a letter with the typewritten statement within a
printed form reading “consent to build …” Not having worked under M C C
before I whooped, put it in file, didn’t read in small type the word RE before the
typescript the words following: “on payment of … fee … plans will be examined
for approval …” And tomorrow we’re all meeting to sign the contract! Jesus, but,
I’m glad I discovered it before the builder pointed it out in front of the client!
Did I ever tell you that I agreed very much with your summing-up of U.S.,
U.S.S.R, US, etc. Best stuff yet.
“Loving You” (J. Hulbert)21 is going on Radio.
Port Phillip Gazette is out (“cover design by Joan Fennessy”) 22 and it’s not bad.
I got several belly laughs from it. Loved Des F’s slam on POST. Didn’t go much

20

21

22

Melbourne City Council. This is probably the remodelling at 1-3 Palmer St, East
Melbourne, for Cromwell Pty Ltd (Bill a’Beckett), of 1952, as advised by Tony Lee.
It must have been a nostalgia program. Simon Reeves advises that the Hulbert
Brothers recorded the song Lovin’ You in 1932 described as ‘singing and patter in
English with orchestra’). It was released on a 78 rpm record on the HMV label,
catalogue number B4355, with song was split over the two sides of the record, as
Part 1 and Part 2.
For Desmond Fennessy and the Port Phillip Gazette, see above.
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for your pan of A.H. 23 but am very grateful for ANY reference to the forgotten
book now. Actually I think your comments quite valuable & at least no-one
would ever dream it was written by a friend. That is certain.
I am trying to get Ian Mair24 to do it in the AGE for Des. Harry Seidler, Kevin
rings to report is in town; but no word. Roy G.25 just back from 2 day trip to
Sydney for lecture to NSW Institute “… standing room only …”
Found a wonderful builder, Norman Little,26 ever heard of
[verso]
him? Orrong-road, Elsternwick; gentlemanly quiet loves trees shipbuilds in
spare time gives cut rate contract prices time limit builds quick [?mush coupon].
NEXT MORNING (Friday 22) Just got 3 from US just back from cuba.27
Interesting indeed. I can hardly wait for you to come home to decipher the
spelling. But seriously, full of jampackinterest. Who is Paul Rudolph? 28 How do
you know all these people; i.e.how did you know them before you left? You
never talked on them. How did you manage to retain so many superficial details
…? *see under All your information truly fascinating. Typical N.C. cockteaser
comment about Burchard’s Record29 – 3 cryptic comments without explanation.
Is it out? If so, what does he SAY about Aussie?

23
24

25
26

27

28
29

Australia’s Home.
Ian Mair was book reviewer for the Age newspaper, and it appears that Boyd was
trying to persuade him to review Fennessy’s Port Phillip Gazette. John McLaren
said of Mair that his reviews ‘were marked by the individual voice of a person who
cared about what he was reading, and who worked hard to discover its meaning in
relation to himself, the writer and the outside world.’ John McLaren, ‘Book
Reviewing’ (typescript, 1980, box B1, document 17, in the John McLaren papers,
Victoria University), p 4.
Roy Grounds.
Norman Little was to build Boyd’s Bridgford house, Black Rock, 1954 or possibly
earlier). Heritage Alliance, City of Bayside Inter-War & Post-War Heritage Study, p
13. Tony Lee advises that Little was later to build a number of Boyd houses.
Edquist recounts how Clerehan, having overheard Walter Gropius remark that the
best modern house he had seen was in Cuba, caught a plane and found it. It was
almost impossible to photograph, but he got a shot of it, though he never found out
who had designed it. Edquist & Black, Architecture of Neil Clerehan, p 27.
Paul Rudolph, architect, USA.
Burchard’s ‘State of Architecture in Australia’, in the August Architectural Recor, see above.
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Why I do these things for you who does nothing on the same lines for yourself I
don’t know but I have sent Barton house to Tots at Architecture30 now as well
as Review. You realise this means I have had to arrive, drive, carry, pay for the
photographs you were always too tight to get. Also arrange for plans to be
drawn.
A superb spring is dawning with 7 or so days on end with cool, cloudless,
perfect days. Swan Street bridge opens.31 Lonsdale St. Shaft32 is finished
Stadium competition33 (our entry) drags while other have theirs handed in. (e.g.
Doug Alex.,34 W. Bunning35) Trouble is, Roy is so intent on keeping the
discussion to PRINCIPLE and not allowing us to get tangled up in DETAILS,
that I doubt if we’ll ever get anything down on PAPER.
But now — 2 days later — we’ve got a SUPERB design!
And just got your *new letter explaining you’d seen RECORD. Sounds
somewhat interesting reading.

What then, was the explanation of the brief

reference to it in your earlier letter?

Anyway I hope you do [?...] that clip

because we sure haven’t seen it. I had supper with your mother last nite.
LUD36 is better but she wants more lettres [sic] from U.
Regards
[box of text ‘Housewife or Career? …’ containing a reference to Hub Waugh37]38

30

31

32

33

34
35
36
37
38

Burchard’s ‘State of Architecture in Australia’, in the August Architectural Record, see above.
The Swan Street Bridge, between Swan Street, Richmond (this part now Olympic
Boulevard), and Alexandra Avenue, South Yarra, had taken six years to build.
Traffic first crossed it on 22 August 1952, and it was officially opened a few days
later.
The former City of Melbourne Electric Lighting Station, in the area bounded by
Lonsdale St, Spencer St, Lt Bourke St and Pender Alley, operated from 1898, but a
cement rendered brick building and a giant concrete chimney were added in 1952.
The competition for a stadium for the 1956 Olympic Games, of which more below. It
was proposed to be in Princes Park, but did not ultimately eventuate.
Douglas Alexandra, architect.
Walter Bunning, Sydney architect.
The Clerehan dog.
Hubert [Hub] Waugh.
John Murphy had lived near Elizabeth Nathan, in Kingston Street, East Malvern,
and later, according to Phyllis Murphy, attended one or more of the same classes at
the Melbourne Technical College. He was for a time enamored of her, and referred
to her as ‘Tits’ for reasons one can only surmise. She was to become the wife of
Doug Alexandra. I cannot see the specific relevance of Hub Waugh.
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‘I feel a bit sick. I told owner & builder of a measly remodel job under M C C that I had got M C
C consent’. [b] Boyd’s renovations at 1-3 Palmer St, East Melbourne, for Cromwell Pty Ltd (Bill
a’Beckett), 1952: Robin Boyd Foundation.
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‘Port Phillip Gazette is out … and it’s not bad. I got several belly laughs from it ‘ [b] The first
number of the Port Phillip Gazette, with the cover by Joan Fennessy, referred to by both Robin
and Patricia: Special Collections, Baillieu Library, University of Melbourne.
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‘Didn’t go much for your pan of A.H. but am very grateful for ANY reference to the forgotten
book now ‘ Clerehan’s review of Australia’s Home in the Port Phillip Gazette, vol 1, no 1 (winter
1952), pp 56-58.
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Lovin’ You, by the Hulbert Brothers, 1932 \, a 78 rpm record on the HMV label.

Clerehan’s review of Australia’s Home
Australia’s Home by Robin Boyd (Melbourne University Press.)
Over the last five years we have come to regard Mr. Boyd as the authority on
local architecture.
His weekly Home Service articles in The Age, to a lesser degree, his writings
and lectures to a greater degree have caused many Australians to look with
growing inner doubt at their own houses and those of their neighbours- this, of
course, if the said Australians don’t live in one of Mr. Boyd’s own houses. If
they do, their neighbours, without doubt, will be looking questioningly at them.
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The book was apparently sponsored by the School of Architecture of the
University of Melbourne. From being unknown five years ago this department
seems to have rapidly found its place in the sun (more particularly The Age),
and the publication of this book will, if nothing else does, set an example which
other University departments and private institutions could well emulate.
Australia’s Home is aimed at the layman. The slur of academicism could
scarcely be sloughed [sic] at it. Its wit might not age gracefully, but to-day it
makes a long (280 pages) treatise on domestic architecture pleasantly
readable.
Throughout the text, photographs of notably good and bad building are of great
interest. As also are line drawings showing the various, curious fashions of
suburban building over the years. These drawings, unsigned, are as important
as the text, and it seems extraordinary that the artist receives no
acknowledgement.
Briefly, we are told, our houses developed thus: in the 18th and 19th centuries in
the early settlements shelter was the prime consideration. Immediately the
settlement was consolidated, the house (or humpy or flat) became selfconscious.
Last century the affectation was within bounds and to a degree – logical. The
ruling styles were Gothic and Classical. In the late19th century the rot set in.
Australia through a certain complex symposium [sic] of social factors,
developed city life in hitherto unknown form. The European farm workers’
cottage, transposed ad modified, became the basic unit in the huge suburban
tracts surrounding the growing Australian cities.
Rarely was a house more than one-storeyed or attached to its neighbour. Within
a few decades of the first settlement, the single house had become the
Australian ideal and the terraces of the old world were forgotten forever. The
blocks were fifty feet wide then as now, and were cleared of every tree and
shrub before building operations commenced.
But the house on that block went through extraordinary convolutions, from
Classic to Italianate, Through Queen Anne and Art Nouveau to the bungalow
style of the 1920’s.
The later ‘Styles’ from 1930 on were mostly variations of “Modern” and were in
themselves perverted mimicries of the new architectural and engineering forms.
They carry us up to the 1950’s when Mr. Boyd tells us that “as a result of rising
costs, the exterior of the house had lost its flippancy. The traditional house
shape (double fronted: one room projecting to shelter the door) had reached the
end of the road.”
Parallel with the gymnastics of the spec. builder’s house, the story of the
development of Australian contemporary domestic architecture unfolds.
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Modern domestic architecture made a belated entry into Australia in 1934. (Mr.
Boyd refers to the “Revolution of 1934”). In Victoria, as far as one can gather,
none of the architects who did the shooting in 1934 are today designing houses.
And in this regard the author does not hand a torch to himself and to his
contemporaries. It would seem that the young architects of to-day are coasting
along on the tricks taught them years ago. Present economic conditions would
forestall the introduction of any new tricks. One would hope that this is the only
reason and that the fault does not lie entirely with the architects of to-day.
Most of the illustrations present these “art” houses. Of them all, to a layman,
only those of the American Walter Burley Griffin seem to have dated but still
retain their original virtues of simplicity and sympathy with their surroundings.
But Mr. Boyd is concerned, in the main, with the past. His book is fascinating
and should be read to every politician, federal, state and municipal, Some
politicians could, and would read it themselves and from it draw a picture of
their country, and then legislate to end what Mr Boyd calls “a material triumph
and an aesthetic calamity” - meaning the National Dream of a Home for Every
Family.
If one were to query such an authority as Mr. Boyd there would perhaps be two
small points raised.
Firstly, his horror of all “imported” stylism. Could it not be that the buildings
known as Spanish Mission, popular in the 1920’s and 1930’s, were more logical
for most areas in Australia than the “contemporary” buildings of the 1950’s,
which are no less imported, but imported from Republican Germany and
Scandinavia?
And secondly; the individualistic outlook of the Australian community is due, we
are told, in no little degree to the prevalence of single dwellings and the lack of
communal buildings. For this the author is thankful.
This is a touchy point. It would be argued by some that Mr. Boyd is here
condoning anarchy. In Australia the unpleasant thesis that we lack community
discipline and to be more effectively controlled for the national benefit should be
forced to forego the fifty foot allotment in favour of the large flat block or the
housing estate, is hesitantly proposed from time to time by diffident town
planners. But our present “aesthetic calamity” is possibly preferable in any case
to a questionable “material triumph.”
In spite of, or perhaps because of, the “aesthetic calamity” we remain, largely,
“people”; when the “national triumph” becomes a fait accompli we may find
ourselves, to our great chagrin, “masses.”
Australia’s Home, in any case, will make all its readers remember; one hopes
that it will also make them think.
F.L
[note: Clerehan’s intitials ’N.C.’ have been transposed with those of the following reviewer]
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‘Stadium competition (our entry) drags while other have theirs handed in. (e.g. Doug Alex., W.
Bunning’) [b]. Detail of the Olympic Stadium competition entry by John Holgar, Helen Holgar,
Doug Alexandra and J C McCormick: Simon Reeves collection.
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Letter c, 26 August 1952 [Patricia]
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Letter c, 26 August 1952 [Patricia, with a section by Robin]
[References to Paul Allen; Kevin Borland; Penleigh Boyd; Nan Brunner; Lester
Bunbury; Patricia Bunbury; Bill Carr; Grant Featherston; Roy Grounds; Arthur
[Bung] and Ilona Hill; Peter McIntyre; John Mockridge; John & Phyllis Murphy;
Harry Seidler; Clive Turnbull; the Olympic Stadium competition; missing nylon
stockings; Little St Margaret’s Kindergarten; Scott Fitzgerald’s Tender is the
Night; a nudie nightie]
[airletter, forwarded from ‘c/o Brown Bros. Harriman / 59 Wall Street / New
York. / U.S.A..,’ to ‘c/o Mr Paul Allen / 1 West 72nd St’]
Dearest Neen – Some superb letters we’ve had. Especially this last one – with
the exciting news that the RECORD39 is out. I’m dying to see it. Do you really
think Mockridge’s40 friend can airmail it to us so quickly? Where did you see it?
Is it superb? Reckoning up you only have about 6 weeks huh? And how do you
feel about that huh? I’m terribly unhappy about the stockings.41 They just
haven’t turned up. I suppose there’s no hope they will now. Some bastard has
pilfered them.

It’s ghastly you went to so much trouble, without anything

arriving here.
Not much news here. RobsBobs working hard still, on (a) private jobs – 3
starting very soon down Bayside area (b) Olympic Stadium competition42 –
Harry Seidler came to town this weekend – gave a party (of sorts) for him on
Sunday night. Grant F.,43 Bunbury’s,44 John & P.M.,45 Bill & Nan,46 Cutts,47
Kevin48 & Peter49 & respective dolls (who were a dead loss – sat cold not
drinking in a corner – not only didn’t they drink but Peter none & Kevin very
little. However it was pretty enjoyable. Harry showed

39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Architectural Record. Boyd is awaiting the August 1952 issue with J E Burchard’s
‘State of Architecture in Australia’.
John Mockridge, architect.
The nylon stocking was still a scarce commodity in Australia. It had been introduced
in the USA in 1939 by the Du Pont company, but after the USA entered World War
II supplies of nylon were diverted to parachute manufacture.
See above.
Grant Featherston, furniture designer.
Lester Bunbury, furniture designer, and Patricia.
John & Phyllis Murphy, architects.
Bill Carr, architect, & Nan Brunner.
Bob and Dina Cutts.
Kevin Borland, architect.
Peter McIntyre, architect.
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[recto p 2]
some films while I got supper & Bunbury entertained me – claimed he’d seen all
the pictures before anyway. Talking pederasts later I heard Bunbury talking to
Grant F. “Where’d you pick that girl up – she was off the tit. God, what a bag.
Did you stuff her: Bet you didn’t you pansy bastard.” Grant looked very
sheepish when he knew I’d heard. Pat B50 tells me Bung H’s51 wife expecting a
baby in about a month or so. That’s rather good, isn’t it. Because he still carries
on. Clive Turnbull52 has left the Argus53 to go into business. What I don’t know.
Penleigh starts Prep School Kindergarten, Little St Margaret’s,54 Sept 16, 9.15-3
p m. I live again. Won’t it be some fun you being back, talking your head off &
banging your glass for a refill. We’ve got all your letters. About Cuba. Tell us
about C-U-B-A.55
I’m reading a superb Scott Fitzgerald book56 – about a father that ups his
daughter (16) sends her crazy. Psychiatrist
[verso p 3]
Cures her hatred of men and marries her. Beautifully written. Believe it is the
story of his own life.
Des Fennessy Port Philip Gazette57 first issue is out, cover by Joan Fennessy.
Somebody told me she is married. Did you know. God all this local gossip must
sound trite to you. It used to, to some extent to me.
[from here in Robin’s hand]

50
51
52

53
54
55

56

57

Patricia Bunbury, née Gosling.
Arthur & Ilona Hill.
Clive Turnbull, journalist, occupied a late Victorian two storey house at 18 Yarra
Grove, Hawthorn, from at least the early 1940s until his death in 1975.
The Argus, Melbourne daily newspaper, 1848-1957.
Little St Margaret’s Kindergarten, 29 Mayfield Avenue, Malvern.
See above for Clerehan’s visit to Cuba. Reeves points out that Patricia is
associating this with the Irving Berlin tune, ‘I’ll see you in C-U-B-A’, originally
recorded in 1920 by Billy Murray, although many other versions followed, probably
most familiar that sung by Bing Crosby in the 1946 film, Blue Skies, as a duet with
Olga San Juan.
Scott Fitzgerald, Tender is the Night (1934), about the psychoanalyst Dick Diver
and his wife Nicole.
The Port Phillip Gazette, edited by Desmond Fennessy and published by Rising
Sun Press, came out in six issues in 1952-6. Tim Burstall mentions in early 1954
that Fennessy ‘was proud of it in a quiet sort of way’: Tim Burstall [ed Hilary
McPhee & Ann Standish], Memoirs of a Young Bastard: the Diaries of Tim Burstall
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OTHER JOTTINGS FROM THE SECOND COMING:
Harry said Roy’s58 talk to the NSWRIA59 was loved by Sydney architects
because he slated Mies60 & US modern generally – ‘just what they wanted to
hear.” And, said Harry, “I suppose I shouldn’t tell you this, but he said a nasty
thing about you at his talk … first slide, one of your articles, & he said ‘Robin
Boyd, who is a very capable journalist – with such sarcasm.” Harry naturally
loathes Roy but was quite impressed despite himself by the ∆ house. “I’ll never
judge a bldg. without seeing it in fact again” He was staggered by “volume of
contemporary houses going on here ..” I found him very good company, got on
wonderfully, close buddies now. Peter Mac’s and KB’s girls sat silent undrinking
at party. Peter got his googie house61 passed by Camberwell after a lecture to
councillors with slides, incl. some of mine “This has already been approved in
C’well …”
[balance in Patricia’s hand]
Cheers. Please, but don’t spend hard earned dollars on nudie nightie. But could
you please get me a cheap cookery book. Sort you pick up on Supermarket
counter.
Love galore x
[added on the back of the airletter]
Just arrived 4 letters

58
59
60

61

November 1953 to December 1954 (Miegunyah Press, Carlton [Victoria] 2012), p
55.
Roy Grounds, Melbourne architect.
The New South Wales Chapter of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, US architect: for Boyd and Clerehan’s view of his work,
see Introduction and letter w, below.
This appears to be a reference to the M C Castle ‘Stargazer House’, 2 Taurus
Street, Balwyn: Graeme Butler, Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 (Alphington
[Victoria] 1991), p 266, citing building application 10535, 1952. According to
McIntyre it had been designed in 1951. The term ‘googie’ has been discussed
above.
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‘I’m terribly unhappy about the stockings … Some bastard has pilfered them.’ [c] Dupont nylon
stocking advertisement 1949, from Vintage Dancer site http://vintagedancer.com/1940s/1940sstockings-history/
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Robin Boyd on geometric designs,
googie architecture and industrialised housing62
SMALL HOMES SECTION
STRANGE HOUSES
Some odd shapes oae paving the way for an industrial revolution in home
construction.
IN FRANKSTON A house with a circular plan is building. In Kew, a triangular
house was recently finished. North Balwyn will soon have a tent-shaped house.
In Sydney a brick Igloo-shaped house is nearing completion. In Moorabbin there
are two star-shaped cottages.
A search for unorthodox shapes in recent house building will unearth numerous
other forms, such as crescents, S-shapes, rhomboids, hexagons and so on—
even without leaving Australia.
If we looked further to U.S.A., we would discover, also, spiral' houses and some
looking like clusters of mushrooms.
Why are we experiencing this season for "new" shapes — shapes, that is,
which depart from the right angles which ruled Western building for centuries?
These odd-shaped houses fall into three main categories. Firstly, there are the
plain or the fancy freaks.
The second class includes all experimental work directed to reducing the high
cost of building or to increasing comfort without extra cost.
The third class is made up of individual imaginative architects seeking new
fields of visual experience in the artistic medium which a house provides.
In practice, there may be a little of each approach behind many of the strangely
shaped houses we are seeing today.
The first class, the freaks, is the dangerous one to modern architecture. In U.S.
A, the freakish forms have become so familiar in some parts that more sober
architects have coined a new word for the style—"Googie," derived from an
extraordinarily contorted restaurant building of this name.
Googie architecture knows no rules of logic or construction or geometry. It is
ruled by the principle of "anything to be different."
It is the insistence on strict geometric form which usually marks the big step
from this attitude to the one which produces serious investigation of better
shapes for building.
Why look for better shapes? Many people will argue that improvements based
on the tried and tested square forms are all that is wanted. But one important
reason is that the cost of building a house has become too great for most
people in most countries and sociologists, as well as architects, believe that
something must be done to reduce costs.
To take a simple instance, the change from a cube to a hemisphere means the
enclosure of much more space for a given expenditure on surface materials.
Thus, the retired builder in Wollongong, N.S.W., who is making his own iglooshaped house of brick in a continuous dome, broken by stock steel windows, is
working very modestly on the same principle as adopted by engineers now
developing featherweight plastic domes as the first step in creating economical
air-conditioned shelter for every man.

62

Age, 17 November 1952 p 6.
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The principal difference between most Australian and American experiments on
these lines is that ours are individual efforts solving specific problems, while
American research aims at the introduction of mass production and new
technological processes into the field of cottage construction.
Public sentiment in both countries still offers some resistance to new forms, but
prejudice against the unconventional and favor for tiled roofs and brick facades
would not last long against a house which was built as a car is built, providing
comfort and labor-saving features to millions of people.
Such a house assumes a complete reorientation in our thinking on houses. It
might even require adjustment in our ways of living.
Such a suggestion sounds almost like sedition today. But a way of life which
throws a back-breaking amount of work upon the woman who must clean and
cook in a servantless house is not defensible if it could be proved, that her work
would be cut in half by overthrowing some conventions.
Simple prefabrication is not the answer. It was hailed after- the war, but
generally, it has failed in every country to provide a cheaper or better house. It
is merely expedient in certain circumstances.
But prefabrication as tried up to date has always been based on houses of more
or less conventional design.
No one has yet had the resources, the audacity or the courage to embark on
the enormously expensive project of mass-producing a standard house, based
on average family requirements, as a car is, and with its shape dictated by
economy of manufacturing processes.
Before this century is much older, such a house is almost certain to be
produced.
It may indeed take the old, simplest form of an igloo. The thought of a street full
of igloos may alarm you, but it would be no more unsightly than a street full of
cars. A case could be argued that it would be no more unsightly than some
suburban streets of today.
But, in any case, appearances are of minor importance against the comfort and
health and proper housing of the community.
Prejudice against a "stamped- out" house would hardly be strong enough to
resist its development If the house really provided infinitely improved living
conditions— if for the price of an orthodox house it could offer more space,
perfectly controlled temperature, and the full range of automatic labor-saving
machines which are now considered luxuries in Australia.
It is not impossible that a stamped-out house could even Include devices for
dusting and washing itself.
Such a house is -not in the realm of wild dreams. These things have been tried
successfully in isolated experiments. In U.S.A. thousands of dollars are being
spent in research on these lines.
Some day the individually built house will be as much a pointless luxury as a
custom-built car is today.
But successful mechanisation will not come from industrial development alone.
No one suggests that satisfactory housing could result if the machine were thus
allowed .to rule living conditions.
The industrial processes will be moulded by human requirements. They will
follow, not lead, social considerations.
Here then, is the value of the individual experiments which result in some of the
houses of unfamiliar shapes which are becoming more common today.
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Always excepting the Googie architecture, these carefully considered answers
to specific problems enlarge our experience of satisfactory dwelling types.
They help investigation and analysis of the real requirements of modern livjng.
They stimulate thought on a vital social problem. They pave the way for the
Industrial revolution which must come some day before the cost of building
leaves all but the well-to-do without a home of their own.
ROBIN BOYD, Director, "The Age" Small Homes Service.

Robin Boyd on on the Stargazer house decision63
Camberwell Upholds Principle of Freedom for House Design
Camberwell Council is to be congratulated for having officially approved a
house which offended some councillors and undoubtedly will shock some
ratepayers.
The house has been described and “crazy” and worse. One councillor called it
“a monstrosity.” Another said it looked as if it were supported by skyhooks.
Permission to build it, on the corner of Aquilla [sic] and Tarus [sic] streets, North
Balwyn, was first applied for by the architect, Mr. Peter McIntyre, back in July.
The council declined to give permission. Then followed much discussion. Mr.
McIntyre later explained his attitude to a meeting of the council’s public works
committee, illustrating the points with photographs of other unusual designs
which had recently been permitted in various parts of Melbourne.
The committee finally voted approval and the council has now passed the plans.
It has acknowledged that the building is structurally sound and can be built
according to the uniform building regulations. Therefore the council has no
power of design censorship to condemn the proposal.
...
Some of the unorthodox houses of Melbourne are indeed crazy and valueless
But without any crazy houses this century we would all, probably be living in
Queen Anne villas.

63

Age, 22 September 1952 p 6.
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The 'Stargazer House', corner. Aquila & Taurus Streets, North Balwyn, by Peter McIntyre, 19523, under construction, Peter Wille photo: State Library of Victoria H91.244/3566

The 'Stargazer House', finished, Peter Wille photo: State Library of Victoria H91.244/3565
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Staff apartment units, Air Training Centre, São José dos Campos, Brazil, by Oscar Niemeyer,
1947-: Stamo Papadaki, Oscar Niemeyer (George Braziller, New York 1960), pl 104.
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Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
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Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
[References to Bruce Anderson; Kevin Borland; Roy Grounds; Eric Hughes;
Geoffrey Peek; the Squash Court [Williams] house; the Wade house; the
Graduate Society of Melbourne University; the Olympic Stadium competition]
[on University of Melbourne letterhead].
Sept 2 1952
Dearneil [sic],
Just got a letter from Pittsburg [sic] — Pa.64 Sounds vile. Good (dingdong —
wheredyaget that? –eh?) letter.
No sign or sound of RECORD65 yet. Dying to see it. It is second day of Spring
and evil – grey, mild and a fierce Melbourne north wind blowing everythink
somethink awful.
Yesterday I signed up contract for squashcourt house.66 Now check how much,
if anything, is done by time you get back. Which is fairly soon now, huh?
Forget the book which Kevin B ordered. It was a typical Borlandia gettingthings-properly-organised-in-advance. Trouble is, he never does anything when
he gets things organised in advance. Glad you didn’t waste your precious $. But
you ask the size of my shirt. Well that’s very decent of you, but I wouldn’t dream
of letting you know the neck size so you’d waste your $ on me. Besides I don’t
think the Americans make 16” necks. But the shape is more important.
[sketch captioned “It is indeed, it is, a nauseating shirt, Sir!” 67]

64
65
66

67

Pennsylvania,
Architectural Record, see above,
I am advised by Tony Lee that the Squash Court house is 7 Sandown St, Brighton,
adjoining ‘Landfall’, 5 Sandown St, Brighton’, where Mrs E de C Boekemann had
commissioned Boyd in 1949 to replan the kitchen. It was a small self-contained
one bedroom flat built along the northern side of the squash court, commissioned
by Mrs Boekemann for the occupation of her sister and brother-in-law, Mr & Mrs E
S Williams. It was published in Womans Day, 29 November 1954 pp 58-9. It has
been recently demolished.
This is a parody of the then ubiquitous advertisement for Pelaco shirts, designed by
Frank Burdett in about 1948, in which a woman holds a folded shirt up to her face
and says, ‘It is indeed a lovely shirt sir’. The woman was in fact the model Bambi
Smith, a member of the Boyds’ circle
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Big Geoffrey Peek of Rider Hunt68 is coming here next week – party of
drongoes is necessary, I’m afraid.
[boxed text]
Vile holiday-time for kids this fortnite. Brawling & bawling all day long. I’ll take
‘em to All Hobbies Show.69 All well. Sally fat, barking contentment, pot in
laundry every night
[verso]

I got a letter from Miss [sketch of the criss-cross subfloor bracing of the Wade
house] wade. Nothing but leaks & cracks have beset her since she moved in. I
was scared to open it — but: “My father & I want to thank you for the excellent &
artistic house ….. caused much interest and will I hope continue to give great
pleasure over the years …
[The painter’s bill came in. I had thought his price (£225) [[this is our extension,
I’m talking about]] was a firm quote. It wasn’t. It was an estimate. Actual final
price: £412

68

Quantity surveyors
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[Last night a lecture by Eric Hughes70 — Grad’s Soc71 — & the oafs had asked
him to speak on “design for dwellings”. He asked me to lend him slides — This
I did. They came on. He didn’t know what they were “… I think this must be a
Robin Boyd job because I recognise his wife …” About Miss Wade’s: “This is
another Harry-Seidler-type house …”
[Still no sign of Record.
[Rain today. I got a cold first day of Spring after going all winter without one.
[We are jammed up & frustrate over Olympix comp.

We were just getting

enthused to sky over our design when Roy, last week, suddenly said it’s all too
ambitious, big, uneconomical … we all disagreed heartily, then less heartily,
and finally, sickly, realised we’d sure got it too big for Melbourne, too expensive
idealistic, good, artistsdreaming. So now we’re at the miserable job of cutting
out all the best ideas to bring it down to earth.
[Yesterday and today I’ve been touring suburbs with three others in jury judging
best piece of furniture for Furn Fash Week.72 Others:
Vic Greenhalgh,73
Bruce Anderson,74 Gordon Nugent75 — and the last
IND. DESIGNERS
RETAILERS
MANUFACTURERS
turns out to be none other than the designer & maker of the “Almost Fabulous”
French bed that won last year’s award for PPL76 and was later sold for £1400 in
a £33,000 batch of furniture to a clothing manufacturer.
Yours, R.P.B.

69

70
71

72

73
74
75
76

This was in fact the ‘All Models Show’, which ran for a week, beginning 30 August
1952, at the Exhibition Building: Argus [Melbourne], 30 August 1952, p 4.
Eric Hughes, architect, Melbourne,,
The Graduate Society, now the Graduate Union of the University of Melbourne. It
had begun in 1911 as the Melbourne University Graduates Association. In 1936-7 it
became an autonomous Graduate Section of the University [student] Union, then in
1953 left to become a separate body, the Graduate Union of the University of
Melbourne. See Faye Broberg, A short history of the Graduate Union of the
University of Melbourne (Graduate Union, Parkville [Victoria] 2002), pp 7, 18-19, 21.
Boyd has the wrong name. Furniture Fashion Week was held in Melbourne in 1951
but (as Simon Reeves has discovered) in 1952 the title was ‘Furniture Fashion
Time of 1952’, held in the first two weeks of September: Argus, 2 September 1952.
Victor [Vic] Greehalgh, Melbourne, sculptor and industrial designer.
Bruce Anderson, furniture retailer, Prahran.
H G Nugent, furniture manufacturer Worane Furniture Company.
Patersons Pty Ltd, Bourke Street furniture retailers.
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‘It is indeed. It is a nauseating shirt, Sir!’ [d] Pelaco shirt advertisement [detail]: Age, 19
October 1955, p 5.
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‘Bambi Smith’ [Patricia Tuckwell], friend of the Boyds and model for the Pelaco shirt
advertisement, portrait photo by her husband Athol Shmith: https://s-media-cacheak0.pinimg.com/736x/be/a8/99/bea899d82e317c92f9132033338e22cc.jpg
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Letter e, 9 September 1952 [Patricia]
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Letter e, 9 September 1952 [Patricia]
[References to Kevin Borland; Bill Carr; David Chancellor; Roy Grounds; Brian
Lewis; Pat MacFarlan; John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Sir William Slim; the
Olympic Stadium Competition; the Waverley Riding School]
[airlettter, forwarded from ‘c/o Brown Bros. Harriman & Co / 59 Wall Street /
Mew York City U.S.,’ to ‘Box 20 / Grand Central P.O / Room 2790’]
158,77 Sept. 9
Dearest Neen – what a stack of magnificent mail. I got SEVEN letters yesterday
+ an airmail envelope of cuttings. In my mean little mind I thought (a) AH N-Y-LO-N-S. But NO. then (b) {so did RobsBobs, but first} RECORD. I’m mortified to
hear that you’ve sent six pairs of nylons & NONE have arrived. But of course, I
guess, they’ve been pinched. It’s absolutely sickening. But terrific about UN
job. Actually we knew about it. Y’see, U N personell [sic] sent a large Reply
paid cable to Rob – “Considering Neil Clerehan temporarily …await your
appraisal his qualifications’
Now Robin is pretty hurt that you didn’t write any letters to him because you’re
mad at him, & he doesn’t even know why. And especially in view of U N job.
Feels you’re kicking an old cobber in the teeth as you climb up the ladder, after
his help with cable contacts etc. Ah well, terrific luck with the job. And what
money. £90 per week. you’ll be able to leave a large dollar balance there. Sure
I
[recto p 2]
2.
Think it’s a good thing – I think EVERYBODY is disappointed that you’re not
coming now. We certainly are. Will you be back for Christmas. I think your
mother would love that. Tell me, what actually will you be doing. Where you’ll be
living? With the money you won’t need to do the modelling job78 Men
77

78

Not a sequence number but an abbreviation of the Boyds’ address, 158 Riversdale
Road.
As Clerehan recalls, he had been approached on the bus by John Harker, or
Harkaway, principal of a prominent New York modelling agency. After allaying his
initial suspicions that he was being picked up, he met Harker/Harkaway and was
contracted for one assignment, but did not further pursue this career.
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mannequins are becoming very popular here. {I’m sending cut from ARGUS79}
What a nerve the photographer had, about your teeth, eye-bags, etc.
Robin & Co (Peter, Kevin, Roy, John & Phyl) are working terrifically hard at
Olympic competition, Wed, Thurs afternoon & night, Sat arvo & night, yesterday
& night, & again tonite – generally till 1. God, I hope [?that] get somewhere.
Some firms are working FULL blast + have been for weeks. Roy came to
dinner on Thurs. night (Bette80 away) We all got pretty merry over excellent
dinner, good wine, good food, etc. And just as Roy and Rob were about to leave
for Murphys office (where they’re working) a knock at the door. Dave Chancellor
& pregnant wife! Did we go into an
[verso p 3]
act for them. They sat dumfounded, without a drink, the Noel Coward repartee
between the three of us swung back & forth [sketch].

Well they went in about ¾ hour, never to return to this mad house. But it was
funny.
Pat Macfarlan & I took kids riding to Waverley riding school81 today. Kids loved
it. Pat & I gossip in car, then eat enormous afternoon tea. What a story about
your friend in the bed.82 Who was he? Your letters terribly interesting. And the
cuttings. Interesting the photo of writer of the article. Bill Carr is going to
England about Dec. or January, he says. Is it cold there yet?

After some

luscious spring days we today had a bitter cold snap. Did you see the
pawnshop on the corner in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania?83
79
80
81

82
83

The sprayer84 –

Melbourne daily newspaper, see above.
Bettine Grounds.
The Waverley Riding School, Huntingdale Rd, Jordanville, conducted by Kay Irving
and her sisters.
Clerehan cannot recollect the episode referred to.
A reference to the song written by Bob Merrill in 1952, ‘Pittsburgh Pennsylvania’
which begins ‘There’s a pawnshop on the corner in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ...’. It
is best known in the version sung by Guy Mitchell, recorded 15 January 1952.
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remember him or had you gone? – sprays oily substance on womens clothes –
now croons “Walking my Baby Back Home”,85 as he sprays his 63rd victim. We
think it’s Bill a’Beckett86 or Ambrose Erswell’s son John.87 Our new Gov. Gen.
Field Marshall Sir Wm Slim.88 Cobber of Brian Lewis.89 Keep having a good
time, and please write to Rob. Terrific love, cheer, etc. Take off those Suede
shoes.
Love Me.

84

85

86

87

88

89

The reference, Simon Reeves advises me is to the pervert who during early 1952
sprayed an oily substance resembling sump oil or tar onto women’s clothes.
The song ‘Walkin’ my Baby Back Home’ dates from 1931, lyrics by Roy Turk and
the music by Fred Ahlert.
William Auncell Keysey [Bill] A’Beckett, who presumably bore some physical
resemblance.
John Ambrose Moore [John] Erswell, who presumably also bore some physical
resemblance.
Sir William Joseph Slim, Governor-General of Australia, 1953-1960. He was not
sworn in until 8 May 1953.
I doubt this. It may be a confusion caused by my father’s friendship with the state
governor, Sir Dallas Brooks, who led him into certain unfortunate investments with
Stanley Korman.
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Letter f, 14 September 1952 [Robin]
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Letter f, 14 September 1952 [Robin]
[References to Norman Barton; Kevin Borland; Bill Carr; Don Fulton; Roy
Grounds; Lewis Mumford; John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Geoffrey Peek; Rider
Hunt & Partners; J L Sert; 3AW [radio station]; ‘Born Yesterday’ [radio play];
the Age RVIA Small Homes Service (‘SHS’); the Olympic Stadium competition;
the Ranelagh Estate; South Pacific [musical]]
[on Boyd’s letterhead, 158 Riversdale Rd, Camberwell].
Sundaynite.
Dear Neil,
I don’t expect this will be very neat. I’m lying in bed. Dogtired – 3AW90 play
‘Born Yesterday’91 running. Listening with ear/2. Had a day at the office of J. &
P. Murphy, with them & Kevin, on Olympics. Incidentally, I am writing to you
again as you are writing to me again, it seems, and I’m not one to hold a grudge
even when I don’t know what started what anyway. I prefer not to refer again to
the

whole

incident,

which

was

most

distasteful

even

if

completely

incomprehensible. Well, we were working on our design. Roysy Grounds & his
Spatial Six.92

But the no. is dropping. #1 R.G. was down at Ranelagh,93

entertaining Peek94 from Rider Hunt.95 - & thus getting our quantities out for

90
91

92

93

94
95

Melbourne radio station.
‘Born Yesterday’, a play by Garson Kanin which premiered in 1946 and was
adapted into film in 1950.
The team working on the Olympic Stadium competition entry, probably Borland,
Boyd, McIntyre, Murphy, Murphy, Mussen.
The Ranelagh Estate at Mount Eliza was something of a hotbed of modernism from
the 1930s to the 1950s. The subdivision was originally conceived as a ‘Professional
Men’s Resort’: see ‘Ranelagh – Miniature Seaside Garden City,’ Australian Home
Builder, 15 August 1924, pp 26-7. In Ward’s Guide to Victorian Architecture, of 1956
it was said to be ‘commonly credited with being the birthplace of Melbourne’s
modern movement’: Ward, Guide to Victorian Architecture, p 45. It was designed in
1924 by Walter and Marion Griffin, with the surveyors Tuxen & Miler. Roy Grounds
was responsible for his own and first wife Virginia’s house, ‘The Ship’, 35 Rannoch
Avenue (1933-4), the tennis clubhouse (1937), and 29 Rendlesham Avenue, for
Bettine Ramsay, wife of [Sir] Thomas Ramsay (1937), which gave rise to Grounds’s
scandalous elopement with Mrs Ramsay. They later married and lived in the house
from 1941, and it was sold to Frederick Romberg in 1953. Ultimately the list of
contributing architects included Bates, Smart & McCutcheon; Guilford Bell; Robin
Boyd; Chancellor & Patrick; Godfrey, Spowers, Hughes, Mewton & Lobb; and
Mockridge, Stahle & Mitchell.
Geoffrey Peek, quantity surveyor.
Rider Hunt & Partners, quantity surveyors.
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free.96 But we are also entertaining Peek. However Roy does not recognise
this even tho’ he is asked. He’s the only one who entertains, of course. #2
Peter McI.97 – This is it. Nervous breakdown. Or so reports Kevin who visited
him in sickbed yesterday.

Alternatively its mumps!98

Helen Boyce had

mumps.99 He kept calling. We told him. Anyway he won’t be able to help with
drafting. Dr. thinks it is a general breakdown. Born Yesterday is quite funny
even with ear/2 ! Wish I’d seen movie.
So now we’ve been getting great stax of mail – cuttings, postcards, mags –
AND the nylons tucked away, for which you’ll be duly thanked direct. The
colored mags. I have been fascinated with, the ads. Particularly – “konk”, all the
hair straightening ads., & colour lightening ads., and magic potion & perfume
ads - & the holy earth from Judea or someplace in a plastic container. I imagine
all these – the superstitious ones I [imagine crossed out] mean, are also in the
white cheap mags, which happily we don’t get here? And the Tampax ads –
stop

odor

on

the

“monthly”

days.*

[*Also,

laxative

ad:

“UNCORKS

CONSTIPATION”] Frank. But do you know are the main color mags – Ebony
(why such an accurate model on LIFE?) and Our People for instance – are they
run by negroes or whites? Doubtless edited by negroes, but is there white
business behind ‘em? Like the negro films. I may be wrong, but I detect a note
of mild status-quoing thru the indignation in the editorials.
And how is Sert100 and the job? You remember how we were shown one of his
jobs in Barcelona, reluctantly & only after a lot of nagging, by the Fascist Sec. of
Barcelona Institute: “We have passed thru this sort of thing years ago …”101 It
is a terrific thing for you to cop. I had no idea what sort of a job it would be at
first and frankly was appalled at your mother’s quote from you that the money
was the

96

97
98

99
100
101

The word ‘our’ suggests the group entering the Olympic Stadium competition, but
as Phyllis Murphy has pointed out, quantities were not required for this.
Peter McIntyre.
McIntyre denies having had mumps. It appears that this may have been a minor
breakdown, presaging the more serious one later on.
The connection is that Boyce was McIntyre’s girlfriend.
Josep Lluís Sert, USA, architect.
The same quotation [almost] appears in Serle, Robin Boyd, p 111. The ‘we’ who
were shown Sert’s work were Robin and Patricia Boyd, not Boyd and Clerehan as
one might infer. It seems that Clerehan could be assumed to be closely familiar with
the details of Boyd’s travels.
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[verso]]
main thing, but now that I hear what it is, I guess you’ll be deciding there’s some
people money can’t buy and it is something you can do well. Your mother
seemed genuinely worried that you[r] job at SHS might not still be open after
another 3 months. Incredibly, it seems that you considered the same thing.
Though why you should consider SHS after being offered such a job, I can’t
imagine. The only thing that was a slight worrying pt. from my pt. of view was
that Kevie boy was in the poo with RVIA & the main reason nothing was done
was that he was only to be with us for a few weeks more. But its all quiet again,
& provided he doesn’t get his name taken writing up slogans, then things should
go smoothly. I was interested in yr. comments re. “journalism”. I cannot see any
cause for coyness on this point. *Lewis Mumford in the cuts for N. Y’er which
you sent, for instance, writes in quite a different key to his writing in a book as if
he were reviewing the same bldg: in AR.102 Does this make him suddenly a
journalist – because he’s writing in a journal for laymen? There hardly seem to
be a Pt. for confusion. Journalism I am told is reporting – facts or others’
thoughts. If one is writing one’s own thoughts it doesn’t matter if one write in
Timestyle, does it? It’s still not journalism [*The text from ‘Lewis Mumford’ to
this point is overwritten transversely with: ‘You have since answered this – or
rather refered [sic] to it again – satisfactorily – so one more matter may be
classed as closed., Pair of Panthers was not popular Which do you refer to –
Organ v. Ration – oh I see – A R art. Oh Jesus what an oaf you are to compare
that with these. However, thank you’] Not, of course, that there’s anything to be
disparaged about journalism. It’s just a different occupation. The difference is
what RG103 likes to stress. I don’t expect you to. Also, you say what about your
taking A.H.104 round, etc. (in reply to my claim of what-we-do-for-the-digs reBartonhaus105). I am not belittling the good turn you are doing, ah …… me –
when you show A.H. … but I wish to point out that, to make the comparison fair,
you should have found some old discarded notes which I had never bothered to
102
103
104

105

Architectural Review.
[Sir] Roy Grounds. Melbourne, architect.
Clerehan had perhaps taken Australia’s Home to American journals to solicit
reviews.
The Barton house, Brighton East, see above.
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publish, licked them into shape, punctuated them and scrubbed out the more
naïve bits, added some of your best gags, toted them round the publishing
houses, then got them printed with my name on the flyleaf, plus Speed
Barton’s106 … Incidentally I am [inserted ‘NOT’] enclosing a cutting which will be
of professional interest to you [inserted ‘I WILL LATER’]. The blotchy roneoed
program-brochure from Harvard was something. Was something. Now, how
did they get to do a thing like that? That was a morale booster, if ever. Explain
it, tho. [I had to give a lecture at C.A.E.107 . Went up in lift with stuffy woman
about 45. Got out. Official welcomed me, then turned to woman with ingratiating
smile: “… and you’re Mrs. Boyd?”

[I asked Don F.108

NOW I remember

P.R.’s109 work. Superb [diagram]

house. 110 Young men in [?Arch] // Sth. Pacific opened last nite.111 Bill Carr still
sik [sic]. I‘ve had it G’nite. R. Penley Boyd.
[added: ‘LATE EXTRA: McINTYRE RECOVERS! Melb. MON. : - sick but sane,
white [?...]’ ]
[added on top corner of front page:
STILL NO RECORD HELL!]

106
107

108
109
110

Norman Barton, architect, see below.
Council for Adult Education, Melbourne, established 1947 [later, Centre for Adult
Education].
Don Fulton, architect.
Paul Rudolph, architect, USA: see above.
The W R Healy house (or ‘Cocoon House’) of 1948, designed with Twitchell. The
concave roof was made using steel belts suspended between the walls and
tensioned at the ends with guy wires. It was inspired by Rudolph’s early experience
as a naval architect, and especially by the flexible covers used to protect ships.
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111

The Rogers & Hammerstein musical South Pacific which had premiered on
Broadway in 1949, opened at his Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne, on the evening of
13 September 1952: Argus, 13 September 1952, p 2.
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Robin and Patricia Boyd’s house, 158 Riversdale Rd, Camberwell, by Robin Boyd, 1949 &
1952, Neil Clerehan photo: Miles Lewis collection.

140

‘House at Camberwell, Melbourne, Robin Boyd, Architect’, in J E Burchard ‘The State of
Architecture in Australia’, Architectural Record, August 1952 p 116.

\158 Riversdale Rd, Camberwell, living room, Peter Wille photograph, State Library of Victoria
H91.244/690 [digitally adjusted].
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The W R Healy guest house, or ‘Cocoon House’, Florida, USA, by Paul Rudolph in association
with Ralph Twitchell, 1948: https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/index.php/Healy_Guest_House,
accessed 1January 2016.
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Roy Grounds (with a sketch plan of the Leyser house), possibly 1950, detail of a larger sheet
from the Grounds office, anonymous, courtesy Daryl McFall.112

112

The drawing could be slightly earlier than 1950. On the complete sheet there
appears a lightly drawn figure to the left of Grounds, possibly in a different hand,
which is believed, by his son Tony Mussen, to be Norman Mussen [for whom see
below]. To the right is another figure in this hand, urbane and wearing a bow tie,
which has not been identified. According to Neil Clerehan, Grounds had first
obtained a commission for a difficult triangular site on the corner of Alexandra
Avenue and Verdant Avenue, South Yarra. He set the design as an exercise for his
students at Melbourne University (and, implicitly, received some input from this).
The commission fell through, and Grounds transferred the design holus bolus to the
Leyser site, for which it was unsuited. According to Don Fulton the drawings of the
Leyser house were done in the office of Mussen Mackay Potter by himself, Peter
Gray and Mandy Kelso in about June 1950, when Grounds was overseas (in the
USA?). Most of the drawings are in fact signed or initialled by Peter Gray between
January 1951 and January 1952 (both before and after the letting of the contract to
the builder Ken Tobias), though some are unsigned and one is signed ‘Webb’: State
Library of Victoria LTAD80/39/1-23.
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The Leyser house, ?11 Studley St, Kew, by Roy Grounds, 1950-1, plan [reformatted] and view:
Architectural Review, November 1952, p 311.

Mr & Mrs John Leyser house, lot 31 Studley Street, Kew, by Roy Grounds in association with
Mussen, Mackay & Potter, 1951-2, working drawing [plans & elevations], drawn by Peter Grey,
9 January 1951, State Library of Victoria LTAD 80/39/33.
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‘Tal Tal’, the Elizabeth Wade house, 51 Rosserdale Crescent Mt Eliza, by Robin Boyd, 1950-2,
ground & first floor plans: Architectural Review, November 1952, pp 312, 313.

‘Tal Tal’, west front & living room: Architectural Review, November 1952, p 313.
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‘Tal Tal’, the Elizabeth Wade house, 51 Rosserdale Crescent Mt Eliza, by Robin Boyd, 1950-2,
front, Peter Willie photograph. State Library of Vicroria H91.244/727 [cropped]

‘Tal Tal’, east front: Peter Wille slide, State Library of Victoria H91.244/726 [cropped].
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Letter g, 22 September 1952 [Robin]
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Letter g, 22 September 1952 [Robin]
[Reference to Jervis Manton, Melbourne architectural booksellers]
[one octavo page]
1. Mon. Sept 22.
In ANSWER:
Most U.S. mgs. have a delay of 9-10 weeks before reaching Aushores,
assuming that they are published in N.Y. on the 1st of the month.
——————————————————————————————
E.G. The latest Forum here is still the July one, tho’ it is mow late September.
July issues of most mags dribbled in to Melbourne September 4 through Sept.
18.
Some people may be luckier but above is average condition.
Jervis Manton’s113 quote a delay
OVER
[sheet 1 verso p 2]
Of three months to new subscribers to U S magazines
——————————————————————————————
Yrs, etc.
R. Penleigh Boyd.

113

Jervis Manton Pty Ltd, architectural booksellers, 190 Bourke St, Melbourne,
established in 1917 by G Jervis Manton (c1877-1961).
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Letter h, late September 1952 [Patricia]
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Letter h, late September 1952114 [Patricia]
[References to Mandie Boyd; Penleigh Boyd; Nan Brunner; Dina Cutts; Bob
Dyer; Bill & ? Ingram; Cliff Last; Janet McFarlan; Ross & Pat McFarlan; Rodney
& Naomi Morell; Margaret Nappett; Margaret & Mick Patkin; Athol & Patricia
Schmith; Cop the Lot [radio show]; Little St Margaret’s Kindergarten; Melbourne
Club cocktail party; South Pacific [musical]]
[airlettter, addressed only ‘Neil Clerehan Esq’ and not postmarked, indicating
that it was enclosed in an envelope. A red ink note on the face says ‘Pardon
me for failing to post earlier RB’]
[undated]
Dearest Neen, But aren’t I the biggest pig that ever pissed! The heavenly
NYLONS arrived. But utterly delicious SO FINE with navy blue heels – I’m
having a dress made around them – they’re so g-o-r-g-e-o-u-s. They came in
one of the colour magazines. “Come up and look at this” sez Rob in his office.
“Arh – I’m too f….g bus cey [sic] –“ I sez from the kitchen. Well up I go - & they
are right there in this magazine, like I told ya. So thank you immensely. “Cop
the Lot”115 is on with Bob Dyer116 & an undertaker. Hows business sez Bob.
“Oh pretty dead, Bob”, sezUr + ghastly corny jokes. My pen has her monthly,
please excuse. Christ but life is getting difficult here. Penleigh now goes to Little
St. Margaret’s, back of Browne’s H.W 117 from 9.15 – 3-15 taking his lunch. It’s
superb for me (and him). But I spent time dropping him, dropping Rob, picking
him up, picking R. up, luxuriating myself to manicures, dressmaker, hairdresser
& playing with Sally. Janet Macfarlan118 has been staying with us for ten days,
went home yesterday Ross & P. on holiday at Portsea (In return we’re their
[printed diagonally across the text ‘I LIKE NYLONS’]
[recto p 2]

114
115
116
117

118

She refers to the death of Rupert Ryan [25 August 1952] as ‘about a month ago’.
‘Cop the Lot’, radio show launched by Bob Dyer in 1948.
Bob Dyer, radio and television personality, quiz compere.
Unclear. There was an A E Browne, hardware store, at 31Glen Eira Rd, Balaclava,
but this was not the location of Little St Margaret’s.
Apparently the daughter of Ross & Pat McFarlan.
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Guests at Melb Club119 cocktail party Nov. 5!) But it’s been pretty hectic, Mandy
[sic] so terribly excited. your job sounds pretty terrific. Can’t make out where
you’re actually living now. listen, when you be back uh? 6 mths – about March?
EVERYBODY keeps asking. Rob is working liked stink on Games, everynite
practically. Had lunch at Dina Cutts120 t’other day, with Margaret Patkin121 (now
back with Mick) Margaret Nappett122 & another female I can’t remember.
Delicious lunch with drinkies & ladies gossips. Nan Brunner gave a party on Sat
night Quite good. Everybody there. Summons,123 Ingrams,124 Patkins,125
Morrells [sic].126 Mockridge,127 Cliff Last,128 Schmiths,129 [?Hainsleys] Her & I get
on famously now. She’s having her goitre out in a day or so. We’re going to give
a little party in new room in a few weeks with some of above. I intended of
course to have some to your WELCOME HOME OCT 4 or so. Bill Ingram as full
as a goog, but very funny. John Mock’s voice now Ahem! People everywhere
are adoring your superb letter, with totties, grandmère with trans
[printed diagonally across the text ‘NYLONS ARE GOOD’]

[verso, p 3]
reticule. It was utterly delightful. I opened it in a crowded tram, waiting at door,
everybody watching. I was embarrassed! Your drawings are quite excellent.
Please do some more. Bet. G.130 got quite hysterical at them. Bill Carr asked us
to call in & meet his cousin Janie Macleod. Have you met her? Oh-er-but she’s
dotty poor thing. Nan thought she was once a dypso. Bill said he’d take me out
on Thurs. {I hope Sth. Pacific,131 but I guess not] Peter McI just rang sends his
‘love’. I have just rung your Mom. Seems pretty happy, but does seem to expect
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

A men’s club at 36 Collins St.
See above.
Second wife of Michael, later divorced: see the biographical note below.
Probably Margaret Knappett., as Simon Reeves suggests.
John & Liz Summons.
Bill & Joan Ingram.
Michael & Margaret Patkin.
Rodney & Naomi Morell.
John Mockridge,architect
Clifford Last, sculptor.
Athol Shmith, photographer & Patricia [the model ‘Bambi’].
Bettine Grounds.
The musical: see above.
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you back for xmas. IS THIS SO or are you staying on? Says Lud may not last
much later than Xmas – even though he’s terribly well at the moment & barking
furiously nearly all the time. Brian132 comes back late March or early April 1953.
It must be fascinating – the pre-election speeches. Does Ike133 really wear a
badge “I LIKE EVERYBODY” on his lapel. Sure all the things junk, etc that
arrived was interesting tho. How you off or warm clothes? And money?
Smoothey R. G. Menzies,134

speaking at by-election meeting for Flinders.

Rupert Ryan135 died about a month ago. Love me
& cheers galore

132
133

134
135

Brian Clerehan, brother of Neil.
General Dwight D Eisenhower, US presidential candidate, successful. Supporters
wore badges ‘I like Ike’.
R G Menzies, Prime Minister of Australia.
Rupert Ryan, pastoralist, died suddenly of heart failure on the night of 25 August
1952.
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Clifford [Cliff] Last, Sculptor, photo by Marc Strizic: National Gallery of Victoria 2006.394

The Patkinses
There were two Michael Patkins at this time, and in the process of unravelling
their relationship, and their connection with Sydney Myer, so much work has
been done, mainly by Simon Reeves, that it would be wasteful not to place it on
record.
Eliezer and Gita Patkin (sister of Myer’s maternal grandmother) had three sons
born in Russia, [Dr] Aaron Patkin (1883-1950),136 Maurice (1889-1944), both of
whom migrated to Victoria, and Israel Dov Ber, who moved to Palestine. Aaron
Patkin had known Myer before his emigration, and wrote a 52 page memoir ‘A
Biographical Study of the Early Life in Russia of Sidney Myer’, which was never
136

Simon Reeves, Gentle Modernist: the Nine Lives of Anatol Kagan (Vivid Publishing,
Fremantle [Western Australia, 2014), pp 35, 38, 61.
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published. It was Aaron Patkin’s son, Michael Solomon Patkin (1909-1972) who
belonged to Boyd’s circle, and was in the Myer business. For more personal
information, see below.
Maurice Patkin also went into the Myer business, as did his son Leo Braham
Patkin (1913-1944).137 Israel Dov Ber Patkin’s grandson, Michael Patkin (1931), a cousin once removed of the Boyds’ friend, was a friend of Tim Burstall and
frequently mentioned in Burstall’s diaries.138 He studied medicine at Melbourne
University in 1951-7, and went on to practice and lecture in Adelaide.

A cartoon showing members of the Myer Staff Men’s Association, undated but probably c 19348, showing Maurice Patkin, second from left, with K L Roberts at left, and E Ricker, E B Myer, N
Spencer, E O Baker, A H Tolley.139

137

138

139

A E Badger et al [eds], Liber Melburniensis 1915-1995 (Michael Thornton
Publishing, Surrrey Hills [Victoria] 1995), p 142.
Tim Burstall [ed Hilary McPhee & Ann Standish], Memoirs of a Young Bastard: the
Diaries of Tim Burstall November 1953 to December 1954 (Miegunyah Press,
Carlton [Victoria] 2012).
This is presumed to have come from the Myer Archive, which is now in the State
Library of Victoria, but it cannot be found there, and is here copied from Alan
Marshall, The Gay Provider: the Myer Story (Cheshire, Melbourne 1961), p 158.
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A partial Patkin family tree, by Simon Reeves.
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Letter i, September 1952 [Robin]
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Letter i, September 1952 [Robin]
[References to Kevin Borland, J E Burchard, Geoffrey Mewton, Sherlock, Smith
& Adams (USA), Douglas Snelling, the Age - RVIA Small Homes Service, and
to the establishment of the newsletter Cross-Section]
Dear Neil.
Now wait a minute.
Geoff Mewton140 got your letter, rang me. Didn’t know of course why you’d
written to him & couldn’t care less, but this is the point. He said you’d said the
job was for SIX months.
What goes? Your mother certainly expects you for Christmas & would I think be
heartbroken if you stay too long after that.
As far as SHS,141 it doesn’t matter a damn. I could do with better assistance
than Kevin gives, but if it comes to that, I could do ……
I’m all for your having a good time, but as soon as I think your mother has had
waiting I’ll send a cable: “FURTHER TO MY PREVIOUS CABLE AM SHOCKED
TO

LEARN

NEIL

CLEREHAN

ONETIME

MEMBER

COMMUNIST

CONTROLLED LABOR CLUB UNIVERSITY HERE STOP CHECK VISA
APPLICATION LOVE BOYD

Seriously, don’t kid – TELL US STRAIGHT

EXACTLY WHEN YOU RETURN. ; [i]. re checking his cable, holy water, etc.
Funny thing was this: Peter McI sent cable BUT THOUGHT YOU’D BE MORE
SYMPATHETIC TO A REQUEST FROM K. BORLAND; THUS SIGNED IT!
Now the following item is such a serious request that I must put it separately on
the back of this page. Please pay attention to it, act.
[inserted text, see below]
[verso]
REPEAT IN CASE OF SLIP-UP
IMPORTANT
We have now teed up organisation for a Newsletter to archs and masterbuilders
to be posted monthly from M.U..

First issue November.142

One feature I

thought of would be pre-reports of important features in FORTHCOMING
140
141
142

Geoffrey Mewton, architect.
The Age - RVIA Small Homes Service.
Cross-Section, first issue 1 November 1952.
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overseas journals. Thus I will be able to report in issue one that “… following
RECORD (USA) report on Aust by famed, framed Doc Dean Ely,143 Eng’s
disting. A.R.144 publishes a group of Melb’ne houses in its Nov. issue out today
in London …”
[Now will you please send me to reach here latest Oct 15 any items on Australia
(letter following up Burchard article, for instance) or any items applicable to
Aust. in the Oct. issues of the big boox [in a column: AF H&H, PA, R, A&A145]
Or if you can find out what will be in the Nov issues so much the better.
[Also – anything else of NEWS from our NY correspondent.
Will you please treat this seriously and rush clips pay no money we will pay soft
Aus cash for all items destroyed nothing obscene.
[And when I say rush clips I mean rush – I STILL HAVEN”T SEEN RECORD!
[added at base of face page]
Superb drwgs. of yours on N.Y. types just rec’d. Extraordinary reaction of the N
Y younger exec. With narrow shoulders etc. Yr dwgs magnif. Stop should make
book slow still haven’t seen Record. Wilkes Todhunter146 advt. men’s suits £10
plus free English poplin shirt.
[added at base of face page, written sideways]
Waiting at a table in [?Kew] Venezia to have lunch with Douglas Snelling147 (ok I
know we can’t all lunch with Chris Wren) whom we had not met before. Later
had lunch. Hes just as I thought. But pleasant. Argued Pro-Organic anti-Mies
all lunch. Said: “Dean Burchard gave you a nice write-up.” “I said “I aint seen
it.” He said: “Said there’s one bright fellow in Aust . R.B., or words to that
effect.” THANK GOD YOU’VE SENT ANOTHER CLIP!

143

144
145

146
147

John Ely Burchard, architect, visited Australia in 1951, and was to host Clerehan in
the USA. The article is J E Burchard, ‘State of Architecture in Australia’,
Architectural Record, August 1952.
Architectural Review.
Architectural Forum [Boston &c, 1892-1974], ? House and Home, Progressive
Architecture [New York, 1929-1967]. Architectural Record [New York 1891-], Arts &
Architecture [Los Angeles, 1929-1967].
Wilkes Todhunter, military tailors, 325 Flinders St, Melbourne.
Douglas Snelling, Sydney architect and furniture designer, follower of F L Wright.
Boyd publicised Snelling’s chairs: Serle, Robin Boyd, p 114.
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[added at base of verso]
In July P/A,148 praiseful report of work of Sherlock, Smith & Adams149 of
Montgomery, Alabama says “… Sherlock devotes his main efforts to the
solicitation of the larger commissions, hence spends most of his time traveling &
conferring with prospective clients …” Uh? Is this usually accepted practice?

148
149

Progressive Architecture.
Partnership of Chris J Sherlock, Moreland Griffiths Smith and Richard J Adams,
established 1947.
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Extract from Cross-Section, no 1, October 1952, p 1.
By coincidence, 5 world top magazines lately examined Australian homes &
buildings. They are currently presenting 5 vastly different views: (1) Arch'l
Record, USA, Aug-John Burchard's brilliantly descriptive, blisteringly critical
review after his '51 visit (2) Life, USA, Sept 29 – a reporter's superficial
condemnation of Australian stagnation under union law (". . . a man returning to
Sydney or Melbourne after 10 or 15 yrs would be hard put to find any changes")
(3) Vogue, Eng, Aug - Anthony Denny's clever photo's of musty glamour in
monied homes (4) House & Garden, Eng, - Denny again, with some of the best
pictures yet of our modern houses (5) Arch'l Review, Eng, Nov - the most
distinguished of building journals has a portfolio of new Melbourne homes in its
issue out today in London.
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Fragment j, September-October 1952 [Robin]
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Fragment j, September-October 1952 [Robin]
[References to Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike); Rae Featherstone; J Carrol Naish;
Jack Oakie]
[recto, arbitrarily chosen]
You, of course, remember Cliff (Ukelele [Oooh, I’m a ((moonlight & Pretzels))
night-owl] Ike) Edwards? 150
Well I wonder if you’d believe this potted tragedy of the American Century:
He, Cliff Edwards, who I remember as clearly a part of my schooldays as Jack
Oakie151 or J. Carrol Naish,152 is now playing (in person) at Plaza, Northcote153
… NOT EVEN AT TOP BILLING!
[verso]
Phone call:
“Mr. Boyd, a small factory … standard plans available?
Would you be interested or is it out of your line …
But as you know, nothing like that ever happens. You’d only need ONE, of
course, to break the voodoo. But like I says to Rae F.,154 it’s like you or me
saying to ourselves I’ve got a stomach ulcer so I’ll get Doc Mitchell to look it
over – he’s so good on eyes he must have some idea about stomachs …

150
151
152
153

154

C A Edwards [Ukulele Ike] American singer and voice actor.
Jack Oakie ,American actor.
Joseph Patrick Carrol Naish [J Carrol Naish], American character actor.
The show ‘The Hollywood Revue’ with Ukelele Ike (Cliff Edwards) ran at the Plaza,
Northcote, from 12 September to 9 October 1952.
Rae Featherstone, architect.
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Advertisement for the ‘The Hollywood Revue’ at the Plaza, Northcote: Age, 12 September 1952,
p 12.
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Letter k, 20 October 1952 [Robin]
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Letter k, 20 October 1952 [Robin]
[References to Bates, Smart & McCutcheon; George Clarke; Buckminster
Fuller; Houghton & Byrne; Norman Mussen; Paul Rudolph; Harry Seidler;
Stephenson & Turner; Yuncken, Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson]
Oct 20
Dear Neil,
Your stream of unconsciousness continues to arrive at weekly intervals, and
gratefully received it is.
No tape, slides yet.
Interesting that you slept at PR’s155 guesthouse.
Just had a visit from an I C I156 gent, following up that article, wanting to know
what’s how. He is building Bucky Fuller’s157 dome. Houghton & Byrne,158 pest
destroyers & such, are going
[p 1, verso]
2
to use ‘em for fumigation spaces. Aussie touch, huh? How are you making out
now? I often wonder if you still get full at 11 P.M. & say nothing more of sense
for the evening except ‘pig’s bum & gr—vy’ or ‘arseh—les’, & if you don’t,
whether you will when you return.
* * *
NO DON’T write to Islip.159 That’s all right. You’re coming home March. I’ll tell
RVIA if necessary.
At the moment I am feeling
[p 2, recto]
3

155
156
157

158

159

Presumably Paul Rudolph, see above.
Imperial Chemical Industries (later Orica).
Richard Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983), US architect and inventor of the
‘dymaxion’ house and patentee of the previously invented ‘geodesic’ dome, referred
to here.
Houghton & Byrne (Q) Pty Ltd, pest control specialists, were a Brisbane company,
but with representatives in all states.
John Islip, Secretary of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, and Registrar of
the Architects’ Registration Board of Victoria.
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A little sick. Today the Olympic result160 is to be announced. I know we have
no chance (against highly studied jobs from S. & T.,161 Y F F G & S.162 etc etc
& don’t forget that the job is so restricting that it must be decided on detail) but
we may have a chance on one of the 5 booby prizes of £500 each, which
would be a beaut enough face-saver. Everyone knows we’re in it & laymen say
oh what a wonderful exciting combination you’ll make I bet that’ll be something
I’m sure you’ll win.
[p 2, verso]
4
Harry S. Is in it with Niemeyer163 + George Clarke,164 Sydney young grad now
working partime [sic] for Harry, sent down 2 snaps & rave description: “new era
of arch in Aus. …” etc.
Then suddenly a wire: “Vitally important you keep our stadium design secret
…”

As I write this ↑ the phone goes, Mrs. Borland, heard results on air, knows we
didn’t get anywhere but can’t remember who did.

Trying to ring RVIA …

engaged … try again … no answer … now on: Frank Heath (1st),165 Steph &
Turner (Syd) & (Melb),166 B S & McC,167

Keith Payne168 (Syd) & John C.

Barton169

160
161
162
163

164

165

166

167

The Olympic Stadium competition, see below.
Stephenson & Turner, architects,
Yuncken, Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson, architects.
Oscar Niemeyer, for whom Seidler had briefly worked in Brazil in 1948. His input, if
any, must have been small, but he is the only international architect known to have
participated in the competition.
George Clarke, Sydney, at this time a final year architecture student, not a graduate
as Boyd indicates, and assistant to Harry Seidler.
Heath’s team consisted of his staff members Orestes Yakas, Jack McColl, Parry
Fielder, Greg Hirsch, Doug Horman, and the engineer Roy Hardcastle: Argus, 21
October 1852, p 5.
Stephenson & Turner (Melbourne) and Stephenson & Turner (Sydney) operated
independently, but only one was in fact awarded a prize. Some reports, like that in
the Melbourne Age, do not show the Melbourne firm amongst the winners:
Queensland Times, 21 October 1952, p 1.
Bates, Smart & McCutcheon, architects.
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———————
FUCK
———————
[p 3 recto]
5
Nothing, of course, will convince Harry S that the reason for his failure was
[not] (a) Skulldugerey [sic] in Melb or (b) my having shown the pix of his job
around too much and got him disqualified. His plan:

IT HAD EVERYTHING
[p 3 verso]
6
Right now Harry Seidler will be beating up George Clarke for having buggered
up the works and, far across the country, in a damp, evil-smelling cellar, the
darkness broken only by a constant dripping sound & a sudden short scuffle …
Norman Mussen170 keeping his 24 hours* ..
But little prick Heath!

168

169
170

Keith Payne, Sydney architect. As appears above, he entered jointly with Bruce P
Shaw, though the Melbourne Age, 21 October 1952, p 4 reports them as if they
were two separate entries. Boyd omits any mention of Shaw.
John C Barton, architect.
Norman Mussen, engineer, of Mussen. Mackay & Potter, and guest lecturer at
Melbourne University, who was apparently the team’s engineering consultant.
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Yours in cheer
Robin
* in case you’ve forgotten, Norman said he had promised himself, in event of
failure, 24 hrs. in private in which to be NOT a sport …
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‘But little prick Heath!‘ [l]
Frank Heath’s winning design for the Olympic Stadium, Melbourne, view: Architecture and Arts,
February-March 1953, p 28.
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Heath’s winning design, sections: Architecture and Arts, February-March 1953, p 289
[reformatted].

Heath’s winning design, side view: Architecture and Arts, January 1953, p 16.

170

Heath’s winning design, the stands: Architecture and Arts, January 1953, p 17.

Heath’s winning design, the undercroft: Architecture and Arts, January 1953, p 17.
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‘IT HAD EVERYTHING‘ [l]
Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Stadium, Melbourne, view: Architecture and Arts,
February-March 1953, p 36.
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Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Stadium, detail: Architecture and Arts, February-March
1953, p 36.
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Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Stadium, Melbourne, from above: Seidler, Houses,
Interiors and Projects, p 147.

Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Stadium, Melbourne, elevations: Architecture Aujourdhui,
Juillet-Août 1954, p 76.

174

Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Stadium, Melbourne, section of the seating, showing the
precast elements: Seidler, Houses, Interiors and Projects, p 148.

Olympic Stadium competition entry by Smith, Lyon, Tracy & Brock, 1952, aerial perspective
Peter Wille transparency, State Library of Victoria, H91.244/4638. .[temporary image]
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Caricature, believed to be Norman Mussen, detail of a larger sheet from the Grounds office,
anonymous, courtesy Daryl McFall.171
171

The drawing could be slightly earlier than 1950. According to Neil Clerehan,
Grounds had first obtained a commission for a difficult triangular site on the corner
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of Alexandra Avenue and Verdant Avenue, South Yarra. He set the design as an
exercise for his students at Melbourne University (and, implicitly, received some
input from this). The commission fell through, and Grounds transferred the design
holus bolus to the Leyser site, for which it was unsuited. According to Don Fulton
the drawings of the Leyser house were done in the office of Mussen Mackay Potter
by himself, Peter Gray and Mandy Kelso in about June 1950, when Grounds was
overseas (in the USA?). On the complete sheet there appears a lightly drawn figure
to the left of Grounds, possibly in a different hand, which is believed, by his son
Tony Mussen, to be Norman Mussen [for whom see below]. To the right is another
figure in this hand, urbane and wearing a bow tie, which has not been identified
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Letter l, 24-27 October 1952 [Robin]
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Letter l, 24-27 October 1952 [Robin]
[References to Sir Dallas Brooks; George Clarke; Frank Heath; Leighton Irwin;
Brian Lewis; Peter McIntyre; John Mockridge; Norman Myer; Lloyd Orton; Harry
Seidler, Don Ward; the Town and Country Planning Association of Victoria]
Home: Oct 24
Dear Neil
On second thoughts, we think that your argument after 11 PM will, nowadays
be: hog’s ass & ketchup”. Well, your slides and tape arrived after due payment
to customs of £2-10-0. “Token payment,” they explained when I protested.
Can’t get into them soon enough. Have run the tape through on the
gramophone and it sounds beaut. Looked at the slides with a match behind as
John Mockridge has my slide projector.

Don’t know where I’ll get a tape

reproducer. Check Monday. Made a note. Then we’ll have a party with Norman
Myer172 and Frank Heath.173
Actually, we’ll get your mother over so I hope you haven’t used filthy language
on the tape. Funny seeing you on the slides ([small mark] this big). You look
smaller. Almost forgotten what you do look like except for the ankles.
Enclosures incl. Frank Heath opus.174 Je-sus, huh? General atmosphere is
complete amaze. Why did they choose it? Because they are completely
hopeless and if nothing else it vindicates my lifelong belief that Tony175 is utterly
without a single clue. But you would not have believed it would you? The drwgs
are just going up in a show at Gallery176 (Peter McI payed by R.V.I.A.
172

173
174

175

176

[Sir] Norman Myer, Melbourne, chairman and managing director of the Myer
Emporium Ltd
Frank Heath, Melbourne, architect and town planner.
Frank Heath’s winning design for the Olympic Stadium, proposed to be built in
Carlton, but never executed: Age, 21 October 1952, p 4. But writing publicly in
Cross-Section, no 1, October 1952, p 1, Boyd reported the win without adverse (or
favourable) comment., See also David Nichols, Robert Freestone & Yvette Putra,
‘Frank Heath: Transitions of an Architect Planner from the 1930s to the 1960s’, La
Trobe Journal, 93-94 (September 2014), p 138.. Additional awards of £500 each
were made to five runners-up, John C Barton; Bates, Smart and McCutcheon;
Stephenson & Turner, all of Melbourne, and the Sydney firms of Keith W Payne,
and Bruce P Shaw: Age, 21 October 1952, p 4.
Leighton Irwin, who was known as ‘Tony’. Leighton Irwin, Prof A J Francis, Lloyd
Orton, C J McDougall, Don Ward, qqv infra, were the assessors: Age, 10 October
1952, p 4.
The entries were exhibited in the foyer of the National Gallery (now the Swanston
Street foyer of the State Library of Victoria) from 27 October to 5 November 1952:
Age, 25 October 1952, p 4; 28 October 1952, p 2.
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organised) & I’ve had a quick run thru. Almost any other would’ve been better
So WHY? Because, I think (oh you won’t believe this) because Heath’s had 2
huge coloured perspectives done by a
[verso]
Commercial artist (cost: £140) with gorgeous cars & sky & reflections. The
public will love it. Don Ward177 another assessor. You can just understand their
attitude when you think hard. IT’S WHAT THEY’D HAVE DONE & PROVES
THEY REALLY LIKE WHAT THEY DO. ITS NOT JUST THAT THEY CAN’T
DESIGN, THEY AINT GOT TASTE. And dumb prick Lloyd Orton178 Oh christ
to think of the reactionaries and dullards OF OUR OWN GENERATION!
[Inserted: ‘I did a Radio Australia broadcast on current T-P Convention179 here –
which I have not been near. Hear it? Huh?’]…
George Clarke, Sydney representative of our newsletter, is, I fear, mad. He
sent me a tirade of abuse because he wanted the first issue to open a new era
in Aust arch in 1 hit.
[Inserted: ‘Harry Seidler180 is organising a march on the Olympic Organising
Office: SACK HEATH, DEMAND REJUDGE, SEIDLER MUST WIN, JAIL
IR[swastika]IN181 – not such an exaggeration – HE’S LIVID!’]
I am an assessor, as I’ve said, on the next comp. for Olympic Pool. It will be
unpopular making. I am thrilled tho’, because if something beaut-oh doesn’t get
it, I’m putting in a minority report. [sketch]

177
178
179
180
181

Donald [Don] C Ward, architect for the Myer Emporium.
Lloyd Orton, Melbourne, architect and sculptor.
The [so-called] First Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition
Harry Seidler, Sydney architect.
Leighton [Tony] Irwin, Melbourne, architect.
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Brian (Lewis)’s182 blood is up too (He is convenor of Pool assessors.) He is
doubly annoyed at Heath because H. was presented with a T-P (Barrett)
medal183 by the Gov. at a TCPA184 meet well organised by Brian – AND SPOKE
(er-ah) for 25 minutes while the Gov,185 sandwiched by Heath against the back
wall, went an attractive new decorator’s shade of claret. Painful occasion it
was.
Regards
R.
[added in left margin of front page:
Did you get photo’s of 158? 186 Next day, Monday, Oct. 27. I have just rec’d a
letter from you notifying that you have rec’d the photos. It is best that I do not
even comment on your vile condescension. As this is the last letter I will write
you I will answer the question about the stereo camera: will you please place it
up your Assembly building, lens …. by lens; slowly?]
182

183

184
185
186

Brian Bannatyne Lewis, Melbourne (1906-1991) founding Professor of Architecture,
University of Melbourne.
The Sir James Barrett Medal of the Town and Country Planning Association, for
outstanding contributions to town planning. For Heath’s win, see the Argus, 28
October 1952, p 6.
The Town and Country Planning Association of Victoria.
Sir Reginald Dallas Brooks, Governor of Victoria 1949-1963.
The Boyds’ house, 158 Riversdale Road, Camberwell.
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John Mockridge, Ross Stahle, and George Mitchell: Architecture and Arts, February-March
1953, p 17.
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Fragment m, 26 October 1952187 [Robin]

187

The date of the Caltex Play, ‘The Red Dragon’ which Boyd refers to as ‘just
finished’.
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Fragment m, 26 October 1952188 [Robin]
[probably enclosed with the previous, if I have imputed the date correctly]
[References to Don Iddon; John & Phyllis Murphy; Jock Murphy; Smith &
Tracey; Frank Lloyd Wright, Lloyd Wright, & John Lloyd Wright; a stereoscopic
camera; the United Nations; US and Indian policy on the Korean War; the
skillion roof; Godfrey Spowers, architects; the song ‘Let’s Do It, Let’s Fall in
Love’; The Red Dragon [radio play]]
[undated]
QUESTION KORNER
Readers ?s answered
N.C from U N asks ‘what the f—g h—l about that stereo?” Well, N.C., I would
not be too hasty about this move if I were you. Don’t forget you are away from
home & things which appeal on holiday often look different, somehow, when we
get them back home & the humdrum routine sets in again. Think it over
carefully. Remember this is a vital step you are considering & not one to be
taken lightly. When I think of the sorrows caused by hasty decisions on stereo
cameras my heart bleeds. As regards the technical side, I handed your question
to our technical staff and they say if it is a chromatic anaglyphic type, or
polarizing, they might be interested, but not if it’s a prismatic deflector.
(Seriously, check what sort it is; report). (Seriously, I doubt the value. How
much?)
BIRTHDAY NOTES:
P’s birthday was July 25.
ANY OTHER ?S?
————————————————————————————
SOME 4 U:
A: What, for the 100th time, is the proportion of modern to corn in cities other
than Californian? In a recent Forum (H & H)189 I counted 12 ads illustrating

188

189

The date of the Caltex Play, ‘The Red Dragon’ which Boyd refers to as ‘just
finished’.
Architectural Forum; House and Home: it seems more likely that Boyd was looking
at the latter.
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houses. 10 were Colonial & 2 were Ranch (S H S190) style. Letter in recent H +
H asks “why do you never publish anything but modern?”
[An estate agent opening new estate plus ready-made plans advertises in
Herald: “... the houses: skillion, flat top, gable, etc styles” This doesn’t mean
he’d build ‘em in that proportion, but it shows something when [sketch] becomes
a publicity draw.
[verso]
Of course the skillion is fantastically Ameri-modern. 4 new school blocks here
by young archs (Smith & Tracey) (John & P M191) (Bailey & Tiller192 or
something) are all skillion, square paned glass. Only diff, J&P M’s skillion of
course, runs the length of the building.
I told you, didn’t I, that Phyl is going to have bub in March? 193
B: Is atmosphere at UN really internash, or is it a feeling of an internash dept of
U.S.A? How bad are the security hunts? We’re getting lots of stories now. Don
Iddon194 fairly outspoken. An Age correspondent says “what some Americans
have to realise is that it represents 50 govts, not just U.S., etc”
Oh this is lovely tonight’s news — U.S. knocking India’s Korea plan after Britain
agreed, etc …195
C: Pse send true line-up on the Wrights. Who is Lloyd Wright? John Lloyd
Wright? Sons? 196

190
191
192
193

194
195
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Small Homes Service.
John & Phyllis Murphy.
Probably the Bailey & Tilley Home Planning Service, draftsmen.
Jock Murphy (1953-), who was to become a prominent librarian at the State Library
of Victoria and the University of Melbourne.
Don Iddon, English reporter based in Manhattan.
This does not seem to accord with the facts. It had been proposed that the United
Nations conduct negotiations for a truce in the Korean war, but the Indian
delegation to the UN, potentially with the support of Arab and Asian Nations, was
reportedly averse to this. However it then emerged that secret talks had been held
in India itself, between the United States and Communist China, after consultation
with the Indian Prime Minster, Nehru, and that the USA had also been conducting
secret talks with Russia over the past eight months.
This may refer to some photograph in a cutting sent by Clerehan, or it may simply
be that Boyd had recently been affronted to read in Architectural Forum of ‘John
Lloyd Wright talking about the new lichen-like ornament which clings from a
building, made up of odds and ends picked up on the site’: Architecture and Arts,
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DC: Is there any outright corn in bigbldgfield comparable to, say, Godfrey
Spowers197: [sketch]?:198

Still? Or is fashion ahead 10 yrs. thru’out?
Just heard the Gem from Musicomedy on Voice of America:
“For — mo — san
Chinks do it; Japs do it
Free Lithuanians and Lapps do it
Let’s do it, Lets fall in love …”199
Caltex play just finished ‘Red Dragon’:200 Little yellow men (Reds) coming to
get, kill whites.
George Clark [sic]201 (Syd., now working for H.S.) writes me: “I’m

having

trouble with my course (final year) – only in design They say I’m ‘dangerous’. If I
fail it will be a shocking indictment of the university course …”

197
198

199

200

201

July 1952 p 11. Frank Lloyd Wright, confusingly, had two sons, Lloyd Wright and
John Lloyd Wright.
Godfrey Spowers, Melbourne architects.
The significance of the sketch is unclear. It somewhat resembles Louis Kahn’s
Richards Medical Laboratories at the University of Pennsylania, but that building
was not yet built until 1965.
A parody of Cole Porter’s song, ‘Let’s Do It, Let’s Fall in Love’, of 1928 (as distinct
from Arlen & Koehler’s ‘Let’s Fall in Love’, of 1933).
The date of the Caltex Play, ‘The Red Dragon’ which Boyd refers to as ‘just
finished’.
George Clarke Sydney architecture student, assistant to Harry Seidler. He duly
graduated the following year.
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Fragment n, late October 1952202 [Robin]

202

So dated on the basis of the Staines incident, which had presumably taken place
since Boyd’s previous letter.
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Fragment n, late October 1952203 [Robin]
[References to the Bill Carr; Norm Richmond; Professor Staines; the Myer
Emporium]
[one side of an octavo sheet, undated]
[written along, rather than across the sheet]
Just got your competition entry. Picked it up at home & read it on way into
Myers.204 Look, I nearly died. Just collapsed on a Royal Slumber Sleeper and
fair piss—d myself. It is indeed a funny letter, Sir; and I shall show it round a lot,
raise lafs.
[written at right angles]
Apropos of nothing:
Bll Carr; Norm. Richmond205 & Professor Staines,206 Eng, Oxford Don, Nat. Univ.,

stood drinking when Bill drove ‘em to Yallourn for T P meet.207 Said Bill: “Er, must we
keep calling you professor? I’m Bill & this is Norman” The Engl’n looked down his nose
and said: “Erh, here it is again. This awful Australian insistence on Christian names.”
Never told them. They stuck to Prof. Pointless story, but funny, illuminating, typical.

203

204

205

206
207

So dated on the basis of the Staines incident, which had presumably taken place
since Boyd’s previous letter.
The Myer Emporium, a department store in Bourke Street, Melbourne: if Boyd was
on architectural business, and not simply shopping, he was probably meeting Don
Ward, the in-house Myer architect and a significant modernist, for whom he had
previously worked.
Unidentified, though J E Richmond, a senior engineer of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, was programmed to give a short paper at the RAPI conference
on ‘The Work in the Latrobe Valley' on 24 October. This does not appear in the
published proceedings, and was perhaps replaced by J B Mulvaney, ‘Water Supply
& Sewerage in the Latrobe Valley’’: Report of Proceedings of the Second Australian
Planning Congress Melbourne October – 1952 (Australian Planning Institute,
Melbourne 1952, discontinuous pagination).
Unidentified.
David Nichols has kindly identified the ‘T P meet’ as the Latrobe Valley tour for the
Australia Planning Institute's Second Annual Planning Congress, 21-25 October
1952. The proposed program is reported in the Age, 15 October 1952, p 2. Boyd
reported on the convention in the Age, 23 October 1952, p 2.
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Letter o, 12 November 1952 [Robin]
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Letter o, 12 November 1952 [Robin]
[References to Dick Brewster; Bill Carr; Adelaide Clerehan; Yvonne Clerehan;
Charles Eames; Roy Grounds; Peter McIntyre; the Boyd house, 158 Riversdale
Rd; Architectural Forum; Ektachrome film; House and Home; an evening of
Clerehan slides and tape recordings]
[undated]
Dear Neil
Whenever you try to explain what you meant about 158 R-road208 you get in
deeper & make it sound even worse. It didn’t madden me so much as make me
feel sick. I will try to explain in one short paragraph what I mean; and then let it
go, a couple of intelligent letters having arrived from you recently:
1. I know as well as you do that the finishes are rough. These worry me, as I
like a good smooth surface as much as anyone, and see that clients who can
afford it do get such a finish. I cannot afford it on my own house; after the price
topped £3000 I started on it myself, sacked builder. So there is no great
psychological architectonic soul-retching mystique behind the tough edges
which so offend you in the photographs. You might as well criticise me or
having frayed cuffs or no swimming pool. But, this is what hurt. If you felt the
job looked so embarrassingly pathetic you should never have passed it on to
Forum.209 I don’t like to think of you being embarrassed on my behalf. I still get
dark and twisted inside with chagrin to think I was sucker enough to put myself
in that position. Last time it was Roy210 who wrote & Charles Eames who
snubbed me. Then I have to walk right into it again. As a matter of small
interest, it seems that the Ektachrome211 transparencies which I had taken at
enormous personal cost, slipped out of the torn envelope somewhere over the
Pacific. So altogether it was a great success.
I don’t intend to rub it in about the election. I imagine the awakening really hurt
you.
208
209

210
211

The Boyds’ own house, 158 Riversdale Rd Camberwell.
This seems to imply that Clerehan had published comments on the house in
Architectural Forum, but I have not been to find any such reference in the whole of
1952.
Roy Grounds
A colour film developed by Kodak, in the1940s of professional quality and higher
speed than Kodachrome.
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SHUT UP, COOL DOWN, COUNT 10, & TURNOVER FOR NEWS OF A MORE
IMPORTANT AMERICAN TRAGEDY
[written up the left hand margin]
Re. copper flue joints, if you have access to a library, look up Jan 52 Arts &
Arch212 AIA Honor awards 1st building, A children’s camp.
[verso]
Well, last night you see was the big night. Dick213 brought your mother over &
Yvonne214 came (& Bill & Peter215 etc who were asked also DIDN’T come
because (swotting) T P exam216 is on today) to see &hear you. So here’s the list
of Clerehana which marked the evening:
(But first to avoid you getting some internal haemorrhage of rage I’d better say
that eventually we did see the pictures and they are little short of superb in the
main. Some (night views over M’hattan, light reflection in window on river oh
many,) are amazingly good.)
1. 1st mistake: you didn’t ever tell me Dick had a tape recorder. After a week
finding it impossible to hire one I discovered one I could borrow. Only my
infallible knack of knowing the right thing to do socially made me ring Dick to
ask him to come over with your mother. Later I discover he knew all about the
slides, was waiting for an invitation. He brought his recorder.
2. Really this comes 1st. After all yr trouble to Scotch tape packages, you
labelled them wrongly. Long discussion with Customs man explaining how
kodachromes could be packed in a square flat box and a tape could be folded
into a long thin box.
3.

When

Dick

threads

up

his

machine,

audience,

tense,

hears:

“gibblegabblediddle … [more of the same] click [more]” incredibly high and fast
&, we decided, backwards. I got silently cross with Dick because I thought he
was being conservative with his machine when he said he couldn’t adjust speed
etc. Well, we tried 8 different alternatives [sic]. Finally, I broke it down by
212

213
214
215
216

Arts and Architecture [USA], vol 9 no 1 (January 1952), p 25, ‘Distiguished Honor
Award, A Children’s Camp’. The text contains no reference to the copper flue, but it
is visible in the photo,
Dick Brewster.
Wife of Brian Clerehan.
Bill Carr, Peter McIntyre.
Town Planning exam, Melbourne University.
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applying fingers to tape, reducing to ½ speed. Then we decided it was a girl &
you’d got the wrong tape. Then we could just hear architectural talk. Harder
brake. Then decided it must be you, but so distorted it was unrecognisable. This
was the first tape. Then we tried NY, 2nd tape. Perfect. Or nearly so. We ran
both sides. I operated projector more or less in synchronisation. But 1st tape
was hopeless. What happened? DIDN’T you PLAY IT BACK? Because even
when speed was right it sounded liked nothing on earth. Dick is taking it to
expert to see if he can unscramble it. Anyway we showed some slides (by then
it was 12) without sound & I’ve seen them all now. They are very good & I hope
Dick will succeed. Thank Christ one tape worked. “Jesus the dopey cunt,” your
mother said, “he must have forgotten to adjust the frequency modulator.”
TIME CHECK: SEPT HOUSE + HOME ARRIVED TODAY NOV 12 — with,
incidentally, an amazingly corny builder’s house livroom on cover. It’s not
getting better. Bookshelves: [sketch]

and velvet chair. Look it up. [Had any good lafs at any cast in in the last
weeks?]
[the letter does not terminate with a signature, so probably continued on one
more further pages]
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‘Re. copper flue joints … look up Jan 52 Arts & Arch …’ [p]. The flue to the left of the picture is
presumably to be compared with that in Boyd’s own house, which must have been one of the
rough finishes criticised by Clerehan. A Children’s Camp, Architects: Whitney R. Smith and A.
Quincy Jones: Arts and Architecture, January 1952, p 25.
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Living room of the Boyd house, 158 Riversdale Road, Camberwell,1947 & 1951, showing the
offending copper flue: Architecture and Arts, August 1954, p 28.
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‘ … an amazingly corny builder’s house livroom …’ [p] with the bookshelves sketched by Boyd
on the right: House and Home, September 1952, cover.
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Letter p, mid-October 1952 [Robin]
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Letter p, mid-November 1952 [Robin]
[References to Douglas Alexandra, Kevin Borland, Frank Dixon, Roy Grounds,
Ken McDonald, Peter McIntyre, John & Phyllis Murphy, Frederick Romberg,
Harry Seidler [Boyd’s] Darbyshire house, Gothic house, Squash Court House,
[Grounds’s] Henty house; Architecture and Arts magazine]
ALL ARCH SPECIAL
Dear Neil, A PVT LETTER TO OUR YOUNGER ARCHITECTS ABROARD [sic]
Sunday evening: still raining. Not, they tell us, the wettest November for all
time, but since 1916 - it has rained for about 6 weeks with no more than a day
or two clear once a fortnight. I know – for photographs – there have been no
more than 10 possible days in 6 or 7 months.
Jobs still held up too. Every Tues & Fri I spend most of day supervising the 6
jobs217 all well advanced & moving quickly now afoot. Squashcourthouse218 has
roof on. Teddy Darbyshire’s219 is sealed. Gothic house220 near completion. I
took Roy on a round of 3 of them.221 He seemed to like ‘em: “first time you’re
breaking away from [me]”
His circular house222 nearing completion. I haven’t seen it lately. Superb finish,
I hear Peter McI223 didn’t approve. Nor does Kevin B.224
John & Phyl M.225 doing some “beautiful sheds”226 – Roy. One near us looking
very smooth & polished if somewhat unenthralling. Their jobs don’t look like

217
218
219

220

221

222

223
224
225
226

Three are identified here: for the other possibilities, see the list following.
7 Sandown St, Brighton, see above.
Edward & Margaret Darbyshire house, 26 Foote St, Templestowe, by Robin Boyd,
1952 The house was written up in Nora Cooper, ‘Designed for Relaxation’,
Australian Home Beautiful, November 1954 pp 12-17 and Architecture and Arts,
August 1954.
The Finlay house, Warrandyte. Tony Lee has discussed the Boyd houses of the
time with Neil Clerehan, who identified this as the Gothic house, so-called because
of its exposed roof framing.
Tony Lee believes that a likely circuit would be the Gillison house, the Darbyshire
house and the Finlay house. The Gillison house was nicknamed the ‘Ned Kelly
house’ Norman Day has explained that this is because of a strip window
resembling the visor of Kelly’s helmet as depicted in Nolan’s paintings.
The Mrs A F Henty house, Oliver’s Hill, Frankston, by Roy Grounds, 1952: Sydney
Morning Herald, 28 January 1954, supplement p 3.
Peter McIntyre.
Kevin Borland.
John & Phyllis Murphy.
Phyllis Murphy cannot identify these. But Simon Reeves suggests the Burns house
at Studley Park (published in Architecture in Australia, January 1952); the Slater
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young people’s work. More like a long experienced guy suddenly seeing the
light and cautiously stepping out. John particularly is depressed at his own lack
of kick227 but whenever the client is right, he says, the money is not. They are
in terrible danger of getting caught in the rut but could still snap out of it if lucky
in a commission before too late.
Peter is still modelling [sketch A] houses & has hopes of a couple starting.228
Kevin229 has a [sketch B] H.S.230 cop-the-lot about to start.

[verso]
Ken McDonald231 (whom I still aint met I think) is in practice in Collins Street.232
Same office: “Arch’ure & Arts” mag.233 Frank Dixon has a beautiful steel frame
base of his Nth Balwyn house234 up [sketch, indicating ‘bracing panels of 2”

227
228

229
230

231

232

233

234

(Phyllis’s parents) house 3 Snowden Place, Canterbury, 1952, and possibly the
three Murphy houses published in Australian Home Beautiful, February, March,
April 1952. But I have to say that I cannot see what distinguishes these from other
Murphy work.
I interpret this to mean something like drive, commitment, or inspiration.
The sketch prefigures the structure of McIntyre’s River House in Kew, and as he
had owned the site since 1947, that was probably what he was mainly addressing.
What the other one or two projects may have been is not known.
Kevin Borland.
Probably meaning in the style of Harry Seidler, for whom. Borland had briefly
worked.
The house was claimed to have introduced the butterfly roof to Victoria, which is
contested, see Introduction. In this same letter Boyd reprehends the butterfly roof
of the Dixon house. According to Simon Reeves the McDonalds sold the house late
in 1952 to raise capital for McDonald’s furniture venture, Meadmore Originals
86 Collins Street, Melbourne, the address of McDonald and of Architecture and
Arts.
The Melbourne quarterly Architecture and Arts, edited by Peter Burns, appeared in
1952 ‘modelled on the Californian monthly of reversed title’: Cross-Section, no 3, 1
January 1953, p 2: The Californian Arts and Architecture is referred to below.
Frank Dixon, own house, 6 Carrigal Street, North Balwyn, 1952-3. He designed two
more houses in the street, no 2, completed 1954, and no 16, completed 1955:
Ward, Guide to Victorian Architecture 1956, p 44. Dixon told Simon Reeves that
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concrete’] but he will mess it up with butterfly roof, HS235 windows when he
builds atop.

Fred. Romberg’s brise-soleil offices236 have apparently folded – a hoarding &
sign is about as far as they are likely to go.
Signs everywhere still for Kagan & Blumin & Fooks237 – who are going from vile
to evil. Latest detail: [sketch of balustrade]238

Doug Alex239 busy churning out everything imaginable. Brian240 passed on to
him a soft cop in the form of an old-people’s estate at Richmond. The Murphys,

235
236

237

238

239
240

when he built the first of these he was unaware of McDonald’s butterfly roof house
in the same suburb, which seems implausible. Reeves has drawn my attention to
an anecdote reported in the first issue of Cross-Section, November 1952: Dixon
submitted twenty pages of engineering computations to accompany his building
permit application, and the permit was issued, but he later realised that he had
omitted a critical page. The council never did..
Presumably Harry Seidler.
The Meister office tower, Lygon Street, Carlton, 2nd scheme, 1951; see Edquist,
Frererick Romberg, pp 34, 93. Age, 29 August 1952, p 2.
Anatol Kagan and Yuri Blumin. Dr Ernest Fooks is known to have worked with
Kagan on Mount Scopus College in 1954, but a partnership as Kagan, Blumin &
Fooks has not been previously recorded.
Simon Reeves has identified this balustrade on a sort of widow’s walk on a house
by Fooks for Karl Appel at 64 Balaclava Road, Caulfield North This is dated by
Edquist to 1955, bui it could be earlier. In any case Reeves belives that Fooks
probably used the design more than once, and I believe that I can remember seeing
it at a house elsewhere, on a full width first floor balcony or terrace.
Douglas Alexandra, architect.
Professor Brian Lewis of Melbourne University, where Alexandra was employed as
a design lecturer.
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Kevin, Peter & Bill Irwin (Eng) doing pool comp. Also Harry S. George Clark
(H.S. asstnt) wrote me “naturally we are all delighted at personell [sic] of new
competition jury …” Look, I’m panickstricken! Most of my friends just take it for
granted I’m going to sway the jury (MacDougall,241 Prof. Francis,242 Romberg,
Biggs of MCC, Eric Hughes243 – and Brian, probably the toughest nut of all) into
incredibiliana-style in one short session so they’ll be really livid if the prize
doesn’t go to one of the boys.

I’m scared & excited & looking forward.

Seriously, I know Harry S. for one will never speak to me again if he don’t get it.
& confidentially I think most people would recognise his stuff 100 miles away &
just naturally slip it to the bottom. Brian will, anyway.
Regards, for now
[unsigned]

241
242
243

C J McDougall, President of the Master Builders Association.
A J Francis, Professor of Civil Engineering, Melbourne University.
Eric Hughes, President of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects.
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Boyd’s works in 1952
Boyd refers in letter p to six of his works as being under way. The Darbyshire
house the Williams [Squash Court] house, and the Finlay [‘Gothic’] house are
discussed above, but the three others have not been identified. The following
list, based on that by Bird et al,244 with additional material kindly provided by
Tony Lee, identifies known works by Boyd at about this time (the dates not
necessarily precise).


















244
245

246

247
248
249

Wright house, 84 Kangaroo Ground Road, Warrandyte, 1950-1
E McK Paton house, 28 Melba Drive, Anglesea, 1950-1.245
‘Tal Tal’, the Elizabeth Wade house, 51 Rosserdale Crescent, Mt Eliza,
1950-2.246
Albert Willis house, 10 Gruyere Crescent East Ivanhoe, 1950-2.
George Charters house,247 26 Yarra Street, Yarra Junction, 1951-2.
‘Sunshine House’, Exhibition Buildings Carlton, said to have been moved to
Mt Eliza, but I believe constructed at Glen Waverly [see letter v].
E J Derbyshire house, 26 Foote St, Templestowe, 1951-2.248
Cromwell Pty Ltd (Bill a’Beckett), 1-3 Palmer St, East Melbourne, 1952.
Also 21 Charles St.
Graeme & Inge King house, 18 Drysdale Rd , Warrandyte, 1951-3.
David Bergin house, 2 Belle Avenue, Brighton, major additions, 1952.
Douglas Gillison house, Yarrbat Avenue [or 43 Kireep Rd249], North
Balwyn,1951-2.
Edith Boyd house, Burwood Highway, Blackburn South, 1952.
Dymphna & Manning Clark house, 11 Tasmania Circle, Forrest, ACT, 1952.
Squash Court [E S Williams] house, 7 Sandown St, Brighton, 1952-3.
Browning house, 45 Atkinson St, Templestowe, 1952-3.
Officer house, ‘Bauhinia’, 1324 Penshurst-Warrnambool Rd, Warrong,
1952-3,
Keith Finlay house, 105 Kangaroo Ground Road, Warrandyte, 1952-3.

Bird, ‘Chronological List’.
Tony Lee explains that this had been designed by Boyd as a one-room house for a
previous owner, Barney Conolly, but a permit was refused by the Council. Conolly
gave up on it and the site was bought by Paton, for whom Boyd designed an
additional room to satisfy the council‘s requirements, and it was built in this form.
Paton then added two further rooms. The fireplace is shown on Boyd’s plan, but
the featuristic detail was that of the clients.
The address 59 Rannoch Avenue assigned by the State Library of Victoria to Peter
Wille’s slide of the house is incorrect.
Bird, ‘Chronological List’, p 200, refers to it as Dr Samuel Charters house.
Bird, ‘Chronological List’, p 198.
This is the address given in Bird, ‘Chronological List’, p 198: the streets intersect.
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Darbyshire house, 26 Foote St, Templestowe, by Robin Boyd, 1952 [demolished]: Peter Wille
photo, State Library of Victoria H91.244/758.

Darbyshire house, 26 Foote Street, Templestowe, by Robin Boyd, 1952, Peter Wille,
photographer. SLV H91.244/760
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Darbyshire house, detail: Peter Wille photo, State Library of Victoria H91.244/759.

Darbyshire house, plan: Australian Home Beautiful, November 1954, p 17.
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The Darbyshires and guests at the bar between the kitchen and dining area: courtesy Mark
Darbyshire.
Cover, Australian Home Beautiful, November 1954.

Keith Finlay House, 105 Kangaroo Ground Road, Warrandyte, by Robin Boyd, 1952-3, probably
the ‘Gothic house near completion’. [k] Mark Strizic photo 1970. State Library of Victoria
H2011.55/1962 [cropped]
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Douglas Gillison house, Yarrbat Avenue [or 43 Kireep Rd], North Balwyn, by Robin Boyd, 19512, probably visited by Grounds with Boyd. Peter Wille photograph. State Library of Victoria
H91.244/676 [cropped]

Douglas Gillison house, Peter Wille photograph. State Library of Victoria H91.244/675
[cropped].
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Gillison house, photo by Marc Strizic 1952, showing the slit windows which evoke Ned Kelly’s
visor as depicted by Sidney Nolan: State Library of Victoria H2011.55/1898 [detail]
Sidney Nolan, ‘Bandit Territory’: Royal Academy, London.

The Mrs A F Henty house, Oliver's Hill, Frankston, by Roy Grounds, 1951-2, photo attributed to
Leslie H Runting. State Library of Victoria H2004.65/116a [cropped]
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The Kenneth McDonald house, Balwyn North, 1951, general view; end view of the living area:
Australian Home Beautiful, (April 1952, pp 19, 18.

‘Frank Dixon has a beautiful steel frame base of his Nth Balwyn house up but he will mess it up
with butterfly roof, HS windows when he builds atop.’ [k] Frank Dixon, own house, 6 Cariggal
St, North Balwyn, 1952-3: Built Heritage Pty Ltd web site, Dictionary of Unsung Architects, sv
Frank Dixon, credited to the Dixon family.
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A version of the Meller house, Castlecrag, Sydney, by Harry Seidler, at about the time of its
rejection by the Willoughby Council; east side, from a model: Australian Home Beautiful,
December 1950, p 19.
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Fred. Romberg’s brise-soleil offices have apparently folded – a hoarding & sign is about as far
as they are likely to go.’ [k] The Meister office tower, Lygon Street, Carlton, unbuilt, by
Frederick Romberg, 1951: Herald [Melbourne], 28 August 1952, p 1.
Gustavo Capanema Palace (Ministry of Education and Health), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, by Lucio
Costa and others, 1939-43: photo by Imagens AMB, from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustavo_Capanema_Palace#/media/File:MESP4.jpg

‘Kagan & Blumin & Fooks … are going from vile to evil.’ [k] Karl Appel house, 64 Balaclava
Road, Caulfield North, by Ernest Fooks, possibly 1955, detail of a roof balustrade pattern
thought to have been also used by Fooks on earlier buildings: Simon Reeves.
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Fragment q, late November 1952 [Robin]
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Fragment q, late November 1952250 [Robin]
[References to Bill Carr; Dick Brewster; Architectural Review; the errant
recording tape; Sound Barrier [movie]; New Canaan young modern style; arrival
of jewelled stockings; Royal Melbourne Golf Club short skirt ball]
[partial letter with no apparent beginning or end]
And then more pictures off his own bat after I told him I was sending it to AR.251
Is there a 3rd PICTURE? See our next issue. Of the evil rear of McC’s house252
[sketch]

?
Can’t understand your querying the fact that they all looked the same — wasn’t
that the whole point of the article?

No news from Dick yet re tape. Bill Carr & awe re taking your ma to movies
tonite. Bill booked for “You can’t beat the Irish”253 (Eng) JESUS! With beaut Fr.
Movies etc. on & “Sound Barrier”254 (full name here) but he said

250

251
252

‘No news from Dick yet re tape’ refers back to the incident with the tape reported on
12 November.
Architectural Review.
Philp Goad assures me that this is the rear of Osborn McCutcheon ‘Crackers’,
showing the carport.
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OVER
[verso]
Your mom wouldn’t like Fr films & he saw ‘Sound Barrier’ and didn’t like it
“terribly [?cornery]”

READERS ?S ANSWERED:
N.C. wants advice on future photographs to take: Well, N.C., give us more
[?shit]. Yes, the typical average little houses, etc that go to make up that big
wonderful country you’re in. And also New Canaan young modern style.255
Never see these.
You’ll be finding it harder with winter coming on.
I love yr. movie scripts on Aussie

SUPERB JEWELLED STOX ARRIVE256

Cries of Christ Jesus Cop This surprised residents of stiff suburb Camberwell
this morning as letter from UN, clips & chips arrived. Said wife: I’m writing.
They’re magnificent
1st airing: FRIDAY nite, ROYAL MELB GOLF CLUB short skirt BALL with McF’s
& a’B’s257

253

254

255

256
257

‘You Can’t Beat the Irish’, According to the New York Times, 1 May 1952, p 34:
‘despite its wealth of brogue, a picturesque rustic locale, a charming basic idea and
a few captivating portrayals, it would take a confirmed lover of the Ould Sod to
cotton to the plethora of palaver in this import.
Sound Barrier, also in the USA, Breaking the Sound Barrier, a British movie of 1952
directed by David Lean, telling a fictional story about the aircraft designers and
pilots attempting to break the sound barrier.
There was a group of cutting edge modern houses in New Canaan, Connecticut, by
Michael Biondo, Jeffrey Matz, Eliot Noyes, Lorenzo Ottavini and Cristina Ross, and
most famously the Glass House of Philip Johnson, which Clerehan had visited.
Probably sequined stockings for Patricia.
English comedy of 1952 starring Jack Warner. It opened at the Athenaeum Theatre,
Collins Street, on 31 October, and closed on 4 December.
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‘Bill booked for “You can’t beat the Irish” (Eng) JESUS! With beaut Fr. Movies etc. on & “Sound
Barrier” (full name here)’. [p] Poster for Breaking the Sound Barrier: Wikimedia:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/81/Soundbarrier.jpg ©United Artists.
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The Johnson house [‘Glass House’], New Canaan, Connecticut, by Philip Johnson, 1949, as
photographed by Neil Clerehan in 1952: Neil Clerehan Collection.

The Johnson house guest wing, New Canaan, Connecticut, by Philip Johnson (the back view,
which Clerehan said was never photographed), as photographed by Neil Clerehan in 1952:
Neil Clerehan Collection.
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House, New Canaan, Connecticut, as photographed by Neil Clerehan in 1952: Neil Clerehan
Collection.
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Fragment r, undated [Robin]
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Fragment r, undated [Robin]
[References to Kevin Borland; Dick Brewster; Yvonne Clerehan; Eric Hughes;
Gorge Mitchell; Clerehan’s mother’s house, Elwood]
[third and last page of a letter]
3
think I’ve ever met anyone to whom I have taken such an immediate and
intense dislike.”
(I am putting a new verandah on Clive’s258 house. Practically finished,)
G.M.259 has a sort of bitter impatience with K.B.260 which almost amounts to
resentment, bitchies.* (* [‘she’ corrected to] he still likes him really I think) —
AND his case (save the Bldg. Ind.) came up in Council. Phew! Left that
Hughes261 should her private chat with hm,
Last afternoon we all went down to 40 Drake.262 Just caught Yvonne263 and her
4 magnificent looking kids in the Holden, just going. Dick264 called in for a
moment.
Robin [signed in yellow]
NEWS IN FULL COLOUR!

258

259
260
261

262
263
264

Clive Turnbull, journalist, occupied a late Victorian two storey house at 18 Yarra
Grove, Hawthorn, from at least the early 1940s until his death in 1975.
Probably Geoffrey Mewton.
Kevin Borland.
Eric Hughes, see above, was at this time President of the Royal Victorian Institute
of Architects.
40 Drake St, Elwood, home of Clerehan’s mother
Wife of Clerehan’s brother Brian.
Dick Brewster.
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Fragment s, December 1952 [Robin]
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Fragment s, December 1952 [Robin]
[References to J E Burchard; F L Wright; Architectural Review]
[partial letter with no apparent beginning or end]
I thoroughly agree with you really about ‘if can’t do the American well why not
stick to Aussie’ … but I don’t think you or many others, incl John Ely265 & maybe
myself, can [?tell] Aussie … GOOD. E.G. Your queries listed re Review article.
The things you didn’t like, or worried you:
1 shadows on Barton fireplace
2 sunblinds on y k what266
3 FLlW on stilts267
4 Similarity of all
At least these 4 queries – were (are) they not simply the result of your judging
buildings by how much they agree/disagree with accepted US standards? The
shadow stripes (beautiful) worry you because you haven’t seen ‘em in recent
Arts & Arch.. The sunblinds (interesting-grotesque) worry
[page 2]
you because they are continental so most un-American.
FLLW on stilts worries you because it conflicts with other American images …..
Seriously, aren’t you judging always on American standards? You, who say
develop Ausstyle. BUT IF THERE WAS A GUY HERE REALLY DEVELOPING
AN AUSTYLE, YOU WOULDN’T LIKE HIS WORK, JOHN ELY WOULDN”T
RECOGNISE IT, I WOULDN’T LIKE HIM.
I still haven’t seen the AR,268 but am glad you liked it.
I’m looking forward to – dying to see how they did it.
[inserted box ‘MYSTERY OF THE 3RD. PHOTOGRAPH’]
No wonder you’d clean forgotten my article. It was written almost a month after
you left.
But here’s a fascinating puzzle. You list among “extraordinary” things the

265
266
267
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John Ely Burchard.
The Wade house.
The Leyser house.
A reference to Architectural Review, November 1952, where Boyd reviews Neil
Clerehan and Norman Barton’s Barton house, 56 Thomas St, Brighton East. Boyd
had begun writing for this journal in 1951.
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Neil Clerehan and Norman Barton’s Barton house, 56 Thomas St, Brighton East, as reviewed
by Robin Boyd; Architectural Review, November 1952, p 313.
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Letter t, 7 December 1952 [Robin]
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Letter t, 7 December 1952 [Robin]
[References to Mandie Boyd; Bill Carr; Roy & Betty Grounds; Clement
Meadmore; Ted Paton; Muir & Shepherd; Frank Thring; Prof E W Titterton; the
Victorian state election on 6 December 1952, and a performance of Edith
Sitwell’s Façade at the Union Theatre, Melbourne University]
Sunday Dec 7.
Dear Neil,
You’ve heard doubtless that Labor won yesterday, 1st time a majority in Vic
history.269 Also Norman beaten in Glen Iris by Hollway,270 sacked by Party
previously now may be boss again. In Toorak, Labor may win – the only Labor
woman candidate was here, Camberwell, & she got a majority but will probably
be beaten by 2nd prefs (3 stood against her).271 Labor 35 Libs 11 (maybe).
We had a party Friday: McFs,272 a’Bs,273 R.G’s,274 Teddy & Marg,275 Ted
Paton,276 & w, Bill & Nan,277 Bill & P. Cook278 (not W G279) total 16. Start : 7.
Finish: 4 A.M. Bill Carr in best mood for months: dancing etc. Altogether good.
Incredible weather. Frigid. Out tonight to Façade at Union.280 Sweater, coat,
o’coat. Snow on hills. Rain. Façade excellently done but (oafs) volume of
269

270

271

272
273
274
275

276

277
278

279
280

The Victorian state election, Saturday 6 December 1952, in which the Liberal–
Country Party coalition was defeated, and the Labor Government of John Cain
[senior] then took office.
Thomas Hollway, former Premier of Victoria now standing for the Electoral Reform
League.
Florence Rodan (Labor) obtained 8249 votes, against Reginald Charles Cooper
(Independent), 4620, Robert Kirkham Whately (Liberal-Country Party) 6483, Vernon
Francis Wilcox (Electoral Reform League) 5286. Whately, the sitting member, was
re-elected on preferences.
The Boyds’ friends Ross & Pat McFarlan.
W A K (Bill) and Joan à Beckett.
Roy & Betty Grounds.
Edward and Margaret Darbyshire, Boyd’s clients for the house at 26 Foote St,
Templestowe,
Presumably E McK Paton, whose house at Anglesea by Boyd was built in stages
from 1949 onwards.
Clerehan advises that Paton’s company was Silentruba.
From at least 1946 to 1955 Mackay Silentruba Products Pty Ltd were at and 1-3
Swan St (the corner of Punt Rd), Richmond: Argus, 4 July 1946, p 42. &c. Tony Lee
has unravelled the complex history of this house, see below.
Bill Carr and partner, Nan Brunner.
Unidentified.
A dubious possibility is B G Cook geophysicist, Melbourne
Observatory.
William Glanville Lau (Bill) Cook, rationalist lecturer and writer.
It was reported in September that the Society for New Music had obtained exclusive
rights and permission to perform for the first time in Australia for Constant Lambert’s
concerto for piano and chamber orchestra, dedicated to the memory of Peter
Warlock. and the Sitwell-Walton entertainment Façade in the original version for
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recitation too low.

Ear straining.

Music beaut.

Alex Berry (New Music,281

friend of J & J. Murphy’s,282 2 visits here) ran it.

Packed. Cavity Clem

Meadmore283 & 6 other beards there. Evil Thring284 with crowd of sssing youths
“Hullo Ssstanley”, “Hello Cecccccil.”
Teddy and M. Darbyshire are surely close to the rock.285 Mandy286 informed
me: “Next craft day I’ll be ready for stuffing.” Referring to a cushion she’s been
making. Gorgeous food P got for party. Bill Carr all but emptied the one bottle
of Scotch; later picked up the full bottle of Hamilton’s & said “Oooh I thought
that was your best Scotch, I’ve been saving it.”
[verso]
Nasty little Titterton287 giving armchair chat, ABC today, making 1st Atom bomb
sound like great humanitarian venture. “We knew we’d be saving British lives
…“
Photograph of Ike288 carving family turkey Thanksgivingday in Herald,289 colored
servant behind, empty seat for eldest son in Korea, cornucopia on table –
Jesus!
You don’t answer my questions. What is the state of average business building?
Do daily papers have colour?
Archie Michaelis,290 Dawnay Mould,291 etc etc among the bastards out. Gawd,
the corn of the Forum article on ‘Design Research’ (Oct)292 some dumb prick
bending bits of tin round wire [sketch]

281

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289

reciter and six instrument (Walton’s later, purely musical version, was better known.
The performance was to be the Society’s grand finale for 1952. Argus, 6 September
1952, p 14. It took place at the Union Theatre, Melbourne University, on 7
December with the reciter Kevin McBeath, speaking through a huge mask, and was
reported next day in the Age, 8 December 1952, p 2
The Society of New Music, president Alex Berry, was dedicated to ‘modern
contemporary music rarely heard in Australia’ and held sessions of recorded music
on ten evenings a year with admission to members only. It the expanded to hold its
first recital in December 1951, and found a continuing home in the Arrow Theatre,
Middle Park. Age, 6 December 1951, p 2; Argus, 19 February 1952, p 4.
John Murphy, builder, and Joy,
Clement Meadmore (1929-2005), sculptor.
Frank Thring, actor.
Theirs was a tempestuous marriage, which ended in divorce.
Presumably Boyd’s daughter Carolyn a’Beckett Penleigh [Mandie] Boyd (b 1943).
E W Titterton, Professor of Nuclear Physics, Australian National University.
Dwight D Eisenhower (1890-1969), President, USA, 1953-1961
Herald newspaper, Melbourne.
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oh bloody intellectual, when they get onto AR stuff one would wish they’d stick
to WHPSA housing.293

T & M.D.294 unanimously voted the most unpopular

couple of the night.
[pencilled addition at left]
We sent out a circular letter to all possible 4th yr studs inviting ‘em to join SHS
for 6 months office Xperience. Not one answer. Yet one hears that jobs are
hard to find now.
[congé in ink]
Byenow
[addition at right, headed in red pencil condensed capitals, then regular ink]
MORE DAZZLER STOX295 ARRIVE
Also letter (air) which, on hasty read seems interestfull. But just arrived as I left.
Shiela [sic] Smart296 here – Bill wants bring her out. Maybe.
Oafish friend of yrs, tallish, broad, getting Muir & Shepperd [sic]297 to do him
slab fl. House. In trouble.

290
291
292

293
294
295

[Sir] Archie Reuben Michaelis, MLA for St Kilda.
William Roy Dawnay-Mould, Melbourne, MLA for Dandenong.
Boyd has the wrong month. He is referring to ‘Pure Design Research transforms
abstract sculpture into new forms for architecture and furniture’, Architectural
Forum, September 1952, pp 142-7. This about the work of Harry Bertoia, sculptor
and furniture designer. Despite this comment Boyd was later (as Tony Lee has
pointed out) to buy four Bertoia diamond chairs for his house in Walsh Street South
Yarra.
Unidentified.
Edward and Margaret Darbyshire, see above.
Stockings.
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The E McK Paton house Anglesea, in its first single-room form, summer of 1949-50, view from
the south: Robin Boyd Foundation.

296
297

Identified by Neil Clerehan as Sheila Smart, now living in Sydney.
Muir & Shepherd, architects. Clerehan cannot identify the oaf, but Simon Reeves
suggests Hyman Jacobson, whose house at Brighton, designed by Muir &
Shepherd was published in Australian House & Garden in May 1953. The furnishing
of the house is singularly repulsive, with a padded bar, rococo fake candle sconces
above a baroque bed, and a sculpted valence and frame around the kitchen
window.
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E McK Paton house: Australian Home Beautiful, July 1951, cover. The fireplace appears not to
have been an early piece of Robin Boyd featurism, but the creation of the clients – a crazy pile
of boulders with spikes protruding to hang knick-knacks, all illuminated by a ship’s lamp.
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‘American barbecue‘, the probable inspiration for the Paton house fireplace: Peter Cuffley,
Australian Houses of the Forties and Fifties (Five Mile Press, Knoxfield [Victoria] 1993) p 53,
incorrectly credited to the Australian Home Beautiful, February 1948, but presumably published
at about this time.
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E McK Paton house, 28 Melba Drive, Anglesea, 1950-1, plan: Australian Home Beautiful, July
1951, p 37

the Paton House, Anglesea
Tony Lee has unravelled the complex history of this building. Boyd
designed a one room house for Barney Connolly (a fellow resident at
Clendon while the Boyds were living there). The shire rejected the
permit application in July 1948 because the Uniform Building
Regulations required a minimum of two rooms for a house. This was
unacceptable to Connolly, and he sold the land and plans to Ted
Paton, who resubmitted to council for a building permit which was
approved in July 1949. It appears that Boyd was involved in
discussion of this, but did not draft the revised plans. This application
included the second room which was identified as a dressing room
and included a toilet and shower recesses. Construction began in July
1949 and the house appears to have been built in stages: the main
room containing the sleeping area, kitchen and living area was
completed for occupancy by December 1949; the dressing room was
completed in early 1950. It is thought that the construction contract
was for the first two stages - this contract was completed in February
1950. The two children's bedrooms were added in 1951, and this is
the form of the house as illustrated in the Australian Home Beautiful
in July 1951. The Patons added a double garage was added in 1954,
and a separate main bedroom in 1958.
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‘Cavity Clem’ [t], Clement Meadmore: Architecture and Arts, vol 1 no 2 p [11].
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‘T & M.D. unanimously voted the most unpopular couple of the night’ [t]. Edward ‘Teddy’ and
Margaret Darbyshire: courtesy Mark Darbyshire.
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‘Some dumb prick bending bits of tin round wire ‘, the Bertoia side chair, 1952:
https://www.knoll.com/product/bertoia-side-chair.
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Bertoia diamond chair,1952: https://www.knoll.com/product/bertoia-diamond-chair-twotone

‘Oafish friend of yrs, tallish, broad, getting Muir & Shepperd [sic] to do him slab fl.
House’. [t] Thought to refer to ‘Kentucky’, Brighton, by Muir & Shepherd for Mr & Mrs
Hyman Jacobson, 1952-3 Australian House & Garden, May 1953, p 20 & cover.
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‘Kentucky’ Brighton, the bar and the kitchen: Australian House & Garden, May 1953, p
21.

‘Kentucky’ Brighton, the bedroom: Australian House & Garden, May 1953, p 20.
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Letter u, late December 1952 [Robin]
.
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Letter u, late December 1952 [Robin]
[References to Kevin Borland; Mandie Boyd; Bernard Briggs; [Sir] Arthur Coles;
[Prof] A J Francis; Roy Grounds; Eric Hughes; [Sir] Wilfred Kent-Hughes; [Prof]
Brian Lewis; C J McDougall; Peter McIntyre; John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy;
Frederick Romberg; the Olympic Pool; and to Boyd’s own thwarted ambitions]
[for the addition at the top of this page, see below]
Dear Neil / There’s nothing much to add to this staggering news298 . . . except
that (and I could tell this to no one else) I feel sudden surges of viridian envy (&
I’d kill you if you ever let it slip) at them. Here I am again as the Publicizer, the
urger, the promoter of others and still no bloody building for me,299 & as John &
P, KB and PMcI, the latter 2 never having built anything before, set off surefooted on the road to big bldg., I settle down again with a 12 sq sketch plan.
They all felt it somewhat and were painfully full of commiserations.
At the official announcement with A W Coles300 there, (he liked the design) &
Kent Hughes301 (he loathed it, refused to meet the architects & said “no” when
someone offered to introduce him to Phyl) & the 5 winners cross-eyed with
excited embarrassment, I huddled with Fred Romberg & other assessors; then
shook hands with the winners & with a brave smile slumped off into the
gathering dusk down the lonely walk to Elizabeth Street tram. Peter Mac, tears
welling, reported later it was like the fade-out of a Chaplin movie.
Their design was superb. I got onto it soon in
[verso]
the days of assessing. Then I started to feel out others’ opinions. Brian agreed
& now claims it entirely as his victory. Prof. Francis302 loved the structure:
“brilliant” “genius” [inserted with an asterisk: ‘But interestingly, he was scared of
the bold engineering architecturally’]. Fred Romberg, whom I got to like a lot in

298

299
300

301

302

The announcement of the winners for the Olympic Pool, selected 24 December,
reported in the Age, 26 December 1952, p 3.
This has been quoted by Brenda Niall, The Boyds, pp 274-5.
[Sir] Arthur William Coles, Chairman of the Olympic Games Finance and Organising
Committee..
[Sir] Wilfred Selwyn (Billy) Kent-Hughes, Chairman of the Olympic Games
Organising Committee from 1951.
Prof A J Francis, see above.
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the 4 days working together, was at first against it. So was Eric Hughes.303
Later both swung behind it. Then it was assured. Bernie Briggs (city arch)
hastily jumped on the waggon [sic], leaving only MacDougall,304 hating it,
protesting to nearly the end. But at last, as A W Coles came in, he hopped on
too. Eric Hughes thrilled. Then the envelope opening.

First name: Kevin

Borland (“Wasn’t he the C – you used to have working for you, Robin …?) John
& Phyl’s presence saved the day. They are made of course. It’s the first fairy
story of Australian building. It will be a loverly job, and oh I’ll be able to write lots
of nice things about it.
Roy, I th-ink, is also a trifle emerald about it, too. But he’s taking the team to
lunch to tell them what to do. He, having drawn out of the Stadium scheme at
the last minute, had nothing to do with this scheme. They had nothing of
compromise. They figured they’d do it stark & take it or leave it. What I keep
wondering: if I hadn’t been in the assessorial panel but with them (as I surely
would have been) would the design still have got 1st prize ….? This is
impossible to answer. Maybe it would. The judges were certainly enthusiastic
and unanimous at the end … but they maybe needed someone pushing. I
dunno. If so it makes my policy, my election for council etc, all worth while . . . .
for the cause, that is, not for – sob - Robsbobs.
[Addition at the top of front page}
Happy Christmas? We did. 98°F. Mandy bitten on face by a friend’s dog … just
missed eye. Deep but not serious. Swelling, numerous tooth marks.305 Took it
v. bravely. But lots of fun. Full as boot. Happy new year.

303
304
305

Eric Hughes, see above.
C J McDougall, see above.
Mandie recalls that it was a school friends Airedale, and she still has a small scar to
show for it.
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‘Kent Hughes … loathed it… Peter Mac, tears welling, reported later it was like the fade-out of a
Chaplin movie’. [u] The winning design for the Olympic Pool, Fawkner Park, Melbourne, by
Kevin Borland, Peter McIntyre, John & Phyllis Murphy, section: RVIA Bulletin, December 1952 –
January 1953, p 9.

The winning design for the Olympic Pool, plan: RVIA Bulletin, December 1952 – January 1953,
p 9.
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The winning design for the Olympic Pool, perspective: Architecture, July 1953, p 79 [cropped].

‘Congratulations For The Winners. – Mr. John Murphy, Mr. Peter McIntyre, Mr. W. Irwin, Mr.
Kevin Borland, Mrs. Phyllis Murphy and Mr. A.W Coles. In the background is the winning
design’: Age, 30 December 1952, p 2.
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Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Pools, Fawkner Park, Melbourne, perspective:
Architecture Aujourdhui, Juillet-Août 1954, p 77.

Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Pools, Melbourne, section: Architecture Aujourdhui,
Juillet-Août 1954, p 77.
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Harry Seidler’s design for the Olympic Pools, Melbourne, plan: Architecture Aujourdhui, JuilletAoût 1954, p 77.
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Best Overend’s unplaced competition design for the Olympic Pool, Fawkner Park, Melbourne,
1952: Best Overend Collection, State Library of Victoria.
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Anonymous design, believed to be one of the unsuccessful entries in the Olympic Pool
competition: Simon Reeves collection.306

306

Simon Reeves acquired this amongst a miscellaneous collection of material from
the office of Holgar & Holgar. John and Helen Holgar arrived in Melbourne in 1952,
and they both worked in the office of Godfrey, Spowers, Hughes, Mewton & Lobb.
John subsequently transferred to the office of Arthur Purnell, and was involved in
Purnell's scheme to upgrade the MCG for the Olympic Games. So it is possible
that the drawing illustrates an entry by Godfrey Spowers or, less probably, a private
entry by one or both Holgars, or an entry by Purnell.
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Letter v, 31 December 1952 [Robin]
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Letter v, 31 December 1952 [Robin]
[References to Bill Carr; Kevin Borland; Patricia Boyd; Lester Bunbury; Michael
Hirst; Peter McIntyre; Dione McIntyre; John Murphy; Phyllis Murphy; Jean
Patterson; the Olympic Pool victory; and a review of Boyd’s Australia’s Home]
On Boyd’s letterhead, 158 Riversdale Rd, Camberwell].
New Year’s Eve.
Gossip re vile dullard friends etc:
Look you wouldn’t believe it.
Tonite we were to have a time of it. Booked a sitter weeks ago, waited to see
what turned up. Would have gone very happily to the movies if nothing did.
But then the boys won the pool comp.
J. Murphy began mumbling about getting a 9er, Phyl said nothing.

Peter

doesn’t drink now that his tee-tot girl has him by the bal—s. Kevin “ “mucch “ “ “
““““
But John said come on over NY Eve.
Asked Bill Carr too.
Then Bill said to us: “Somehow I don’t think John’s party will come to anything.
What about, if not, coming as my guests to Manyung?” 307 Sure.
Next: John rang much embarrassed: it’s off. Phyl felt ….
So beaut, we ring Bill. “Oohh, I forgott ttoo rringg Mannyyung.”

Too late;

booked out: so “you come to my flat”, says Bill, “for dinner, then we’ll call on the
Bunbury’s [sic]308 and Jean Patterson.”309 Last straw: Nan rings, “What are you
doing about children?

Sitter? Well, can I leave Vicky with you …. ALL

NIGHT…? I find when I get a sitter it means getting home so early ….”
What do you think of such friends?
But the Borland, Murphy, McIntyre crowd WHO ARE IN PARTNERSHIP NOW
at least for the Pools job, under that name! …. Giving NO party, NO celebration.
But they come to SHS Christmas party.. & J & P M to dinner at home. Patricia

307

308
309

Manyung, 1225 Nepean Highway, Mount Eliza, was a house built by Richard Grice
in 1863. It was bought by Norman Myer in 1946 and used as a holiday lodge for
Myer Emporium employees. Presumably it was used also as a function centre.
Lester Bunbury, furniture & industrial designer, and Patricia.
Neil Clerehan advises that this is Jean Patterson.
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almost jacked up at my asking them, but I wanted to talk to them about their
win, & knew that’d be the only way Jes – us!
[added]
Michael Hirst310 sent me from Londing a Times Lit Supp with a brief review of
A.H.311 “Leisurely, discursive, wonderful variety, pleasant irony.”

310
311

Michael Hirst, then in London but later a furniture manufacturer in Melbourne.
Robin Boyd, Australia’s Home (Melbourne University Press, Melbourne 1952). The
review in the Times Literary Supplement, 7 November 1952, p 727, was by [Sir] J M
Richards, whose name was apparently unfamiliar to Boyd at this time
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‘Michael Hirst sent me from Londing a Times Lit Supp with a brief review of A.H. “Leisurely,
discursive, wonderful variety, pleasant irony.”’ [v] Review of Australia’s Home, by [Sir] J M
Richards, Times Literary Supplement, 7 November 1952, p 727.
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Lester Bunbury
Lester Bunbury (1916-2000), cousin of the architect Arthur Bunbury, was a
furniture and industrial designer. Early biographical details are elusive, but
Reeves has identified the following commissions:
 Interior design of the Vavjenezki sweet shop, South Yarra (A S & R E
Eggleston, 1947)
 Interior design of Henry Jacobs house, Newtown, Geelong (John
Mockridge, 1947).
 Design of the Ovaltine display stand at the Australian Industrial Fair,
1949.
 Design of the Australian Fashion Fair display stand at the Australian
Industrial Fair 1949.
 Design of the Australian exhibit at the Colombo Plan exhibition, 1952.
 Design of the Gazelle chair, stocked by Andersons Pty Ltd by 1954
 Design of a dining setting which won first prize at the Melbourne
Furniture Exhibition, 1954
 Interior design of the Arbitration Courts, Little Bourke Street East
(Stephenson & Turner, 1955-8
Bunbury employed Kevin Borland (qv) in 1950. His 1953 dining suite for Victor
Stone312 was awarded first prize by the Guild of Furniture Manufacturers. He
was a friend of the artist Donald Friend, who described how Bunbury suffered a
breakdown when his wife Patricia had an affair, and became ‘that sort of
emotional wreck, a man who lost himself’. Neil Clerehan reports that his wife
was Patricia Gosling, who later married David Wynn,313 of the wine dynasty
(presumably the outcome of the affair). Bunbury appears to have become
bankrupt at the end of 1954,314 but he continued to be active in Melbourne after
that time, including (as I know from experience) some rather unsatisfactory
lecturing at Melbourne University in 1961. According to Don Fulton, Bunbury
was aggressive, and once seriously beat up Grant Featherston.
Michael Hirst
One of the puzzles in this correspondence is whether Michael Hirst was already
acquainted with Boyd before 1952, when he sent him a copy of the Times
Literary Supplement containing a review of Australia’s Home. Although Hirst
was later to be a well-known furniture designer and manufacturer, he had been
up to this time a poultry farmer at Mount Eliza, and it is difficult to see how their
312

313

314

Boyd designed a house for Victor and Peggy Stone at 332 Lower Heidelberg Road,
Ivanhoe, of 1954-5: Navarro & Reddaway, ‘Modern in Melbourne’, Projects, p 8.
Clerehan reports that that David and Patricia Wynn lived in Toorak Road, and later
moved to Adelaide. Boyd designed a house in Hawthorn for a brother, Dr Alan
Wynn, in 1954, but it did not proceed, and Boyd recycled the design in his
Featherstone house, Ivanhoe. Clerehan himself later designed a house on the
Hawthorn site for Brian Bourke, barrister.
Age (Melbourne). 8 December 1954, the Law List under bankruptcies, reports a
petition re Lester Bunbury.
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paths would have crossed. It is possible that they first met in London in 1951,
probably not through common interests but through common friends, like those
with whom Hirst had travelled from Australia, Dr W S Benwell (later the author
of Journey to Wine in Victoria) and John Barraclough. The following account is
based principally upon information from Joy Hirst.315
Michael Clement Hirst (1917-2002) arrived in Australia from Britain with his
parents Gerald Vardy Hirst, a solicitor, and Grace, in 1923. Michael was sent to
Melbourne Grammar in 1931-2 but withdrawn because of financial stringency
during the Depression, and it was probably for the same reason that his father
gave up the law and established a poultry farm in Cheltenham. At the age of 21
(about 1938) Michael lost an eye in a farming accident. He served in the
Australian Army in 1942-5. His bother Peter, who had served in the airforce,
was killed in an accident in 1946
In 1942 Gerald Hirst moved to Mount Eliza,316 where his poultry farm called
‘Spero’ [Latin, ‘I hope’] was on Boundary Rd (presumably the location of the
present Spero Avenue). Michael built structures on the farm, and also built a
timber house on the Nepean Highway at Mount Eliza for an aunt and uncle who
had also emigrated from Britain. By about 1948 Michael had set up a drill press
in the feed room on the farm and was making reproduction furniture with a
friend, Wally Mitchell. Michael left for England about 1950-51 and came back to
Melbourne late in 1953.
On his return to Australia Hirst was broke, and took work digging a dam for a
friend of his father at Coolart. Then he got a job with Bambra Cabinets for
about nine months, during which time he married June Mary Buxton. They had
three children. In about 1954 he began making shelving at the instigation of
Athol A Swallow, who owned large pine plantations near Myrtleford and Bright.
This was framed in pine and clad in plywood, and he produced it in a yard in
near the south end of Church Street, Richmond,317 owned by Swallow, using an
electric saw bench which Swallow had financed. He began making furniture for
Clement Meadmore in 1955, and in about 1957 or 1958 established the firm of
Michael Hirst Pty Ltd in a former stable at 22 Hall Street, East Hawthorn, with
two or three employees. This was forced into liquidation in the Credit Squeeze
of 1961, but the major creditor, Newman, financed Hirst to continue in
operation.
315

316

317

Other sources include Peter Atkins, ‘Michael Hirst – the Variations’, in Kirsty Grant
et al, Mid-Century Modern – Australian Furniture Design [catalogue] (National
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne 2014); and the usual meticulous research by Simon
Reeves.
I infer this from the fact that in 1944 Hirst became a council member of the Shire of
Frankston and Hastings (within which Mount Eliza then fell). His nomination for
election is reported in the Standard (Frankston) 25 February 1944, p 8, when he
stated that he had lived in the riding for eighteen months. He was still (or again) in
the council in 1950.
The location is slightly doubtful - he referred to it as being at the north end of
Chapel Street, near the Anchor and Hope, and opposite Bryant & May. But Bryant &
May occupied a large site in Church Street Richmond (which is the extension of
Chapel Street, South Yarra). The Anchor and Hope, later the Victoria Hotel was at
381 or 383 Church Street.
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Late in the 1970s he moved to a stable at the rear of the former Riversdale
Hotel at the corner of Riversdale and Auburn Road, Hawthorn, where friends
had the Pan Recording business. It is not clear when he began to design in his
own right, possibly 1959, but he explained that he generally designed only
things which he could make himself. There were some exceptions, liked the
plastic-coated wire chairs, which he farmed out to the Gordon Wire company.
His most distinctive design, the H-Line, came relatively late. It was designed,
as he said, to be assembled like meccano, which meant that the elements could
be perfectly finished and there was no need to apply a chrome finish over
welded joints. He was also the first person in Melbourne to make furniture which
combined chrome or brass with glass.
Michael and June lived at first in a fat, possibly in St Kilda, and then after the
birth of their son Peter they rented Ken Pittendry’s mud brick house in
Eltham.318 They subsequently bought a house in Bible Street, Eltham, and built
a flat at the bottom of the garden. They were divorced in 1968, and June died in
1999. He met Joy Skinner in about 1970 and they bought a house in Fitzroy
together in 1971, and were married in South Australia in 1984. He had retired
in 1982.
Clerehan believes that Hirst lived with June in the ‘Sunshine House’, which Hirst
acquired and had re-erected at Mount Eliza in 1949. But in fact the Sunshine
House was awarded as a prize in the Jubilee Homes and Better Housekeeping
Exhibition of 1951, when Hirst was in or about to leave for London, and its
subsequent history is accounted for (see above).319 It would be theoretically
possible that in 1949 Hirst acquired another exhibition house by Boyd, the
‘House of Tomorrow’, but this was two storeyed, with much glazing, and it
seems an unlikely candidate. If the story has a basis it is probably that Hirst built
the same design as the Sunshine House, as this had now become a part of the
Small Homes Service range – either for himself, or in the first instance for his
aunt and uncle.

318

319

Joy Hirst refers to it as ‘Pittendries house’, but Tim Burstall (an Elthamite) makes
reference in 1953 to a Pittendry who is doling well as a script writer for UNESCO p
5 This must be Ken Pittendry, the writer of radio programs such as ‘The U.N.
Story'. 1953 (program 53/46); 'Science and Food’, 16 November 1953 (55104), and
‘Letter From Father’, 1953 (54957).
Clerehan also identifies him as an architect, which he was not.
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'House of Tomorrow' at the Exhibition Building, Carlton, by Robin Boyd, 1949;
Wolfgang Sievers photo: State Library of Victoria, H2001.40263.
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The ‘Sunshine House’, Age Small Homes Service no T2103: Age, 23 October 1951, p 7
[reformatted].

The ‘Sunshine House’
The Sunshine House was built at the end of 1951 as an exhibit at the Jubilee
Homes and Better Housekeeping Exhibition. It was to be given to the person
who most nearly estimated the cost of the house and contents. The design was
Small Homes Service House No. T2103, by Robin Boyd,320 and its erection at
the exhibition was supervised by Peter McIntyre. A seventeen year old
Essendon girl, Veeda Garwood was the winner, and proposed living in it on the
designated site at Glen Waverley with her parents.321 Simon Reeves has
established that the Sunshine House was duly relocated to lot 13 in the
Sunnyside Estate, Glen Waverley, a 39-lot subdivision focused on what was
then known as Home Street, off the north side of Waverley Road. Its name
has since been changed to Bogong Avenue, and lot 13 corresponds to street
number 117, though the house has been demolished. Due to delays in
relocating and re-erecting the house, the family did not take up residence in
Home Street until June 1952 (this was reported at the time in the West
Australian newspaper, as the family originally hailed from Perth). Six months
later Veeda's father, Claude Garwood, was injured in a car accident, and he
died shortly afterwards. It appears that his widow later remarried and returned
to Perth, as the certificate of title for lot 13 records a transfer of ownership, in
June 1957, to Ivy Mary Wells (formerly Garwood) of South Perth. Ownership
thence passed to Veeda, who by that time had married and become Mrs
Raymond Newman. It seems that Veeda and her husband lived in the house
for some time after that, although the certificate of title records ownership
passing solely to Raymond in 1977. Whether he and Veeda were divorced, or
she died, is not established. The site was subdivided for the villa units in 1994.

320
321

Boyd is identified as the author in Philip Goad, ‘The Small Homes Service’, p 76.
Age, 16 October 1951, p 7; 27 October 1951, p 6; 1 November 1951, p 8 [for the
competition conditions]; 5 November 1951, p 1 [for the winner].
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Letter w, 11 & 22 January 1953 [Robin]
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Letter w, 11 & 22 January 1953 [Robin]
[References to Bates, Smart & McCutcheon; Roy Grounds; Wallace Harrison;
Douglas Haskell; Inigo Jones; George Molnar; Harry Seidler; Roy Simmonds; G
A Soilleux; [Sir] John Storey; The Adventures of PC 49; the Congress of
Architecture, Frankston, 1953; Lake Shore Drive Apartments, Chicago; the
North Carolina State Fair Livestock Judging Pavilion; Toorak College; the
United Nations General Assembly Building, New York; the United Nations
Secretariat Building, New York]
Dear Neil
January 11 ‘53
Just back from a day (Sunday) at Roy Simmonds’ (ex Home Beaut ed)322 small
(900 acres) sheep station N of Castlemaine, where he wants me to build a small
(11 sq!) home for his father (No 2 man of Herald-Sun) & mother beside his
present old (60 yrs) house. Lovely day. So far * [*Broken already. Over 90,
steamy, vile today] a mild & marvellous Summer, with cool breezes, warm sun,
sweater all day. 2 hot days only. Heat wave promised by Inigo Jones323 (who
tipped previous weather amazingly) later.
Jan 22 down to Toorak College for 10 day pvt Congress of Arch.324 Patricia &
kids at Manyung. Congress may be formal, dull, pretentious, with businessarchitecture triumphant. (B S & M sponsored it of course.) It will be shockingly
costly. Maybe £100 it will cost me if one adds to basic £50 the time away from
town. As arrangements grew it became clear that the starry-eyed architectural
background got pushed ‘way ‘way back.

Sir J. Storey’s325 paper on

‘Development’, f’rinstance, may be good for a J.C.C.326 lunch but architecturally
nil.

322

323
324

325
326

Roy Simmonds was the editor of Australian Home Beautiful from 1946 to 1951. He
was an admirer and promoter of Boyd. The house was to be at Baringhup and
Boyd’s scheme for it is dated January 1953, but it did not proceed. The relevant
correspondence is now missing: it was in Grounds, Romberg & Boyd Collection,
State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 160.
Inigo Owen Jones (1872-1954), private weather forecaster.
The Congress of Architecture, at Toorak College, Mount Eliza, closed 1 February
1953.
[Sir] John Stanley Storey (1896-1955), industrialist.
George Molnar (1910-1998), Sydney architect and cartoonist.
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[inserted ‘George Molnar327 AND Harry Seidler coming – [?Haties] - - teaming
with Roy & me.’]
John328 wrote again about the American trip.
Momentary panic last week when it looked like the Olympic authorities might
sabotage the boys’ plan for the pool. Not settled yet, but should be okay.
News of shocking cold in NYC, sheets of ice falling from skyscrapes [sic] etc.
UN Assembly bldg.329 in Oct Forum330 – just arrived mid Jan, if this interests yr.
friends — shows its whole horror. Does D. Haskell331 write that clever guff?
Who are Forum’s writers?

Journalists with an arch’l briefing from Haskell?

Maybe he writes main criticisms? Anyway his is sure smart justification of
Wal332 Are he and Wal friends, huh? [four lines from ‘this interests’ to ‘sure
smart’ are bracketed in the left margin with the instruction ‘ANSWER’]. Couldn’t
you see him justifying Soilleux333 f-p334 cornice in same terms? Brave, he said,
because other architects wouldn’t do
[verso]
It! I think I agree with what I think you said about Lake Shore Drive.335 Yes, it’s
not architecture, essentially, but the most beaut bankruptcy one is likely to see.
Same Oct Forum shows the [sketch] stadium336 which D.H also raves about.

327
328

329

330
331
332
333

334

335

336

.

Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Unidentified. Possibly John Murphy, given the following reference to the Olympic
Pool, but Phyllis Murphy denies that they had any interest in America or in an
American trip.
The United Nations General Assembly Building, New York, by Wallace Harrison of
Harrison & Abramowitz, with Oscar Niemeyer and Le Corbusier, 1947-1952.
Get Architectural Forum reference.
Douglas Haskell, editor of Architectural Forum, see above.
Wallace Harrison, Director of Planning for the United Nations complex.
G A Soilleux, architect, Australian member of the board of design consultants
established to assist Wallace Harrison in the United Nations project.
Fibrous plaster: presumably the offending cornice was in Soilleux’s Melbourne
work.
Lake Shore Drive Apartments, 880 North, Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, by Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, 1951: Architectural Forum, November 1952, pp 93-5.
This not in fact a stadium in any normal sense, but the North Carolina State Fair
Livestock Judging Pavilion, conceived by Matthew Nowicki and executed, after his
death, by W H Deitrick and J C Knight & Associates: Architectural Forum, October
1952, pp 134-9.
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But he can’t rave about that & praise Assembly in the 1 issue. Isn’t it funny that
whenever a new shape comes along (e.g. the concave shape today) it really
does look new & one wonders why no-one has done it before. The concave is
so obvious hi-style because it is the only real anti-traditional shape, yet it’s
taken all this time to become top fashion. Can you think of a new shape and
make big money / prestige quick? Well what I say is, fashion must have a loud
say in arch.. And there is nothing dishonourable about this. One assumes that
these shapes will look less interesting to posterity, but if they are logical enough
like the stadium, Rudolph’s roofs, etc, then they’ll never look ridiculous but all
the more ‘interesting’ as period pieces. But when they are merely shapes (as
Assembly) then they’ll look crazier and crazier as days pass Admittedly it’s not
fair to blame Wal for the Assembly shape outside, but starting with NO internal
idea he felt he had to add nonsense. And is it shoddy? The Secretariat337 on
the other hand doesn’t worry me (over domination etc) because it does seem to
ring true functionally & even if this isn’t true, as Lewis338 asserts even if it
doesn’t function, it seems to have been sincerely enough developed with
functional intent on a (possibly) wrong premise. . Where I disagree with Lewis is
that he seems to confuse the functional fact with the functional intent. The
former doesn’t enter artistic consideration. Does it.

If this seems a trifle

confused, I’ve been listening to PC49339 as I wrote it!
[added at the top of p1]

337

338
339

The United Nations Secretariat building, New York, by Oscar Niemeyer and Le
Corbusier, 1947-52.
?Brian Lewis; ?Lewis Mumford.
The movie A Case for PC 49 came out in 1951, but it appears that Boyd was
listening to BBC radio series The Adventures of PC 49 of 1947–53, starring Brian
Reece.
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE DONE YR BLOCK, SUFFERED AEQUATELY FOR
WHAT WAS A MEAN JOB TO LOAD ONTO M G M, ETC, I CAN REVEAL
THAT THE ADVERTISEMENT WAS A FAKE PREPARED BY HUGH SYME.
ONLY. 2 COPIES OF CLIP WERE PRINTED. TYPESETTER LATER HAD BAD
DREAM THAT IT HAD GONE INTO DAILY. HA HA VERY FUNNY WHY ARE
NOT YOU LAUGHING EH? 340
[further added In the left margin, with an arrow to insert it after HUGH SYME]
FACTS CERTIFIED AS TRUE
ROBIN BOYD … ARAIA
[added at the bottom of p 1]
SPECIAL: ALL ONE PAPER

340

Boyd had, with Hugh Syme, prepared a mock-up advertisement in Clerehan’s
name, wishing his friends a happy Christmas and saying that he could not afford
individual Christmas cards. Clerehan, believing that it had been published in the
Age, was extremely angry.
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Boyd’s scheme for the Simmonds house, Baringhup, Victoria, January 1953, unbuilt: Robin
Boyd Foundation.
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‘UN Assembly bldg. in Oct Forum … shows its whole horror.’ [w] The United Nations General
Assembly Building (foreground) and Secretariat Building, both by Oscar Niemeyer, Le
Corbusier, and others, 1947-52: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Secretariat_Building

The Farnsworth house Plano, Fox River, Illinois, by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, 1950, view and
detail as photographed by Clerehan in 1952: Neil Clerehan Collection [digitally restored].
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‘Yes, it’s not architecture, essentially, but the most beaut bankruptcy one is likely to see ‘ [w]
860 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: Architectural Forum, November
1952, p 95 [cropped]
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‘the stadium which [Douglas Haskell] also raves about ‘ [w] Livestock Judging Pavilion
for the North Carolina State Fair, USA: original and modified concepts by Matthew
Nowicki, 1949: Architectural Forum, October 1952, p 136.

Livestock Judging Pavilion for the North Carolina State Fair, USA: conceived by by
Matthew Nowicki, 1949, executed by W H Deitrick and J C Knight & Associates,
completed 1952. From Tumblr, http://stadium-love-.tumblr.com/image/21588997225

Livestock Judging Pavilion, diagram of the structural principle: Architectural Forum, October
1952,
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Boyd buildings
[the buildings and designs by Boyd which are mentioned in the letters]
 Bridgford house, Beach Rd & Bayview Crescent, Black Rock
Letter a, 7 July 1952 [Robin]
‘New client & wife just called (at 158 R., mid-morning). They built Geoff.
Mewton’s [sketch] monkeypuzzlehaus in Amkiraikes or whatever it is street,
Black Rock, now want to go “whole hog” modern … £7000 … may not come off
– no land yet.’
This suggests that the house should probably be credited to Boyd, not Grounds,
Romberg & Boyd as heretofore. Practical completion seems to date from
before November 1954.341
 ‘measly remodel job’ within MCC area. Probably 1-3 Palmer St, East
Melbourne, 1952 for Cromwell Pty Ltd (Bill a’Beckett) 342
Letter b, 22 August 1952 [Robin]
[erroneously] ‘told owner & builder of a measly remodel job under M C C that I
had got M C C consent’.
 Olympic Stadium competition entry
Letter c, 26 August 1952 [Patricia]
Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
Letter e, 9 September 1952 [Patricia]
Letter f, 14 September 1952 [Robin]
Letter k, 20 October 1952 [Robin]
Letter l, 24-27 October 1952 [Robin]
Unsuccessful competition entry with Borland, Grounds, McIntyre, John & Phyllis
Murphy, advised by Norman Mussen.
 Squash Court [Williams] house, 7 Sandown St, Brighton
Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
Contract signed.
Letter p, mid-November 1952 [Robin]
Has roof on.
 ‘Tal Tal’, the Elizabeth Wade house, 51 Rosserdale Crescent Mount
Eliza
Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
Client’s letter of thanks.
 Boyd house, 158 Riversdale Rd Camberwell
Letter d, 2 September 1952 [Robin]
Painter’s bill.
Letter o, 12 November 1952 [Robin]
Clerehan’s reservations.

341

342

C H Bridgford to Robin Boyd 9 November 1954 Grounds, Romberg & Boyd
Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 160.
As advised by Tony Lee.
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 Darbyshire house, 26 Foote St, Templestowe
Letter p, mid-November 1952 [Robin]
Is sealed.
 ‘Gothic house’, Keith Finlay house, 105 Kangaroo Ground Road,
Warrandyte, 1952-3.
Letter p, mid-November 1952 [Robin]
Nearing completion.
 ‘new verandah on Clive’s house’, Clive Turnbull’s house, 18 Yarra
Grove, Hawthorn.
Fragment r, undated [Robin]
Practically finished.
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Bestiary
A’Beckett, William Auncell Keysey [Bill] (1912-1987), Melbourne, chartered
accountant, partner in Young & Outhwaite, married to Patricia Outhwaite.
A cousin of Boyd and a member of the Boyds’ social circle.
Aitken, Margaret Agnes [Meg], Melbourne (1932-1981), best friend since school
[Korowa] of Helen Boyce, and briefly her contemporary at Melbourne
University, where she enrolled in Arts, and became Miss University. She
did not continue with the course and instead studied nursing. Despite
being a teetotaller at the time of these letters she later became a heavy
drinker.343 Girlfriend of Kevin Borland referred to in these letters. They
married in 1954.344
Alexandra, Douglas Diomedes [Doug] (1922-2000) architect. Built Heritage Pty
Ltd web site, Dictionary of Unsung Architects, sv Douglas Alexandra.
Alexandra, [Madge] Elizabeth née Nathan, Melbourne (1928-), studied
architecture at the Melbourne Technical College in the 1940s and
commenced fourth year at Melbourne University in 1949, but married
Doug Alexandra in that year, and dropped out of the course when she
became pregnant.345
Paul Allen. A friend of a friend (actually best man of a Melbourne friend) with
whom Clerehan stayed for a time in New York, in the Dakota block, 1
West 72nd Street, New York.
Anderson, Bruce, Melbourne (1926-?), furniture retailer, principal of Andersons
Ltd, Chapel Street, Prahran, which from the mid-1950s specialised in
modern furnishing.
Bailey, Donald, Melbourne (1927-), obtained his BArch from the University of
Melbourne and became an Associate of the Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects in 1950, when his address was 475 High St, Kew. He appears
to have travelled and worked overseas for five years in the 1950s, then
worked for Bates, Smart & McCutcheon in Melbourne, before jointly with
Jeffrey Howlett (1928-2005) winning the competition for New Perth City
Council administration buildings in 1960, and moving to Perth to establish
the partnership of Howlett & Bailey, 1961-74. He later became DirectorGeneral of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects, 1974-91.
Bailey & Tilley Home Planning Service, 583 Glenhuntly Rd, Caulfield, was a
partnership of Norman Victor Tilley (1917-?) and Harold Edwin Bailey
343

344
345

Information principally from Hugh O’Neill, who says that she later contracted, but
recovered from, tuberculosis. Peter McIntyre does not remember her being enrolled
at the University at all,
Age, 7 May 1954, p 4 (with a wedding portrait).
Information from Simon Reeves, referring to J L Willis, ‘Women in Architecture in
Victoria 1905-1955: their Educational and Professional Life (PhD, University of
Melbourne 1997)), p 280.
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(1923-1996), dissolved in June 1955. Though described as architects in
the street section of the directory, they were apparently not registered, and
were described in the 1954 electoral roll as draftsmen
Barton, John Carmichael, Melbourne (1909-1980), architect. He studied at the
Melbourne University Architectural Atelier in the 1930s (though he did not
receive his Diploma of Architectural Design until 1963), and was registered
in 1945, at which time he was employed by Bates, Smart &
McCutcheon.346 He was the brother of Duncan Barton, who lectured in
Building Construction at Melbourne University. I can report from memory
that he was an architect in the Commonwealth Public Service, and in that
capacity designed the Department of Civil Aviation building at the southwest corner of Swanston and Grattan Streets, Carlton.
Barton, Norman Benjamin, Melbourne (1923 - 2003), architect, began his
architectural training before World War II, served in New Guinea in the 3rd
Field Survey Company, which included Boyd and Clerehan, then
completed his course at the same time as Clerehan. He was associated
with Clerehan in the design of a house for himself and his wife at 56
Thomas St, Brighton East. He is believed to have worked for Bates,
Smart & McCutcheon, possibly to have had some association with Kevin
Borland and/or the Olympic Pool; to have worked for Leith & Bartlett in
about 1956, and later to have practised by himself. By 2001 he was
retired and living in Caulfield.347
Bates, Smart & McCutcheon, the oldest architectural practice in Melbourne,
founded by Joseph Reed in 1853, and re-formed under this name in
1926.348
Bell, Francis Richard, Melbourne (1921-1989), architect, partner with Robin
Boyd, 1945-7, and Kevin Pethebridge, 1945-50 (qqv).
Berry, Alex, Melbourne, president of the Society of New Music. He appears to
have been an Australian Broadcasting Commission music presenter on
3LO.349
Bertoia, Harry, USA (1915-1978), Italian-born artist, sculptor, and furniture
designer. His best known-chairs, the side chair and the diamond chair, are
formed of a square wire grid like enlarged mesh, shaped to ergonomic
forms. They are regarded as modern classics and are still reproduced

346
347

348

349

Information from Simon Reeves.
Information from Ian Thomas of the Old Wesley Collegians Association, Simon
Reeves, and Roy Barton, brother. There are sons: Tony Barton and Dr Stephen
Barton.
See especially Philip Goad [ed], Bates Smart: & McCutcheon: 150 Years of
Australian Architecture. (Thames & Hudson, Fishermans Bend [Victoria], 2004).
For example Darius Milhaud’s L’Homme et Son Désir ‘prepared and presented by
Alex Berry’: Age, 13 September 1949, p 5, and subsequent programs through to
1956
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today, despite Boyd’s assessment, ‘some dumb prick bending bits of tin
round wire’.
Blumin, Yuri [Juri, George] Melbourne (1904-1969), architect, briefly partner of
Anatol Kagan [qv] in 1942 as Blumin & Kagan, and then from 1949, of
Kagan, Albert Young and William Miller, as Anatol Kagan & Associates.350
Borland, Kevin, Melbourne (1926-2000), architect. Borland completed the first
year of the Bachelor of Architecture course at the University of Melbourne
in 1944, then withdrew and joined the Royal Australian Naval Reserve.
He was mobilised in July 1945, a month before the Japanese surrender,
and demobilised in January 1947, and completed his degree in 1950.
Early in 1950 Borland worked for Lester Bunbury, qv, then travelled with
Bunbury to Sydney and met Bunbury’s acquaintance Harry Seidler, qv, He
worked for Seidler during the final stage of the construction of the Rose
Seidler house, Turramurra. While in Sydney he also earned money by
selling the new Hardoy chair, which had apparently been introduced by
Seidler, and which Borland himself introduced to Victoria next year. Back
in Melbourne he was employed by Mockridge, Stahle & Mitchell in 1951,
and became Boyd’s assistant in the RVIA Small Homes Service during
Clerehan’s absence in 1952, in which year he was joint winner of the
Olympic Pool competition. In 1957-65 he was in partnership with Geoffrey
Trewenack, qv] in the partnership Borland & Trewenack.351 At a later date
he became Professor of Architecture at Deakin Univeruity. In 1954 he
married Margaret Aitken, the girlfriend referred to in these letters, who died
in 1981, and in 1986 he married one of his students at Deakin, Huan Chen
Tan.
Boyce, Helen, Melbourne, girlfriend of Peter McIntyre at the time of this
correspondence, an undergraduate architect, a rabid teetotaller, and
suffering from mumps. [f] She was best friend, from school, of Meg
Aitken, enrolled in the Bachelor of Architecture in 1951, was academically
gifted, played cello in the University Orchestra and was a member the
senior hockey and swimming teams.352 She also starred in the very
successful 1951 lunchtime Architectural Revue, and the student
newspaper, Farrago, reported on its front page her talented performance
and beauty. She was one of only two girls in her year, and her male
colleagues somewhat resented her appropriation by Peter McIntyre by
droit de seigneur. McIntyre dates their relationship with some precision,
March 1951 to June 1953, and attributes their break-up to the fact that
Helen resented his practice taking off after the Pool victory without her, as
she had not completed her course. After graduation she worked with
350

351
352

Simon Reeves, Anatol Kagan, pp 35, 59, and additional information supplied by
Reeves personally.
See principally Evans, ‘Passion, People and Place’.
Peter McIntyre does not remember any such sporting or musical activities. But
according to Hugh O’Neill this is because she gave them up when she became
involved with McIntyre. But a problem remains because if the relationship began in
March 1951, her first year at the university, she would barely have had time to get
into the teams or the orchestra.
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Eggleston McDonald & Secombe, married the economist David Fisher and
lived for a time in Europe and the Philippines.353 She later returned to
Australia, and by 1991 was the Registrar of the Board of Architects of New
South Wales.354
Boyd, Carolyn a’Beckett Penleigh [Mandie] (1943-), first child of Robin and
Patricia.
Boyd, Dorothea Patricia [née Madder, later Mrs John Davies], Melbourne (19212009), 'Patricia, pale, long face emphasised by hair of Veronica Lake
blonde languor, personified a sophisticated postwar worldliness that was a
miracle in little old Melbourne.' 355
Boyd, Penleigh Robin (1949-) son of Robin & Patricia, later an architect
practising in Canberra.
Boyd, Robin Gerard Penleigh, Melbourne (1919-1971), architect, author and
critic Boyd was the son of Theodore Penleigh Boyd, artist, who died in a
car accident in 1923, and was after that brought up by his mother Edith
(née Edith Susan Anderson). From 1936 he was articled for three years to
Kingsley Henderson, of A & K Henderson. He became a leading light of
the Victorian Architectural Students Society, and founded its monthly
newsletter, Smudges. His service in World War II, from the end of 1939, is
summarised above. At the end of the war he practised in partnership with
Kevin Pethebridge and Bell until he was appointed director of the AgeRVIA Small Homes Service in 1946. From 1947 he was also employed as
a lecturer/research fellow at Melbourne University. In 1950-1 he travelled
to Europe on the Robert and Ada Haddon Travelling Scholarship, and on
his return resumed his role at the Small Homes Service (which had been
temporarily filled by Clerehan), resigning at the end of 1953. In 1952 he
was elected to the council of the Town And Country Planning Association
of Victoria and that of Royal Victoria Institute of Architects. He continuing
with the latter after it became a chapter of the RAIA to be Senior Vice
President in 1968-70, and President in 1970-1. In July 1953 he entered
partnership with Roy Grounds and Frederick Romberg In 1956-7 he visited
the USA as a Fulbright Fellow and Alfred Farwell Bemis visiting professor
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. After Grounds’s defection the
partnership of Romberg & Boyd was established in 1962. In 1969 Boyd
was awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects. He died of subacute bacterial endocarditis on 16 October 1971
under circumstances suggestive of medical negligence. He published
prolifically, including the books Victorian Modern (1947), Australia’s Home
(1952), The Australian Ugliness (1960), Kenzo Tange (1962), The Walls
Around Us (1962), The New Architecture (1963), The Puzzle of
Architecture (1965), The Book of Melbourne and Canberra (1966), New
353
354

355

Information from Hugh O’Neill.
Helen Fisher, ‘Architecture, the Changing Profession - Interview by Sarah Corkill
with Helen Fisher, Registrar of the Board of Architects of New South Wales’,
Architecture Bulletin, May 1991, pp 16-17.
Mandy Kelso, quoted in Serle, Robin Boyd, p 107.
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Directions in Japanese Architecture (1968), and Living in Australia
(1970).356
Brewster, Richard Neylon [Dick], Melbourne (1923-2007),357 friend and
neighbour of Mrs Clerehan, who lived in the house owned by his father,
Ernest A Brewster, at 9 Harwood St, Elwood, at the corner of Drake St,
two doors down from the Clerehan house.
Bridgford, [The Hon] Charles Haig, Melbourne (1910-1993), partner in Bridgford
Sons & Co, shipping agents, Liberal-Country Party MLC for South-Eastern
Province, July 1955-19 61; married in 1946 to Phyllis Lovitt Ballhausen.
Owners of 58 Arkaringa Crescent, Black Rock, by Godfrey, Spowers,
Hughes, Mewton & Lobb; clients of Boyd for their new house at the corner
of Beach Rd & Bayview Crescent. Boyd sent him a congratulatory
telegram when he was elected in 1955.358
Briggs, Bernard Charles, Melbourne (1899-1973) was articled to J D Slevin of
Geelong until 1920, then began private practice including work for the
Victorian Railways. He became Deputy Architect to the City of Melbourne,
then City Architect in 1951, retiring in the early 1960s. His work included
the Fish Markets in West Melbourne, now demolished.359
Brooks, [Sir] Reginald Alexander Dallas (1896-1966), Governor of Victoria
1949-1963
Brunner, Nan, Melbourne (1914-2012), sometime partner of Bill Carr.
Bunbury, Lester, Melbourne (1916-2000), furniture & industrial designer. See
biographical note above [v]. He was the cousin of the architect Arthur
Bunbury (for whose parents Austin E and Alice Bunbury - Boyd designed a
house in 1949 at 203 Doncaster Rd, North Balwyn360).
Bunning, Walter, Sydney (1912-1977), architect and urban planner.
Burchard, John Ely, USA (1898-1975), Director of Libraries at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology until 1948, then first Dean of the School of
Humanities and Social Science, who visited Australia in 1951. He was
later to be instrumental in arranging Boyd’s Alfred Bemis Professorship at
MIT in 1956-7.
356

See principally Neil Clerehan, ‘Robin Gerard Penleigh Boyd (1919–1971)', Australian
Dictionary of Biography (National Centre of Biography, Canberra accessed on line 19 June
2016.

357

Simon Reeves.
Acknowledged in C H Bridgford to Robin Boyd, 6 July 1955: Grounds, Romberg &
Boyd Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 160.
Simon Reeves.
Context,
http://dsewebapps.dse.vic.gov.au/Shared/ats.nsf/(attachmentopen)/F782A04EB870
020BCA257DE20079B3B2/$File/Boroondara+C208+Supp+Doc203+Doncaster+Road+citation+180714+Exhibition+Gazetted.pdf.

358

359
360
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Cain, John William, Victoria (1882-1957), Premier of Victoria. Cain was a farm
worker in the Goulburn Valley until about 1907, then a hawker in
Melbourne. By 1914 he had joined the Australian Labor Party and in 1917
he was elected to the Legislative Assembly as member for Jika Jika, He
became leader of the party in 1937, then Premier in 1943 (for only four
days) and again in 1945-7. On 17 December 1952 he again took office,
with a majority in both houses, and initiated radical reforms until his
government fell in 1955.361 These included the abandonment of the
Olympic Stadium in Princes Park and the moving of the Olympic Pool from
Fawkner Park to the north side of the Yarra.
Carr, William Hamilton [Bill], Melbourne (10 December 1918-?), later Brisbane
(?), architect, partner and fiancé of Nan Brunner at the time of these
letters. He studied architecture at Cambridge University in 1937-40, and
served in the Australian Navy in World War II. He was appointed
probationary sub-lieutenant on 26 June 1942 and promoted to acting
lieutenant (provisional) in 1945.
In 1946 he was in Melbourne and gave his parents’ address when
appearing before the magistrate’s court. In the early hours of 2 March he
was seen driving an open car erratically across the intersection of Flinders
and Swanston Streets, his arm around a woman. He proceeded erratically
across Princes Bridge, followed by a police patrol car. He was called upon
to stop, but whenever the police car drew level he would swing across in
front of it. He was finally brought to halt near the Shrine when the police
shot out his front and back tyres. He was fined £2 for dangerous driving,
£1 or three days imprisonment for having used insulting words, £1 or three
days for resisting arrest, and £2 or seven days for having insulted a
constable.362
Carr returned to the study of architecture at Sydney University in 1947 and
Melbourne University in 1947-8. He was articled to Roy Grounds for four
months in 1949, and then to Meldrum & Noad in 1950, becoming an
Associate of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects in June 1951. At
about the time of this correspondence Carr lived at flat 9, 21-23 Alexandra
Avenue, South Yarra and conducted a private practice there. He was later
a design tutor at Melbourne University, and in 1962 was appointed
Lecturer at the School of Architecture, Queensland University, where he
was involved in the scandal discussed elsewhere. By the later 1950s his
partner was Joan, who accompanied him to Queensland. In his Brisbane
period he designed a ‘solar house’ at Moggill, Brisbane, which was
published in Architecture Australia.363 See introduction for other
biographical detail.
361

362
363

Robert Murray & Kate White, ‘John Cain (1882–1957)', Australian Dictionary of Biography
(National Centre of Biography, Canberra), http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/cain-john9661/text17045, accessed on line 14 June 2016.
Age (Melbourne), 7 May 1946, p 3; Herald (Melbourne), 7 May 1946, p 9;

Information from Philip Goad, Paul Memmott and Don Watson. Memmott believes
that this was essentially a technical exercise by engineers, with little architectural
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Chancellor David, Melbourne (1926-), architect, in partnership with William Rex
Patrick as Chancellor & Patrick, 1953-1981, much influenced by F L
Wright.
Clarke, George, Sydney (1932-2005) architect and urbanist, at the time of these
letters assistant to Harry Seidler, Sydney correspondent of Cross-Section,
and completing his architecture course at Sydney University. He
graduated in 1953 and later joined Don Gazzard in Clarke Gazzard.
Clerehan, Adelaide (1877-1958), mother of Neil, living at the time of this
correspondence at 40 Drake Street Elwood, which she preferred to think
of as Brighton.
Clerehan, Brian (1918-2001), brother of Neil, a radiologist, at the time of this
correspondence travelling overseas on a United Nations scholarship. He
visited Neil in New York and behaved obnoxiously.
Clerehan, Neil, Melbourne (1922-), architect, practising from 1951, 1955
married Sonia Cole.
Clerehan, Yvonne (1922-1983), wife of Brian, at the time of this
correspondence, living with the children in Melbourne while Brian travelled.
Coles [Sir] Arthur William, Melbourne (1892-1982), businessman, politician and
philanthropist, member of the partnership which floated G J Coles & Co,
1921; Chairman of the Olympic Games Finance and Organising
Committee from 1952, resigned in May 1953 when the Olympic Pool site
was changed from Fawkner Park.
Cook, William Glanville Lau (Bill), Melbourne (1909-1983), rationalist lecturer
and writer, secretary of the Rationalist Society. His wife Lowell [née
Madder], was a relation of the Boyds.
Cowen, [Sir] Zelman, Australia (1919-2011) lawyer, academic, administrator.
Fellow of Oriel College Oxford, 1947-50; Dean of the Law Faculty,
Melbourne University, 1951-1966; Vice-Chancellor of the University of
New England, 1966-1970; Vice Chancellor of the University of
Queensland, 1970-1977; Governor-General of Australia, 1977-1982. His
house in Kew, Melbourne, of 1959, was designed by Robin Boyd,
Cutts, Bob, Melbourne, husband of Dina Cutts, architect with Bates, Smart &
McCutcheon (according to Clerehan), also with Mussen Mackay & Potter,
and worked on Hosie’s Hotel, Elizabeth Street, according to Don Fulton.
Reeves reports that Bob and Dina were married by 1950, when they
content, while Watson refers to architectural input by Greg Berkman and
mechanical by Norman Sheridan. Neither cannot recall any other work by Carr,
except that he oversaw the preparation of measured drawings of the 1887
Japanese house 'Yeddo' at New Farm, and its relocation to Ingham, also published
in Architecture Australia.
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shared a house in Heidelberg with two other young families, occupying an
attic flat which they renovated themselves. The couple later moved to
East Melbourne, where they occupied a terrace house which had been
refurbished to Bob’s design. He seems to have subsequently established
a sole practice, as Reeves has references to a few houses that he
designed in the mid-to-late 1960s.364
Cutts, Dina Cutts, Melbourne, wife of Bob Cutts, fashion designer (decorator
according to Clerehan). According to Simon Reeves a portrait sketch of
Dina Cutts by Louis Kagan, dated 1951 and titled ‘The Designer’ is held by
the National Gallery of Victoria, and other published references from that
period confirm that her discipline was fashion design. At some point, she
designed clothing under the label ‘Limited Edition by Dina’, and in 1965,
she was appointed regional director of the Fashion Group Inc.
Darbyshire, Edward James [Teddy], Melbourne (1922-2000), a chemist and
entrepreneur who had companies associated with farming products, baby
bottles (Steadiflow) and who started the Ansell Rubber company with the
Ansell brothers. Margaret G Darbyshire (née Macken) (1926-2010), was a
leading child psychologist, and also a beauty on the Beauty and the Beast
television show. They were Boyd’s clients for the house at 26 Foote St,
Templestowe of 1951-2, with additions 1961, having approached Clerehan
at the Small Homes Service and been referred by him to Boyd.365 Their
son, Mark Darbyshire, describes them as socialites, though it was more a
cultural/bohemian circle than a high society one. They hosted big parties
attended by Robin and Patricia Boyd, Grant Featherston, Arthur Boyd
(who painted a portrait of Margaret), Clifton Pugh, and other artists. They
later divorced.
Dawnay-Mould, William Roy, Melbourne (1901-1985), estate agent and
politician, MLA for Dandenong, 1947-52; State Secretary of the Liberal
Country Party, 1950-2, expelled 1953 after contesting the Malvern byelection as a Hollway Liberal.
Dixon, Frank Wilson Chatham, Melbourne (1923-2013), architect and
engineer.366
Dies, Robert Neal [Bob Dyer] (1909-1984), US vaudeville entertainer, radio and
television personality, and quiz compere, who made his name in Australia.
Eames, Charles Ormond (1907-1978), with his second wife Bernice Alexandra
‘Ray’ Eames (née Kaiser (1912-1988), leading US furniture designers.
How Eames snubbed Robin Boyd is not known [o].
Earle, James Heward [Jim], Melbourne (1927-2014), architect.
364

365
366

Reeves refers to the Argus, 18 October 1950, p 12, for the Heidelberg attic flat, and
Australian Home Beautiful, November 1959, p 16, for the East Melbourne terrace
house],
Information from Tony Lee.
Built Heritage, Dictionary of Unsung Architects, sv Frank Dixon,.
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Edwards, Clifton Afton [Ukulele Ike] (1895-1971), American singer and voice
actor. The spelling ‘ukelele’ is used in the local advertisements and by
Boyd
Eisenhower, General Dwight David [Ike], USA (1890-1969), at this time
presidential candidate, was duly elected and served 1953-1961.
Evans [Sir], Bernard, Melbourne (1905-1981) architect and Melbourne City
Councillor, born Manchester UK, emigrated with his family in 1913; studied
architecture at Melbourne Technical College, and by the late 1920s was
building speculative villas. In 1928 he established Hampton Timber &
Hardware Pty Ltd and the Premier Building Co Pty Ltd. He served in the
AIF at Tobruk and elsewhere 1939-45, rising briefly to brigadier, but
retiring as colonel; was Lord Mayor of Melbourne 1959-61; and was
knighted in 1962. He was reviled by modernists for buildings like the
quaintly medieval ‘Kynge’s Keepe’ flats in Parkville, 1932;367 the
Gothicising ‘London Court’, Perth, of 1937, and half-timbered shops in
Toorak Road. There were various reports of wheeler-dealing in the council
linked with Evans’s name, and he was later exposed in the press buying
up rights-of-way for nominal prices at the site of the proposed Flagstaff
underground railway station. He is not named in Boyd’s letters, but is a
part of this story in two capacities – as a regular butt of Boyd’s
Architectural Revue scripts, and as the leader of the group of city
councillors who successfully fought the construction of the Olympic Pool in
Fawkner Park.
Erswell, A Ambrose, a neighbour of the Boyds at 600 Riversdale Rd,
Camberwell, until he sold the property in 1950.368
Erswell, John Ambrose Moore [John] (1915-?), son of A A Erswell, served in the
AIF in World War II and was wounded.
Featherston, Grant, Melbourne (1922-1995), furniture designer, in partnership
with his wife Mary from 1965. Boyd opened an exhibition of Featherston
furniture in 1953 [a] and designed their house in Ivanhoe in 1967.
Featherstone, Rae Edwin, Melbourne (1907-1987), architect, senior lecturer at
Melbourne University from 1947, and known for his house ‘Blue Peter’,
Mount Eliza, of 1956. After a dispute with Professor Brian Lewis over the
design of University buildings he left the teaching staff and the University
appointed him Staff Architect, when he became notorious for the design of
a series of cream brick buildings.
Fennessy, Desmond James [Des], Melbourne (1916-2007), printer and
publisher, editor of the Port Phillip Gazette, 1952-6, subsequently
Australian Trade Commissioner successively in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur,
Seoul.
367
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Age [Melbourne] 16 August 1946, p 6..
Information from Graeme Butler.
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Fennessy, Joan, sister of Desmond, illustrator of the Port Phillip Gazette.
Fooks, Dr Ernest [born Ernest Leslie Fuchs], Melbourne (1906-1985), architect
and town planner, born in Bratislava, Austro-Hungary, migrated to
Australia with his wife Noemi in 1939, author of X-Ray the City [1946].
Francis, Arthur James, Melbourne (1914-2008), Professor of Civil Engineering,
Melbourne University. Peter McIntyre describes him as a great man, who
left Melbourne to avoid his son being conscripted.
Fuller, Richard Buckminster, USA (1895-1983), architect and inventor, patentee
of the Geodesic Dome and inventor of the Dymaxion House.
Fulton, Don Hendry, Melbourne (1925-), architect. Fulton studied at the
Melbourne Technical College (later RMIT) and Melbourne University, then
joined Roy Grounds as assistant in 1950. In 1953 he was the Skidmore
Owings & Merrill International Fellow at the University of California,
Berkeley, California.369
Galvin, Leslie William [Bill], Victoria (1903-1966), Deputy Premier. Galvin was
born in Sydney, but his family moved to Victoria, where he became a fitter
and turner with the Victorian Railways. In 1945 he took the Legislative
Assembly seat of Bendigo at a by-election. With the return if the Labor to
government in December 1952 Gavin became Chief Secretary and Deputy
Premier. In 1953 he was Acting Premier while Cain, the Premier, attended
the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. In this capacity he received the
resignation of A W Coles as Chairman of the Olympic Organising
Committee.370
Godfrey Spowers, Melbourne architectural firm founded in 1895 by W S P
Godfrey (1872-1953), who entered partnership in 1901 with H H Spowers
(1872-1933). William Purves Race Godfrey (1908-1983), son of W S P,
became a partner after the death of Spowers. The practice was
suspended during World War II, then resumed under W P R [Race]
Godfrey in 1944. The firm had benefitted early from Spowers’s
connections with the Argus newspaper, whose headquarters they
designed, and by the time of these letters had a substantial business
connection and had become Godfrey Spowers, Hughes, Mewton & Lobb,
with Eric Hughes and Geoff Mewton, qqv.
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D H Fulton, ‘Don Hendry Fulton, LFRAIA Architect: an Outline
Architectural Biography’ (3pp typescript, 2008 copy held at the Pictures
Collection, State Library of Victoria). See also Philip Goad, ‘Mary Kathleen
and Weipa – Two Model Mining Towns for Post-War Australia’, Transition, nos
49/50 (1996), pp 42-59.
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Green, Kenneth [Ken], Melbourne (?-?), architect. He had been a vicepresident of the Victoria Architectural Students Society (VASS) and he
was as I remember for many years in-house architect of the State
Electricity Commission of Victoria, involved principally in the promotion of
electrical appliances. Simon Reeves suggests that the period was at least
from 1949, when he was registered as an architect with an address at 238
Flinders Street, the SEC headquarters, to at least 1971, when he
appeared in an SEC advertisement as ‘Sec Building Service Industry
Architect’.371
Greehalgh, Victor [Vic], Melbourne (1900-1983), sculptor and industrial
designer, responsible for the Orpheus and Eurydice, destroyed in 1957 by
order of the Council of the University of Melbourne, for the statue of King
George V on the Sturt Street plantation, Ballarat, and for the busts of Holt,
McEwen, Gorton, McMahon and Whitlam in Prime Ministers Avenue,
Canberra
Griffin, Walter Burley, USA & Australia (1876-1937), architect, planner of
Canberra, with his wife, Marion Mahony Griffin. Boyd was an admirer.
Grounds, [Lady] Alice Bettine [Bette], formerly Ramsay, nee James, Melbourne
(1909-2009), secretary, retailer, wife of [Sir] Thomas Ramsay, then wife of
[Sir] Roy Grounds. In 1930 she partnered Zara Dickens in a dress shop in
Little Collins St, but left two years later to marry Ramsay. In about 1946
she rejoined Zara, now Holt, in the Magg couture house, Toorak, until
1952.
Grounds, [Sir] Roy Burman, Melbourne (1905-1981), architect, early employer
and mentor of Robin Boyd. From 1947 he had been a senior lecturer at
the School of Architecture, Melbourne University, and by the time of this
correspondence was Director of Town and Regional Planning.372
Harrison, Wallace Kirkman, USA (1895-1981), of Harrison & Abramowitz,
Director of Planning for the United Nations complex, New York.
Haskell, Douglas Putnam, USA (1899-1979), editor of Architectural Forum,
1949-1964.
Heath, Frank Norman, Melbourne (1907-1980), architect and town planner. He
studied architecture at Melbourne University, graduating with a diploma in
1932. His father, Charles Heath, had designed the Melbourne General
Cemetery at Fawkner and Frank was brought up in his father’s house on
the cemetery site. Charles and Frank Heath in partnership designed the
Brisbane Crematorium in 1933, opened in 1938,373 and Frank now
developed a minor specialisation in cemetery design. He also became an
371
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Architect, May-June 1971, p 16.
Architecture and Arts, July 1952 p 12.
‘Draft History - Mt Thompson Crematorium / former Brisbane Crematorium,
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advocate for town planning, and in 1937 he won a competition for the
Victorian Housing Commission Estate at Fishermens Bend. This launched
his career as a town planner, and he became over the next ten years
possibly the most active practitioner in Australia. In 1939 he won fourth
place in competition for housing design, which secured him a place on the
Housing Commission Architect’s Panel. In 1952 he won the competition
and secured the commission for the design of the Olympic Stadium in
Princes Park, discussed in these letters.
When the project was
abandoned he received substantial compensation.374
Hill, Arthur Machen [Bung], Melbourne [1903-1978] society obstetrician and
researcher into Clostridium welchii, &c, married Ilona Krames, 1951.
Hirst, Michael Clement, Melbourne (1917-2002), furniture designer and
manufacturer. See the biographical note above [v].
Hollway, Thomas Tuke, Victoria (1906-1871), politician, had in 1947 become
Premier of Victoria in a Liberal–Country Party Coalition, remaining until
December 1951, when he was deposed and replaced as leader by Leslie
G Norman. He was expelled from the Liberal Party in September 1952
following allegations of bribery, never to be resolved. He then stood for the
Electoral Reform League and won the seat of Glen Iris from the Liberal
Country Party leader, Norman.
Hughes, Eric, Melbourne (1901-1964), architect, had worked twelve years with
Sydney Smith & Ogg, which became Sydney Smith Ogg & Serpell, and
two years with Robert Haddon, then was office manager at Bates, Smart &
McCutcheon, later partner in Godfrey Spowers Hughes Mewton & Lobb,
President of the RVIA in 1951-3.
Iddon, Don, New York (1912-1979), an English-born reporter based in
Manhattan, who wrote a weekly column ‘Don Iddon’s Diary’ for the London
Daily Mail, and syndicated. A book Don Iddon’s America, had been
published in 1951.
Ingram, Vincent J William [Bill], Melbourne, described by Clerehan as a
‘drunken insurance agent’, with Steeves Agnew & Co, insurance brokers,
Collins St. Married Joan F Carr, sister of Bill Carr.
Ireland, Frank,375 Melbourne, partner in McDougall & Ireland, builders.
Reported by Peter McIntyre to have been essentially an accountant.
Irwin, Leighton Francis [Tony], Melbourne (1892-1962), architect and head of
the Melbourne University Architectural Atelier, had been articled to
Klingender & Alsop of Melbourne in 1909, worked for Bates Peebles &
Smart and Louis Harrison, and for a year with Lanchester, Rickards &
374
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Nichols, Freestone & Putra, ‘Frank Heath.’
So named in a letter addressed to him by Grounds Romberg & Boyd, 13 July 1954.
Grounds, Romberg & Boyd Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 160.
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Lucas of London. Described by Freeland as ‘unvaryingly intense, fiercely
serious, and humourless’.376
Irwin, William Lyle [Bill], Melbourne (1917-2000), structural engineer, of the firm
of J L & E M Daly [John & Murray Daly], engineer for the first Ctesiphon
Arch structure, the Rice house, and for the Olympic Pool. After the Pool
victory he set up in his own right at the same address as Borland Murphy
and McIntyre, 441 St Kilda Rd. He was subsequently the engineer for the
Myer Music Bowl. His firm was later prominent as Irwin Johnston &
Partners, and today Irwinconsult.
Islip, John Blackwood (1904-1985), Secretary of the Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects, and Registrar of the Architects’ Registration Board of Victoria.
In the former capacity he had a role in overseeing the Small Homes
Service.
Janeba, Friedrich Alois [Fritz] Melbourne (1905-1983), architect and teacher.
He had studied architecture in 1925-30 at the Kunstewerbe Schule Wien,
Meisterschule für Architektur, Vienna, followed in 1930-33 by a
postgraduate course at the Akademie der Bildenden Kunst, Vienna, under
Clemens Holzmeister. Kathe, who was Jewish, fled Austria and arrived in
Melbourne in 1938 with the assistance of the Victorian Refugee Council,
and worked in pottery in Port Melbourne. Fritz followed in 1939 and they
were married. They settled at Warrandyte, where they worked from the
studio built by the painter Penleigh Boyd, father of Robin Boyd. Kathe
practised as a potter and Fritz designed buildings in the area, beginning in
1939 with the radical Koornong school for Clive and Janet Neild, in
association with Best Overend. There followed the Warrandyte Baby
Health Centre of 1941; the James Wigley house and studio, 1943; and the
Janebas’ own house, completed by 1945. In 1947 he designed All Souls
School at Charters Towers, Queensland (which did not proceed), and in
the same year he joined the teaching staff at the School of Architecture,
Melbourne University. He was loved by his students, who saw him as the
authentic representative of European modernism, and was known for
sentences beginning [rapidly] ‘I mean, I mean, I mean, I tell you quite
frankly …’ He left Melbourne in 1962 when he was appointed UNESCO
Professor of Architectural Design at Middle Eastern Technical University
Ankara, where he was responsible for setting up the architectural teaching
program. At the end of his term he returned to Austria and then to
Australia for a few months, apparently with some intention of returning to
the University of Melbourne, which did not eventuate. In 1966 he was
appointed Professor of Architecture at Vienna Akademie für Angewandte
Kunst, Vienna, to conduct master classes in design.377
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Jones, Inigo Owen, Australia (1872-1954), no connection to the British architect,
was an Australian private weather forecaster, who developed a theory of
cyclical variations based upon sunspots. This was scientifically discredited,
but many, especially farmers, continued to attach great weight to his longrange forecasts
Kagan, Anatol, Melbourne (1913-2009), architect, of a Russian family exiled in
Berlin, where he trained under Hans Poelzig, was forced to emigrate in
1938 by restrictions under the Nazis; worked for a time for Ernest
Schaufelberg in London, then emigrated to Melbourne. He first worked fr
others then practised briefly in about 1942 with Yuri Blumin [qv] as Blumin
& Kagan, a practice abandoned because of wartime restrictions, after
which Kagan was employed by the Department of Works and
Construction. In 1949 he re-established himself in private practice in
partnership with Blumin, Albert Young and William Miller.378 We do not
know whether he met in Melbourne Zdenko Strizic, a former employé of
Kagan’s teacher Hans Poelzig in Germany, or Hilary Lewis, who was like
Kagan, a former employé of Ernest Schaufelberg in London.
Kent Hughes, [Sir] Wilfred Selwyn (Billy) (1895-1970), soldier and politician,
Federal Minister of the Interior, and of Works & Housing, from 1951,
Chairman of the Organising Committee for the XVIth Olympiad Melbourne
1956, from 1951.
Knappett, Margaret Campbell, née McArthur, Melbourne (1910-2000), believed
to be the ‘Margaret Nappett’ referred to by Patricia [h]. In 1936 she
married the businessman Kenneth Mitchell Knappett (19l1-1969) and they
lived at 45 Outlook Drive, Eaglemont, the former Mervyn Skipper house
designed by W B Griffin, which would have been known to Boyd and
Clerehan.379
Clifford Frank [Cliff] Last, Melbourne (1919-1981), sculptor, English-born and at
this stage only five years in Australia, but later prominent.
Lewis, Brian Bannatyne, Melbourne (1906-1991) founding Professor of
Architecture, University of Melbourne.
Little, Norman William, Melbourne (1917-), builder. Simon Reeves suggests that
the Norman Little, to whom Boyd refers [b] was Norman William Little,
builder, of 131 Orrong Road, Caulfield. Little built a number of Boyd’s
houses including the Bridgford house: Bridgford complains in November
1954: ‘Having trouble with rainwater, Norman Little was there three weeks
ago and promised to come back and fix it but didn’t.’380
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RVIA membership records and S A Reeves, Gentle Modernist; the Nine Lives of
Anatol Kagan (Vivid Publishing, Fremantle [Western Australia] 2014).
Their daughter, Ann Polis, confirms that they knew Boyd.
C H Bridgford to Robin Boyd, 9 November 1954: Grounds, Romberg & Boyd
Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 13363, box 160.
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Lud [contraction of Ludwig], Neil Clerehan’s samoyed, given to him at the time
of his matriculation in 1938, at the time of this correspondence living with
Clerehan’s mother, and of venerable age. The name was not related to
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.
Macdonald, Roderick Ian, Melbourne (1922-2014), architect. Macdonald
started his architectural training at Melbourne Technical College at night,
working in an office during the day, then in the later part of World War II
served in the Royal Australian Artillery in New Guinea. He graduated in
architecture at Melbourne University in 1948, won the Robert & Ada
Haddon Travelling Scholarship in 1949 with his design for an Olympic
Centre in Albert Park. He also won at different times the Sisalkraft
Scholarship, the IES Award for Lighting, and the Sir Patrick Abercrombie
Prize in Town Planning. The Haddon Scholarship took him to Europe, and
he worked in London.381 He returned to Melbourne in 1950 and joined the
firm of A S & R G Eggleston, marrying Margaret Chancellor in 1955, and in
1962 he became a senior partner in Eggleston, Macdonald & Secomb,
specialising in buildings for research and education. He retired in 1998.
Mair, Ian, Melbourne (1907-1993), literary critic, book reviewer for the Age and
Argus newspapers.
McCarty, Ellis, Melbourne (1924-1978) came from Cessnock, New South
Wales, served in the RAAF in 1943-5,382 completed Architecture at
Sydney University in 1950, and married Rita Meg Cousins in 1951. He
worked first for the NSW Housing Commission, then from about March
1951 as senior draughtsman for the Sydney architects Lemont, Niblett and
Daubney.383 He was a lecturer in Architecture at the University of
Melbourne in the early 1960s, when he had a second wife, Judith [Judy]. I
understood him to have been physically and psychologically damaged by
his war experience (the Korean War, I erroneously believed).
McConnell, Stanley Charles Gray, Melbourne (1921-2013) studied at the
Melbourne Technical College, then took his DipArch from the Melbourne
University Architectural Atelier in 1945 He joined R S Demaine &
Associates, then in 1955 moved to the office of Frederick Morsby, where
he became a partner in 1958.384
McCormick, James [Jim]. Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane (), architect. Mc
Cormick studied architecture at Melbourne University. . In an interview in
1966 he acknowledged himself as a disciple of Roy Grounds, with an
interest in squares, circles and triangles. In 1952 joined Douglas
Alexandra in an entry in the Olympic Stadium Competition, and in 1961 he
worked under Boyd on the John Philip house, Canberra. He later worked
381
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Edward and Margaret Darbyshire, Boyd’s clients for the house at 26 Foote St,
Templestowe,
These, and some of the following details, from Simon Reeves..
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in the Commonwealth Public Works Department in Canberra, where he
was appointed Principal Architect in 1964, He designed the Australian
pavilions for the Expos at Montreal, 1967, and Osaka, 1970, for both of
which the interiors were designed by Boyd. He then became Queensland
Government Architect.
McCutcheon, [Sir] Walter Paul Osborn, Melbourne (1899-1983), architect,
principal of Bates, Smart & McCutcheon. His own house ‘Crackers’
features in this correspondence.
McDonald, Kenneth William, Melbourne (1927-1996), architect, who was
claimed to have introduced the butterfly roof to Victoria.385 His office was
in the same building at 86 Collins Street as that of Architecture and Arts.
By September 1952 he had become the magazine’s advertising manager,
then by September 1954 its editor. McDonald shortly established the
furniture company Meadmore Originals, with Clement Meadmore as inhouse designer. This business was sold to Wm Roosen in 1954.
McDougall, Cyril John [Jack386], Melbourne (1907-?), builder, of McDougall &
Ireland, who constructed Borland’s Rice house at Eltham, McIntyre’s
Belfield Community Centre, and the Olympic Pool. Although he had
apparently acquired the rights to the Ctesiphon system, Peter McIntyre
does not consider him to have been intrinsically innovative. Still less his
partner, Philip Ireland, an accountant, who was deaf and would turn off his
hearing aid if he didn’t want to hear you. McDougall was a member of the
assessor panels for the Olympic Stadium and the Olympic Pool in 1952.
He was President of the Master Builders Association of Victoria, 1950-2;
President of the Master Builders Federation of Australia, 1958; President
of the Australian Council of Employers Federations, 1963, 1964.
McFarlan, Ross, Melbourne (1910-1996) solicitor, partner in Aitken, Walker &
Strachan, married to Isla Patience [‘Pat’], née Outhwaite (1919-1994).387
They were friends of the Boyds, and their daughter Janet attended the
same kindergarten as Penleigh, Little St Margaret’s. Boyd did minor
alterations to their house at 6 Haverbrack Avenue, Malvern, in 1955.388
McIntyre, Peter Robert, Melbourne (1927-), architect, joint winner of the
Olympic Pool competition. He graduated in 1949, and in 1950 tutored in
Architecture at Melbourne University, while – due to a temporary crisis of
confidence - taking two subjects in Medicine. Though he then returned to
Architecture, he had not completed a building by the time of the Olympic
Pool competition. He was at the time of this correspondence, and until
June 1953, associated with Helen Boyce, who was still a junior student. In
385
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1954 he married Dione Beatrice Cohen, and the couple then practised as
Peter & Dione McIntyre & Associates389 (although this partnership is
generally said to date from 1956). In 1955 he completed his River House,
Kew. Subsequently a client, McCarthy, sued the partnership,390 breaking
McIntyre financially and mentally. He made a trip to Europe and the USA,
leaving Dione in charge of the practice, returned determined to abandon
experimentation, and in 1957 practised from the same building as his
father’s firm, R H McIntyre & Associates, at 368 King Street. In 1961
McIntyre inherited this firm and merged the two practices as McIntyre
McIntyre & Partners Pty Ltd.
Meadmore, Clement Lyon, Melbourne (1929-2005), furniture designer and
sculptor, referred to by Boyd for unknown reasons as ‘Cavity Clem’. Boyd
praised Meadmore’s work in 1952, and opened an exhibition of his
furniture in 1953, see the Port Phillip Gazette, above [a]. From late 1952
Meadmore was apparently employed as in-house designer by the firm
Meadmore Orginals, which bore his name but was owned by Kenneth
McDonald [qv]. Before leaving on an overseas trip in about May 1953
Meadmore sold McDonald the rights to his designs. After his return on 25
November 1953 he was again working with Meadmore Originals, but in
1954 the company was acquired by Wm [Wilhelmus Johannes Antonius]
Roosen In 1955-6. Meadmore worked on his own on projects including
interior design and the design of light fittings,391 and had some furniture
made for him by Michael Hirst. Later he was to design furniture
commissioned by Michael Hirst Pty Ltd. See the biographical note on Hirst
above [v]. In 1963 he moved to New York, and he later became a US
citizen.
Menzies, Robert Gordon, Australia (194-1978), Prime Minister of Australia
1934-1941, 1949-1966.
Mewton, Geoffrey Harley [Geoff], Melbourne (1905-1998) architect, in
partnership with Roy Grounds, c 1932-6, later with Mewton & Billson, then
Godfrey & Spowers Pty Ltd, then Godtrey, Spowers, Hughes, Mewton &
Lobb. Mewton was involved in the RVIA’s administration of the Small
Homes Service.392
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The date from Peter McIntyre, Published reference to the partnership in
Architecture and Arts, November 1955, p 28.
According to McIntyre, verbally June 2016, McCarthy was a colour consultant with
Taubmans Paints, and included coloured panels in the design. His father-in-law,
who had been going to pay for the house, rejected the design and this triggered the
action, ostensibly for inadequate supervision. The house was bought and finished
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client.
Simon Reeves, ‘Meadmore Originals’, RMIT Design Archives Journal, 5, 2 (2015),
pp 6-25; and additonal information from Simon Reeves.
Tony Lee.
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Michaelis, [Sir] Archie Reuben, Melbourne (1889-1975), businessman, politician
and Jewish leader, MLA for St Kilda, 1932-52, Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, 1950-2.
Mitchell, George Finlay, Melbourne (1916-2006), architect, entered the
partnership of Mockridge, Stahle and Mitchell (with John Mockridge and
Ross Stahle) in 1948.393
Mockridge, John Pearce, Melbourne (1916-1994), architect, entered the
partnership of Mockridge, Stahle and Mitchell (with Ross Stahle and
George Mitchell) in 1948.
Molnar, George [György Molnár] (1910-1998), was born in Nagyvárad, Hungary
(which became the Romanian city of Oradea after WWII), graduated
BArch in Budapest, and came to Australia as a sponsored migrant in
1939. He first worked as a government architect in Canberra, then in
1945 became a lecturer in Architecture at Sydney University, and began
contributing cartoons to the Daily Telegraph. From 1952 to 1984 he was a
cartoonist for the Sydney Morning Herald. He had a distinguished
teaching career and was a prize winner in the Olympic Pool competition.
Morell, Rodney Telford [Rodney], Melbourne (1910-1997), solicitor and
company director, later chairman of the Melbourne Co-Operative Brewing
Company Ltd. Married Honor Strutt, 1936; Naomi Mears, 1947.
Muir & Shepherd, Melbourne, architects: the partnership of John William Muir
(1911-) and Arthur Redmond Shepherd (1914-1999), formed in 1947.394
By 1952 James Earle was a partner and they had an office at 349 Little
Collins Street, Melbourne and a branch at 34 Doveton Street Ballarat.395
At about the time of this correspondence they designed what Boyd
mischievously claimed was the largest building constructed in the city for
twelve years, a three metre square mauve and yellow magazine kiosk
adjoining the post office in Elizabeth Street.396
Mumford, [Sir] Lewis, USA/Britain (1895-1990), planning historian, sociologist
and critic.
Murphy, Jock, Melbourne (1953-), eldest son of John and Phyllis Murphy.
Murphy, John, Melbourne (1920-2004), architect, of John & Phyllis Murphy, joint
winner of the Olympic Pool competition.
Murphy, John F, Melbourne, builder. A friend of Boyd’s, who did some work for
him, though he didn’t regularly tender. He also did work for John & Phyllis
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Murphy [to whom he was not related]. [t]
members of the Boyds’ social circle.

He and his wife Joy were

Murphy, Phyllis, née Slater, Melbourne (1924-), architect, of John & Phyllis
Murphy, joint winner of the Olympic Pool competition. She became
engaged to John Murphy in 1959, while still a fifth year student.397
Mussen, Norman (1909-1967) engineer, of Mussen. Mackay & Potter. Mussen
was a well-known tennis and bridge player in pre-war Melbourne. In 1936
he joined John A Laing in partnership as consulting engineers, but the
practice limped, and 1939 he started practice on his own.398 He became
involved in the construction of paper mills, and in 1946 co-opted the
architect Keith Mackay in this work. They formalised a partnership in 1949
as Mussen & Mackay, architects and civil engineers, which soon became
Mussen, Mackay, Mirams & Potter, soon afterwards Mussen, Mackay &
Potter.399 From 1950 Mussen lectured on engineering at the School of
Architecture, Melbourne University, and in 1952 he joined his former
students in the competition entry for the Olympic Stadium.
Myer, Kenneth Baillieu [Ken], Melbourne (1921-1992), businessman and
philanthropist. Born USA, eldest son of Sidney Myer, served in the Royal
Australia Navy in World War II, and was awarded the DSM. A director of
the Myer Emporium, 1948-1960; Deputy Chairman and Managing
Director, 1960–1966; Chairman 1966–1976; non-executive Director,
1976–1985. He promoted freeways and shopping malls, was instrumental
in the establishment of Chadstone Shopping Centre, and with his mother,
Merlyn Myer [later Dame Merlyn Myer], he was responsible for the Myer
Music Bowl, opened in 1959.400
Myer, [Sir] Norman [Nahum Moshe Baevski], Melbourne [1897-1956], stepson
of Simcha Baevski [Sidney Myer]. Chairman and managing director of the
Myer Emporium Ltd from 1938, knighted 1956.
Naish, Joseph Patrick Carrol [J Carrol Naish] (1896-1973), American character
actor.
Nathan, Elizabeth, see Alexandra.
Niemeyer, Oscar (1907-2012), Brazilian modernist architect who represented
Brazil on the team to design the United Nations headquarters in New York,
and was mainly responsible for the adopted design. Harry Seidler worked
for him in Rio in April-June 1948, and he joined Seidler and Clarke, at
least notionally, in the competition entry for the Olympic Stadium in
397
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Age [Melbourne], 7 May 1949, p 3.
Architecture and Arts, July 1952, p 22.
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Melbourne in 1952 [l]. Niemeyer was subsequently responsible for the
design of Brasliia, 1956-1960.
Norman, Leslie George [Les], Victoria (1913-1997), accountant and politician,
state leader of the Liberal Party, 1951-2.
Nugent, Henry Gordon [Gordon H], Melbourne (?-1989), originally a joiner, was
proprietor from at least 1946 of the Worane Furniture Company, 12a
Chapel Street, Windsor, sometime vice-president of the Victorian Guild of
Furniture Manufacturers, and travelled extensively in Europe and the USA
in 1953. The factory was severely damaged by fire in 95 but the business
was still operating in the 1960s.401
Oakie, Jack (1895-1971), American actor, mainly in films, and also stage, radio
and television.
Orton, Lloyd, Melbourne (1918-1986) architect and sculptor, completed an
MArch at Cornell University, New York, then returned to Melbourne in
1951 and joined Tony Armstrong in the partnership of Armstrong & Orton,
which in 1957 merged with Demaine & Russsell to become Demaine
Russell Armstrong Trundle and Orton.
Paterson, Esther, Melbourne (1892-1971) artist, illustrator and cartoonist,
daughter of Hugh Paterson artist and wide of Hermon Gill. Responsible for
the supposedly 1951 portrait of Boyd which I believe must in fact be much
earlier, reproduced with the erroneous date, but not sourced, in Edquist,
Transition no 38, p 14.
Patkin Margaret Estelle, née Mears, Melbourne (1924 – 2011), wife of Michael
Patkin from 1947. According to Clerehan she was known as the ‘blonde
Christian virgin’, presumably something to do with her marrying into a
Jewish family. They were divorced at an unknown date and she married
an Englishman, John Harold Hepworth Perring, in 1959.402
Patkin, Michael Michael Solomon, Melbourne (1909-1972) was the son of Dr
Aaron Patkin [see the outline and Patkin family tree above] and was in the
Myer Emporium business He married Dora Edith Nanson in 1934, and
then Margaret Mears in 1947. He was described by Tim Burstall as ‘very
ugly but supposed to be a great hit with the women [and, at a New Year’s
Eve fancy dress party], wearing a Fez and looking just like Farouk.’403
Paton, Edward McKay [Ted], Melbourne (1902-1981) of Silentruba Products,
Swan St, Richmond, whose house at Anglesea by Boyd was built in about
1951. He married Mary Neish in 1959.
401

402
403

Sue Ebury, The Many Lives of Kenneth Myer (Miegunyah Press, Carlton [Victoria]
2008).
Information from Simon Reeves.
Tim Burstall [ed Hilary McPhee & Ann Standish], Memoirs of a Young Bastard: the
Diaries of Tim Burstall November 1953 to December 1954 (Miegunyah Press,
Carlton [Victoria] 2012), p 315. The reference is to King Farouk of Egypt.
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Patten, Barry Beauchamp, Melbourne (1927-2003), architect. Patten studied
architecture at the Melbourne Technical College, then Melbourne
University, graduating in 1951. He joined the firm of Yuncken, Freeman
Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson, which in 1956 was invited, along with
Grounds, Romberg & Boyd, to submit designs for the Myer Music Bowl.
Under circumstances discussed above Yuncken, Freeman Brothers,
Griffiths & Simpson became the sole architects, and Patten with another
employee, Angel Dimitroff, developed the design for the Music Bowl,
which was opened on 12 February 1959. His other notable works with the
firm were and the [Victorian] State Government Offices, 1966-9, and BHP
House, 1967-72. Patten left Yuncken, Freeman Brothers, Griffiths &
Simpson in 1985 and joined the new practice of Curnow Frieverts Glover
Patten, which lasted four years.
Patterson, Jean Morish née Nicholls, Adelaide & Melbourne (1904-1997) a
wealthy divorcee. She had been married in Adelaide in 1924 to Lloyd
Tolley, and Melbourne in 1935 to Thomas McCarthy Patterson (19051972), brother of the tennis player Gerald Patterson. When they were
divorced is unclear but by 1949 he was at an address in East Melbourne
and she was living at Alcaston House, 2 Collins St, where she remained at
the time of these letters. According to Clerehan she later had an affair with
[Sir] Brian Murray, who was to be Governor of Victoria in 1982-5.
Payne, Keith Willoughby (1923-?1995), a rather obscure Sydney architect, was
a prize winner in the competition for the Olympic Stadium, Melbourne. He
had served in the RAAF in World War II, then studied at Sydney Technical
College and obtained his ASTC(Arch) in January 1947. He became an
Associate of the RAIA, and when he wrote to obtain a copy of the
competition conditions he gave his address as 26 Wycombe Road, Neutral
Bay, but asked that the conditions be sent to him care of Stafford, Moor &
Farrington 78 Elizabeth St, Sydney.404 In 1955 he was the architect of the
J Sampson house, Shirley Rd, Roseville,405 and in 1968 he wrote an
article on hospital planning which was published in Architecture
Australia.406
Peek, Geoffrey Walter, London & Melbourne (1913-1984), quantity surveyor, an
employee of Rider Hunt & Partners. He was probably seconded to
Melbourne temporarily, as by 1956 he was at the London office of Rider
Hunt & Partners, Bridge House, Queen Victoria Street, EC4. He was a
Fellow of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors [FRICS] and a Fellow
the Royal Society of Arts [FRSA] (an essentially meaningless distinction)
from 1956 until at least 1967.407 Boyd regarded him as a drongo [d].
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Payne to the Secretary of the RVIA, 10 July 1952. Records of the Victorian Chapter
of the RAIA’, Olympic Stadium, Melbourne.
Sydney Morning Herald, 5 April 1955, p 13, apropos Payne’s campaign to have
washing machines permitted in kitchens.
Architecture Australia, February 1968 pp 104-5.
This is the result of stunningly brilliant research by Simon Reeves.
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Pethebridge, Kevin Harry, Melbourne (1921-1995), architect, served in the AIF
with F R Bell and Robin Boyd (qqv) from 1941. In 1945, following
demobilisation, the three formed Associated Designers, which became
Architects Associated when they qualified. Boyd withdrew late in 1947
and the firm became Pethebridge & Bell, which survived until the partners
split up in about 1950.408
Richards, [Sir] James Maude [Jim], England [1907-1992], architectural writer,
editor of the Architectural Review, 1937-1971; author of the influential
Introduction to Modern Architecture, 1940; and a number of other works.
Knighted 1971. He came to Melbourne in September 1969 to deliver the
first of the Melbourne Architectural Papers, doubtless through the
influence of Boyd, who had initiated the series.
Rider Hunt & Partners, a British firm of quantity surveyors which had
established an Australian branch in 1949. My father, Brian Lewis, was
dissatisfied with the quantity surveying services available in Australia, and
engaged Rider Hunt to take the quantities for work at the Australian
National University. Harry Wexler (1921-1991) arrived to open a
Melbourne office in 1949, and it quickly became the largest in Melbourne,
then opened interstate offices and became the largest in Australia. For
years subsequently my parents were invited to lavish office parties, and at
Christmas time presents of West Indian snuff arrived for my father and
French perfume for my mother. The firm has become Rider Levett
Bucknall.
Rohe, Ludwig Mies van der [born Maria Ludwig Michael Mies] (1886-1969)
German born US architect.
Romberg Frederick, Melbourne (1913-1992). German (though Chinese-born)
architect who trained in Switzerland and emigrated to Australia in 1938,
designing Newburn Flats in 1938 and Stanhill in 1943 (though completed
much later). At the time of this correspondence he was a tutor in
Architecture at Melbourne University.409 He was an unsuccessful entrant in
the Olympic Stadium competition, then an assessor in that for the Olympic
Pool. He was a member of the partnership of Grounds Romberg and Boyd
in 1953-62, and Professor of Architecture at Newcastle University from
1965.
Rudolph, Paul Marvin, USA (1918-1997), architect. Rudolph was in partnership
with Ralph Twitchell for four years before establishing an independent
practice in 1952, the year of Clerehan’s visit.
Ryan, Rupert Sumner, Berwick (1884-1952), soldier, pastoralist and politician,
brother of ‘Maie’ Casey.
Sally, the Boyds’ dachshund.
408

409

Serle, Robin Boyd, pp 72, 74, 79 85; Reeves, Dictionary of Unsung Architects, sv
Pethebridge & Bell.
Architecture and Arts, July 1952 p 11.
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Seidler, Harry, Sydney (1923-2006), architect, friend of the Boyds. Seidler was
born in Vienna and was Jewish, so after the Anschluss in March 1938 he
fled Vienna for Britain. There he began to study building at Cambridge
Technical College, but in March 1940 he was interned as an enemy alien.
He was released on parole to study architecture at the University of
Manitoba, Canada, graduating bachelor in 1944, and winning a
scholarship to the Harvard University Graduate School of Design, where
he studied under Gropius and Breuer in 1945-6. He then studied at Black
Mountain College under Josef Albers, worked as Breuer’s assistant in
New York in 1946-8, worked for Oscar Niemeyer for four months in Rio de
Janeiro, and came to Sydney where his parents had preceded him in
1946. His purpose was only to design a house for his mother (the Rose
Seidler house), but he obtained further family and other commissions and
remained, to quickly establish a unique position as an international
modernist in Australia. His entry in the Olympic Stadium competition (with
George Clarke, and notionally with Oscar Niemeyer), is referred to by
Boyd, and both this and his Olympic Pool entry are illustrated above.
Sherlock, Smith & Adams, architects, Montgomery, Alabama, USA.
Sert, Josep Lluís [Sert i López], USA (1902-1983), Catalan-born architect and
town planner, follower of Le Corbusier, author of Can Our Cities Survive?
(1942); President of CIAM, 1947-1956; visiting professor at Yale University,
1952; Dean of Harvard University Graduate School of Design, 1953-1969.
He was Clerehan’s superior at the United Nations, New York, in 1952,
though his precise role is a little unclear.
Shmith, Louis Athol, Melbourne (1914-1990), portrait and fashion photographer,
married successively to Yvonne Pearl Slater, 1939-1948; Patricia Tuckwell
[the model ‘Bambi’] 1948-1957; and Paule Grant Hay, from 1967.
Shmith, Patricia Elizabeth, Melbourne, née Tuckwell [Bambi Smith] (1926-),
violinist, model, including the Pelaco shirt advertisements, wife of Louis
Shmith, divorced 1957. Later married George Lascelles, 7th Earl of
Harewood, eldest paternal first cousin of Queen Elizabeth II, and after his
death in 2011 became Dowager Countess of Harewood.
Simmonds, Roy, editor of Australian Home Beautiful from 1946 to 1951. A client
and promoter of Boyd, as discussed above.
Slim, [Sir] William Joseph, (1891-1970), soldier, author, Governor-General of
Australia 1953-1970.
Smart, Sheila, a former partner of Bill Carr, at the time of the correspondence
living in the Macleay-Regis Apartments, 12 Macleay Street, Sydney
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Smith & Tracey, Melbourne, architects, founded in 1948 by Desmond F Smith
and Dan Noel Tracey. At the time of the Olympic Stadium competition they
were in partnership with Eric D Lyon and Leslie T Brock410
Snelling, Douglas Barrage, Sydney (1916-1985), architect and furniture
designer, follower of F L Wright.
Soilleux, Garnet Argyle, Melbourne & New York (1900-1959), Melbourne
architect, formerly of the firm H Vivian Taylor, Soilleux and Overend, and
from 1947 a Superintending Architect of the Commonwealth Department
of Works, and the Australian member of the ten member board of design
consultants established to assist Wallace Harrison in the United Nations
project.
Stephenson & Turner, Melbourne, and later Sydney architects, the partnership
formed in 1938 by [Sir] Arthur George Stephenson (1890-1967) and
Donald Turner (1895-1964) from the residue of the firm of Stephenson &
Meldrum, after Percy Meldrum resigned from partnership in 1937. From
the 1930s onwards Stephenson & Meldrum and then Stephenson &
Turner were leading designers of modern hospitals. 411
Storey, [Sir] John Stanley, Melbourne (1896-1955), industrialist, chairman of
Repco Ltd, makers and distributors of automotive parts.
Strizic, Zdenko (1902-1990), architect and academic, born in Bjelovar, now in
Croatia. He had his architectural education at the Technical University
(Technische Hochschule), Dresden, in 1921-5, with postgraduate study
the Technical University, Berlin, under Hans Poelzig, in 1925-6. He
worked in Poelzig’s private office until 1930, then conducted his own
practice in Berlin until 1933, when he was forced to leave by the rise of the
Nazis, going first to Sweden and then returning to Yugoslavia. He was
President of the Yugoslav Institute of Architects in 1938 and later taught at
Zagreb University, where he was Extraordinary Professor (1938). He
served in the Yugoslav Army in World War II and was captured by the
Germans. After the war he returned to Zagreb University as Chair of
Design and Theory of Design (1952), and ordinary professor (1956). He
then fled the Tito regime for Australia. He was appointed visiting professor
at the School of Architecture, University of Melbourne, arriving in May
1957. He was a very small man with a very large sense of his own selfworth, and a manner which the Lewises compared to the imperious
yapping of their dachshund. In about 1962 he left to take up an
appointment at the Technische Hochschule, Braunschweig.412
410
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Smith Tracy, Lyon & Brock to John Islip, Secretary of the RVIA, 16 July 1952.
Records of the Victorian Chapter of the RAIA’, Olympic Stadium, Melbourne.
John Shaw, Sir Arthur Stephenson: Australian Architect (Stephenson & Turner,
Sydney 1987); Philip Goad, Rowan Wilken & Julie Willis, Australian Modern: the
Architecture of Stephenson and Turner (Melbourne University Publishing, Carlton
[Victoria] 2004).
This account is synthesised from Strizic’s RVIA membership file, the report of his
arrival in Melbourne in the Age [Melbourne], 14 May 1957, information from Simon
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Summons, Dr John, Melbourne (1916-1983), dermatologist and Elizabeth [Liz],
née Dutton Green, socialite, later author of A Scent of Spice (1979), and
An Individual View (1982), on Eric Thake.
Syme, Hugh Randall Melbourne (1903-1965), war hero and member of the
Syme family, owners of the Age newspaper, General Manager of the Age
from 1946.
Thring, Frank William, Melbourne (1926-1994), stage, film and television actor.
Titterton, [Sir] Ernest William (1916-1990), Professor of Nuclear Physics,
Australian National University.
Turnbull, Stanley Clive Perry [Clive] Melbourne (1906-1975), journalist and
freelance writer. He published a number of books, joined the Argus
newspaper as editorial adviser in 1949 and was acting editor in 1951, but
he resigned in 1952 to engage in freelance writing and public relations
consulting.413
‘Ukulele Ike’, see C A Edwards.
Wade, Elizabeth Dora, Mount Eliza (1919-2005), daughter of the wood carver
also Dora Elizabeth Wade, née Walch (1878-1922), was Boyd’s client for
‘Tal Tal’, 51 Rosserdale Crescent, Mt Eliza, 1950-2, with her father,
Leonard Albert Wade (1868-1955), widower and retired sea captain.414
Waller, James Hardress de Warenne, England (1884-1968), engineer, inventor
of the Ctesiphon arch
Ward, Donald [Don] C (1909-2000), had a series of employers in Melbourne,
including the Commonwealth Public Works Department in 1934 and again
during World War II, and was with Verity & Beverley in London in 1935-8.
While with Commonwealth Works he did the sketch plans for the Russell
Street Telephone Exchange (which was then documented by Trevor Bain).
Ward was architect for the Myer Emporium in 1945-66,415 and designed
the prefabricated Myer House, which was exhibited in 1945 and put into
production, but shelved within a year or two.416 During 1946 he employed
Boyd as his assistant.
Reeves, and Philip Goad, ‘Zdenko Strizic’ in Goad and Wills, Encyclopedia of
Australian Architecture, p 661. There are however some discrepancies between the
sources, and omissions in some of them. The fact that most do not refer to his war
service suggests that it was not seen in retrospect to be entirely creditable –
probably due to involvement with the Ustashi.
413

Peter Ryan, ‘Stanley Clive 'Turnbull (1906–1975)', Australian Dictionary of Biography
(National Centre of Biography, Canberra), http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/turnbull-stanleyclive-11893/text21301, accessed on line 15 June 2016.
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Information from Simon Reeves and Neil Clerehan.
Information principally from Andrew Ward.
Robin Boyd, Victorian Modern (Melbourne 1947), p 66.
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Waugh, Hubert Locksley [Hub], Melbourne (1901-1969), architect, Sub-Dean of
Architecture, Melbourne University. From 1917 to 1921 he served articles
with A & K Henderson, and in 1923 he received his Diploma of
Architecture from Melbourne University in 1923. He worked in the office of
Alsop & Martin, then in the1930s that of Irwin & Stephenson, and in 1947
joined the Architecture teaching staff at Melbourne University. He retired
in 1964 and lived with his sister in Rosserdale Crescent, Mount Eliza, in
the immediate vicinity of Robin Boyd’s Wade house.
Wexler, Harry, London and Melbourne (1921-1991), quantity surveyor, founder
of the Australian operations of Rider Hunt & Partners. He took the
quantities for the winning Olympic Pool entry.
Woodcock, Peter R B (1927-1985), architect, born in Essex, graduated BArch at
Melbourne University 1951; applied for registration in 1952 using the
address 303 Royal Parade Parkville (the Lewis property, see above) after
which his address was 476 Collins Street, suggesting that he worked for
Albion Walkley He lived at Croydon until he moved to Queensland in
1970.417
Wright, Frank Lloyd, USA (1867-1959) architect.
Wright John Lloyd USA (1872-1972), son of F L, architect and inventor of toys.
Wright, Lloyd, USA (1890-1978), son of F L, landscape architect and architect.
Yuncken, Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson, Melbourne architects,
founded in 1933 by former employees of A & K Henderson, Otto [Rob]
Yuncken (1903-1951), John Freeman (1898-1962) and Tom Freeman
(1904-1971), as Yuncken, Freeman & Freeman. They were soon
afterwards joined by another former Henderson employee, William
Balcombe Griffiths (1907-1991), as Yuncken, Freeman, Freeman and
Griffiths. The practice was disrupted by World War II, but reconstituted in
1945 with Roy McCowan Simpson (1914-1997) to become Yuncken,
Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson. Barry Patten of the firm was
responsible for the design of the Myer Music Bowl, opened 1959.
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This information is entirely from Simon Reeves. Woodcock’s history after leaving
my parents’ flat was previously a complete mystery to me.
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Damenankleidezimmer in einer Mietswohnung [lady’s dressing room in an apartment], by Fritz
Janeba of Vienna: Moderne Bauformen, January 1930, between pp 48 & 49.
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One room flat for a professional woman in Dusseldorf, Germany, by Fritz Janeba of Vienna,
interior view & plan: Moderne Bauformen, December 1936, p 712.

One room flat for a professional woman in Dusseldorf, Germany, by Fritz Janeba of Vienna,
another interior view: Moderne Bauformen, December 1936, p 713.
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Flat for a young married couple, by Fritz Janeba of Vienna, siting room and study: Moderne
Bauformen, December 1936, p 714.
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